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Abstract 
Danylenko, Antonina (2015).  Decision Algebra: A General Approach to Learning and Using 
Classifiers.  Linnaeus University Dissertations No 209/2015, ISBN: 978-91-87925-47-4. 
Written in English. 
 
Processing decision information is a vital part of Computer Science fields in which 
pattern recognition problems arise. Decision information can be generalized as 
alternative decisions (or classes), attributes and attribute values, which are the basis for 
classification.   Different classification approaches exist, such as decision trees, decision 
tables and Naïve Bayesian classifiers, which capture and manipulate decision 
information in order to construct a specific decision model (or classifier). These 
approaches are often tightly coupled to learning strategies, special data structures and 
the special characteristics of the decision information captured, etc. The approaches 
are also connected to the way of how certain problems are addressed, e.g., memory 
consumption, low accuracy, etc.  

This situation causes problems for a simple choice, comparison, combination and 
manipulation of different decision models learned over the same or different samples 
of decision information. The choice and comparison of decision models are not merely 
the choice of a model with a higher prediction accuracy and a comparison of prediction 
accuracies, respectively. We also need to take into account that a decision model, when 
used in a certain application, often has an impact on the application's performance. 
Often, the combination and manipulation of different decision models are 
implementation- or application-specific, thus, lacking the generality that leads to the 
construction of decision models with combined or modified decision information. 
They also become difficult to transfer from one application domain to another. 

In order to unify different approaches, we define Decision Algebra, a theoretical 
framework that presents decision models as higher order decision functions that 
abstract from their implementation details. Decision Algebra defines the operations 
necessary to decide, combine, approximate, and manipulate decision functions along 
with operation signatures and general algebraic laws. Due to its algebraic completeness 
(i.e., a complete algebraic semantics of operations and its implementation efficiency), 
defining and developing decision models is simple as such instances require 
implementing just one core operation based on which other operations can be derived.  

Another advantage of Decision Algebra is composability: it allows for combination 
of decision models constructed using different approaches. The accuracy and learning 
convergence properties of the combined model can be proven regardless of the actual 
approach. In addition, the applications that process decision information can be 
defined using Decision Algebra regardless of the different classification approaches. 
For example, we use Decision Algebra in a context-aware composition domain, where 
we showed that context-aware applications improve performance when using Decision 
Algebra. In addition, we suggest an approach to integrate this context-aware 
component into legacy applications. 
 
Keywords: classification, decision model, classifier, Decision Algebra, decision 
function 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Classification is a vital part of the different application domains within
Computer Science, such as information storage, retrieval and manipula-
tion, knowledge management, artificial intelligence, image processing, data
processing and visualization in social and behavioural science, and software
and hardware engineering. In general, classification is used to make certain
decisions in a certain context (e.g., to diagnose a patient based on his/her
health symptoms). A context can be represented by a set of attribute values
(e.g., a set of symptoms) that can be retrieved from a particular situation
or state (e.g., a patient’s health state). A decision is, basically, an inference
reached on the basis of a context, often given as a class (e.g., the diagnosis of
the patient). We refer to the information that is necessary for classification
as decision information.

Many classification approaches exist that capture and manipulate de-
cision information in order to construct a specific decision model (e.g., de-
cision trees [86], Naïve Bayesian classifiers [54], support vector machines
(SVMs) [19]). Basically, a decision model is a black-box of a set of rules for
classifications. Classification approaches are often tightly coupled to cer-
tain learning strategies, special data structures and how common problems
of classification are addressed. Therese problems may include fragmenta-
tion (i.e., reducing the statistical support of data that decreases predictive
performance), replication (i.e., increasing memory consumption due to the
duplication of rules) and model overfitting (i.e., increasing the complexity
of a model that decreases predictive performance) in decision trees [100].
Decision models represent decision information in different ways. For in-
stance, decision trees capture trees with class distributions in the leaves,
Naïve Bayesian classifiers capture tables of class probabilities and SVMs
capture coefficient vectors.

Selecting an appropriate classification approach to fit a particular classi-
fication problem is a difficult task since no single approach has been found
superior to all others [40]. The wrong choice of a decision model may have
a negative impact on application performance. For instance, high memory
consumption could occur due to a redundancy in a decision model that
makes the decision model grow considerably and high execution time is

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

often a consequence of low accuracy (i.e., non-optimal decisions lead to non-
optimal actions) or low robustness of the model (i.e., non-resistance to a
change in decision information or application behaviour that leads to low
model performance). However, accuracy, robustness and scalability are ac-
tually contradictive goals, which can lead to trade-offs. Therefore, different
classification approaches may be appropriate in different applications [75].

Often, when adapting classification approaches and decision models to
the needs (in regard to accuracy, robustness and scalability) of specific ap-
plication domains, one tries to overcome common problems by introducing
new data structures or algorithms. Since these solutions are usually domain
specific, the generality becomes lost as decision models become incompa-
rable and, hence, make benchmarking difficult. Moreover, domain specific
solutions also prevent a simple combination of different decision models.

In order to unify the classification approaches, this thesis proposes a the-
oretical generalization over decision models, referred to as Decision Algebra,
which defines models as higher order decision functions. Decision Algebra
separates the interfaces and implementations of decision models, making
them (re-)usable as interchangeable black-box components. In fact, several
existing classification approaches, including decision trees, decision graphs,
decision tables, Naïve Bayesian classifier have come out as the default imple-
mentations of Decision Algebra. Furthermore, Decision Algebra abstraction
enables a general approach for used to combine decision models, which
allows for symbolic computations with the decision information captured,
regardless of the classification approach.

This thesis consists of two major parts. The first part (Chapters 2– 6)
focuses on theory and experiments of Decision Algebra, specifically gen-
eralizing decision models (including decision trees, decision graphs, and
decision tables, Naïve Bayesian classifiers) and defining a Decision Algebra
common abstractions of these models. The second part of the thesis (Chap-
ters 7 and 8) discusses how different applications can benefit from Decision
Algebra and suggests an approach to be used to integrate a Decision Algebra
component into legacy applications.

In this chapter, we formulate a problem statement that this thesis ad-
dresses in Section 1.1. In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 the research goals and goal
criteria, respectively, are presented. Furthermore, in Section 1.4, we outline
our intended approach and, in Section 1.5, we motivate our research goals.
Section 1.6 defines the main contributions of this thesis. Finally, Section 1.7
provides the outline of the thesis. All of the concepts and ideas presented
in this Introduction chapter will be revised and further explored in later
chapters.
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1.1. Subject of Study

1.1 Subject of Study

The subject of the study of this thesis can be characterized using a problem
definition that the thesis will solve and a set of "unknowns" that needs to be
researched in order to solve the problem.

1.1.1 Problem Statement
The problem of the study is the absence of a unified theoretical abstraction for
existing and future decision models that allows for:

1 Choosing and exchanging decision models (based on the application’s
functional and non-functional requirements) regardless of the classifi-
cation approach used.

2 Theoretically and practically combining, approximating and manipu-
lating decision models by generalizing over specific implementation
details.

1.1.2 Unknowns
The set of "unknowns" to be answered consists of:

1 What are the common functional requirements (i.e., operations) of the
decision models?

2 What are the common non-functional requirements (i.e., axioms, prop-
erties) of decision models?

3 Does a single general approach exist that can be used to combine the
decision models (i.e., an operation that will be applicable for different
decision models)?

4 How can exchangeable decision models be integrated into applica-
tions in order to improve application performance (i.e., the design of
a component that enables one to adapt application behaviour to the
changes in the application environment)? These applications are called
context-aware applications.

This thesis proposes a solution to the given problem based on the possible
answers provided throughout this thesis to the above questions.

1.2 Goals of the Thesis

Based on the problem statement given give above, the goal of this thesis is
to define a unified abstraction for decision models. This goal can further
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be divided in two sub-goals based on the answers to the "unknowns". As
such the goals of this thesis are as follows:

1 Provide a unified theoretical formalization of classification approaches.
We refer to this formalization as Decision Algebra (This goal shall pro-
vide answers for unknowns 1, 2 an 3):

1.a Provide an algebraic specification of Decision Algebra;

1.b Provide instances for several decision models based on Decision
Algebra formalization in [1.a];

1.c Provide an interface and its implementations in Java based on the
specifications defined in [1.a].

2 Create a context-aware component to be used to apply Decision Alge-
bra in different applications in the field of Software Engineering (This
goal shall provide answers for unknown 4.):

2.a Define and implement a design for a context-aware component
with built-in Decision Algebra for exchangeable decision models;

2.b Define and test an integration of a component to legacy applica-
tions.

1.3 Goals Criteria

The criteria for fulfilling our first goal are:

1.1 Completeness: Decision Algebra shall be algebraically complete (i.e., it
shall provide a complete algebraic semantics of base sets, constants and
operations that describe decision models based on the fundamentals
of algebraic specification).

1.2 Soundness: Decision Algebra shall be sound (i.e., any property that is
provable for Decision Algebra shall be also true on all instantiations
(decision models) upon which formalization of Decision Algebra is
based.

1.3 Composability: Decision Algebra shall be composable (i.e., it shall al-
low recombinant instantiations that can be combined and constructed
in various combinations: (1) any instantiation of Decision Algebra shall
combine with any other instantiation based on a general combining
operation and the result of the combining instantiations of Decision
Algebra is also an instantiation of Decision Algebra and (2) any in-
stantiation of Decision Algebra can be constructed (approximated) by
different algorithms.
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1.4 Implementation efficiency: Decision Algebra shall be efficient in im-
plementation (i.e., it shall have a minimum number of core operations,
which will make Decision Algebra reusable as it reduces the work
required to implement or adapt a decision model).

The criteria for fulfilling our second goal (and provide an answer for unknown
4) are:

2.1 Integrability: Decision Algebra shall be integrated into existing context-
aware legacy applications based on a minimum well-defined integra-
tion steps;

2.2 Performance efficiency: The context-awareness component with in-
tegrated Decision Algebra shall improve application performance by
allowing the application to switch between different decision models.

1.4 Methodology

In order to reach the research goals presented above, a systematic approach
has been chosen. It is structured as follows.

The first research goal shall be reached by:

1 Defining a problem and conducting background research based on
existing theories and observations via a literature study and systematic
literature review.

2 Proposing a theoretical framework using Decision Algebra as a solu-
tion:

- Justifying that a wide variety of applications can be effectively
dealt with using Decision Algebra;

- Justifying that Decision Algebra can improve rationales for ap-
plying decision models in particular problem domain;

- Providing uniform definitions of decision information, context,
decisions, and decision models;

3 Specifying the requirements of Decision Algebra as the list of opera-
tions, parameters and properties:

- Defining a formal representation of a decision model;

- Defining general (core and derived) operations that can be used
to manipulate decision information captured in decision models;

- Defining the pre- and post-conditions of the operations; At this
point, it should be possible to reach goal criterion 1.1.
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4 Checking the soundness of Decision Algebra over existing theories:

- Describing how Decision Algebra can be instantiated towards
decision models; At this point, it should be possible to reach
goal criterion 1.2.

- Describing how decision models can be fairly compared and com-
bined under a common Decision Algebra interface; At this point,
it should be possible to reach goal criterion 1.3.

5 Building a prototype of Decision Algebra;

6 Evaluating the Decision Algebra using a set of experiments. Then
analysing and interpreting the results:

- Comparing and combining the decision models designed based
on the common Decision Algebra interface;

- Improving the non-functional requirements of the decision mod-
els represented as instances of Decision Algebra At this point, it
should be possible to reach goal criterion 1.4.

The second goal shall be reached by:

1 Defining a hypothesis that Decision Algebra improves the efficiency of
context-awareness applications and conducting background research
based on existing theories and observations via a literature study:

- Showing that context-aware application processes decisions in-
formation and benefits from Decision Algebra in non-functional
requirements;

2 Providing prerequisites for context-awareness using Decision Algebra:

- Describing a base-line approach that shows what and how semi-
manual efforts must aid the integration of Decision Algebra into
a context-aware application. At this point, it should be possible
to reach goal criterion 2.1.

3 Building a prototype of a context-aware application using the built-in
Decision Algebra;

4 Evaluating the hypothesis in a prototype using a set of experiments
and then analysing and interpreting the results.:

- mproving context-aware application performance in terms of non-
functional requirements by applying Decision Algebra. At this
point, it should be possible to reach goal criterion 2.2.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the iterative hypothetico-deductive method.

The comparisons between decision models integrated in context-aware ap-
plications (or independently) should be fair, showing the advantages and
disadvantages of the decision models instead of the advantages and disad-
vantages of the different implementations. Thus, in order to enable a fair
comparison, we need to bias the::

• Accuracy of the decision (i.e., does a given decision model always
decide the optimal variant and what is the impact of a suboptimal
decision on the overall performance of the application);

• Decision time and its impact on the overall performance;

• Memory consumption required for capturing the decision information.

In general, our approach can be described using a combination of sci-
entific methods and engineering design processes as shown in Figure 1.1.
Based on this method, we iteratively performed Steps 1–5, which update
and improve Decision Algebra. Step 6 symbolizes a new theoretical frame-
work for Decision Algebra and step 7 shows a comparison of the competitive
theories, which are referred to as related work (Chapter 9).
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1.5 Background and Motivation

Decision information, in general, is a set of contexts mapped to a deci-
sion, where each context corresponds to a tuple of the values of certain at-
tributes on which certain decision can be reached. Decision models represent
the information necessary for classification (e.g., distributions, probabilities
and coefficients). Decision models, such as decision trees, support vectors,
Bayesian classifiers and neural networks, are often constructed automati-
cally using machine learning. Machine learning processes a set of contexts
and corresponding classes that sample a certain classification problem. This
sample is usually called a training data set.

Learning is not an easy task and appropriate learning algorithms and
decision models need to address several issues [60, 100]:

• Accuracy (i.e., the ratio of correct decisions in all decisions) is an issue,
especially, with missing or contradicting decision information;

• Robustness (i.e., the accuracy of decision models) learned with only
a limited amount of decision information is a related issue. Learning
needs to avoid decision model overfitting (i.e., to avoid decisions based
on statistically insignificant data);

• The scalability of learning and classifications (i.e., the time required for
constructing and applying a decision model, respectively) is another
issue, since decision model size grows, in the worst case, exponen-
tially with the number of context attributes. Data replication (i.e.,
redundancy in decision models) adds to this problem.

Learning algorithms and corresponding data structures often address these
problems. For instance, memory consumption is usually reduced by re-
dundancy elimination in the decision information captured, while model
overfitting can be solved by approximating the decision information cap-
tured [31, 97]. Learning algorithms can be presented in a general algorith-
mic framework [90]. Data structures used to implement decision models are
generally well-known, along with efficient implementations thereof. Thus,
adapting learning algorithms and decision models to the needs (in accuracy,
robustness and scalability) of specific application domains, in general, may
have a negative impact on memory consumption and application perfor-
mance. Moreover, advances made in one domain are not trivially propagated
to others.

For instance, static program analysis uses decision graphs, a type of de-
cision model, to capture context-sensitive analysis information (constructed
by program analysis, not learning) [107]. Precise program analysis is quite
expensive in terms of time and memory consumption. Therefore, decision
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graphs optimize memory consumption by removing any redundancies and
trade accuracies against scalability. Decision graphs might even be beneficial
in classification problems of other application domains with similar require-
ments, but it is hard to compare them with other, also highly specific, decision
models. Moreover, the approach of trading accuracy for the scalability used
in decision graphs might be applicable even to other decision models, but,
again, it is hard to transfer this approach before the commonalities of the
different models are understood.

In addition, decision models may be constructed from different data sets
sampling the same classification problem. If the context for these datasets
differs, then the trade-offs specified above may lead to different classification
approaches. This prevents a simple combining of decision models learned
over different data sets for the same (or even different) problem domain.

As the variety of application domains with classification problems each
comes with different learning algorithms, combining algorithms, decision
models, variants thereof and tailored implementations - sometimes even
with different notations - we consider it worthwhile to introduce Decision
Algebra. Several interface operations can be implemented at the abstract
level using primitive operations, which are specific to individual decision
models. This does not exclude more efficient algorithms and data structures
that override abstract implementations. Due to this generalization, insights
can be gained at an abstract level and reused between different domains,
paving the way for a deeper problem understanding. Some properties, for
instance, for combined decision models can be proven based on Decision
Algebra level and still be valid for all its implementations. The objective that
Decision Algebra allows for reusing operations and implementations of de-
cision models between different application and problem domains can lead
to more efficient implementations of decision models and to more efficient
solutions of existing issues in the problem domains.

Furthermore, as an example of application of Decision Algebra in applica-
tion domain, we chose context-aware composition that enables solutions for
improving adaptation of software to dynamic changes of the environment.
This domain was chosen due to its clear dependency on the decision model to
be applied for selecting best adaptation. Context-aware composition allows
for automatically selecting optimal variants of algorithms, data-structures
and schedules at runtime often using dynamic dispatch tables. However,
these tables grow exponentially with the number of significant context at-
tributes. Therefore, to make a context-aware composition scale, alternative
Decision Algebra instantiations can be used and non-functional require-
ments (i.e., memory consumption and execution time) can be automati-
cally optimized statically or dynamically by providing possible component
variants based on the scalable context-aware Decision Algebra component.
Introducing context-aware composition in existing applications usually re-
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quires a high re-engineering and implementation effort and, therefore, can be
time-consuming and error-prone. Our proposed approach provides a sim-
ple way to adapt the existing applications to context-awareness. Assuming
a good object-oriented design, adaptation does not require changes within
the legacy applications. This enables the (re-)engineering of self-adaptive
and performance-portable (legacy) applications, which makes them run ef-
ficiently on modern hardware.

1.6 Contribution of the Thesis

The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1 An overview on recent existing research in different application do-
mains of Computer Science where decision models are used for classi-
fication purposes (Chapter 2);

2 Identification of potential issues due to the absence of a unifying deci-
sion model, and overview of the benefits of processing decision infor-
mation using one general approach (Chapters 2 and 6);

3 Providing a theoretical foundation for Decision Algebra, which gen-
eralizes the classification approach and common aspects of decision
information (Chapters 3 and 5);

4 Providing a new general approach to combining different decision
models regardless of the actual implementation (Chapter 4); and

5 Developing a context-aware component with build-in Decision Alge-
bra for integration into legacy codes, that allows developers to easily
exchange decision models (Chapter 7 and 8).

1.7 Thesis Outline

The reminder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we give
a general introduction to the problem and present a notion of decision in-
formation. Moreover, we give an overview of existing decision models and
applications that process decision information. Chapter 3 presents Decision
Algebra along with its algebraic specifications. Decision Algebra defines a
general representation of decision models, referred to as decision functions,
and the operations over these functions. Chapter 4 shows how Decision
Algebra can be instantiated with existing decision models: decision graphs,
decision trees, decision tables, and Naïve Bayesian classifiers. In Chapter 5,
we show how different decision models can be compared and combined with
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respect to their accuracy. In Chapter 6, we evaluate our Decision Algebra us-
ing two experiments: (1) a comparison of decision trees and decision graphs
using a common Decision Algebra interface and (2) an evaluation of the accu-
racy of combined decision functions. Chapter 7 gives a general overview of
the context-aware composition and defines a general approach for integrat-
ing context-aware components into applications based on Aspect-Oriented
programming. Moreover, this chapter gives an example of how to apply
this component to recommender systems for non-functional requirements.
In Chapter 8, we evaluate the context-aware composition component using
the built-in Decision Algebra. Finally, Chapter 9 presents related work and
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis and discusses the future work.
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Chapter 2

Decision Information: Background
and Motivation

The purpose of this chapter is to justify the choice of research goals presented
in Chapter 1 and to motivate Decision Algebra concept given in the next
Chapter 3.

We introduce the general idea of decision information, which can be con-
sidered to be an essential component in different application domains. The
chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 discusses the results of a litera-
ture study that backs up the observations discussed in the previous chapter
(see Section 1.5). Section 2.2 introduces a common vocabulary and a set of
basic notations that will be used throughout this thesis. These notions char-
acterize decision information used in different Computer Science domains
by different types of applications. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Sec-
tion 2.3, where we outline the problems of processing decision information,
motivate the chosen research topic and guide the reader towards the next
chapter.

2.1 Decision Information in Computer Science:
Literature Study

Despite the vast body of literature on applications that use decision models
in different application domains of Computer Science, no systematic study
has been performed on the usage of decision models in different domains
and the rationales behind their selection. In this section we describe such a
study of the research papers published in the Journal of Universal Computer
Science (J.UCS) from January 2010 till August 2014. The choice in a favour
for this journal was made due to the variety of research studies over different
application domains in Computer Science.

2.1.1 Objective
The objective is to study and summarize recent existing research in different
application domains of Computer Science where decision models are used
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for classification and to:

A identify what decision models are typically used,

B assess the connection between the problem domains and the decision
models used,

C retrieve the rationales for applying specific decision models in partic-
ular problem domains.

2.1.2 Method and Conduction of the Study
Our study is comprised of the primary steps of a systematic literature review
as suggested by [61]. It is a well-defined approach to identifying, evaluating
and interpreting all relevant studies regarding a particular research question,
topic area or phenomenon of interest.

We searched for papers to be studied further using five steps:

1. . We automatically searched–the actual search string is given below–
for papers that used well-known or developed special decision models
as tools for solving other Computer Science research problems.

2. We manually inspected the papers found in Step 1 and selected those
papers that we considered relevant. As our primary objective was to
understand the reasoning behind and consequences of the choices of
decision models applied to Computer Science research problems, we
excluded papers about theoretical aspects, surveys and roadmaps as
well as papers that addressed non-Computer Science problems (e.g.,
e-learning, decision-making in society and classifications of general
methods). We also excluded short papers of one or two pages as well
as papers mentioning decision models only briefly in related or future
work. Finally, we excluded special issues.

3. We calculated matching frequencies of the search string in the papers
found in Step 1.1

4. We assessed the accuracy of the automated search by calculating the
F-score2 based on precision P3 and recall R4 of the retrieved papers of
Step 1 and the relevant papers analyzed in Step 2.

5. We adjusted the search string to increase the accuracy of the automated
search.

1using PDF-XChange Viewer http://pdf-xchange-viewer.en.softonic.com/
2F = (2PR)/(P + R)
3P = |relevant papers| ∩ |retrieved papers|/|retrieved papers|
4R = |relevant papers| ∩ |retrieved papers|/|relevant papers|
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These steps were repeated iteratively until the F-score did not further in-
crease. The search string used to produce the final set of papers is: ("genetic
algorithm", "bayesian", "bayes", "neural network", "neural networks", "clus-
tering", "support vector", "support vectors", "reinforcement learning", "incre-
mental learning", "collaborative filtering", "continuous learning", "learn continu-
ously", "decision tree", "decision graph", "decision table", "dispatch table", "opin-
ion mining", "hidden-markov-model", "hidden markov model", "utility function",
"utility-based technique", "logistic regression", "linear regression", "BDD", "near-
est neighbors") AND ("unsupervised learning", "supervised learning", "classifier",
"decision model", "machine learning", "data mining", "pattern recognition", "ar-
tificial intelligence", "image processing", "decision tree", "genetic algorithm", "in-
cremental learning", "classification", "linear regression", "BDD") with 145 (86)
retrieved (relevant) papers, a precision (recall) of 0.59 (1) and an F-score of
0.74. We studied the 86 relevant out of a total of 474 papers.

For each paper, the following data items were collected:

F1 the title of the paper; and

F2 the year of the paper;

F3 the category of the paper as selected by the author(s) based on the
list of topics pre-defined by J.UCS – a paper can have more than one
category;

F4 a short description of the problem addressed in the paper;

F5 a decision model that was used or implemented in the paper. It is the
model that captures the decision information required for learning,
deciding or continuous learning. This model could be decision trees,
Naïve Bayesian classifier (probabilistic model), support vector ma-
chines, or neural networks (maximum-margin model) or others found
in the paper;

F6 a short description of the rational for using this decision model. Such
rationales were given within the discussion in the paper, by formal
proofs or by some references justifying the choice;

F7 any relevant additional information, such as the purpose for using the
decision model or a tool that was used as an implementation of the
decision model. Every paper was read carefully and the data was
extracted in the form as described above.

2.1.3 Results
We will now discuss the study results based on Objectives A, B and C.
Objective A: Identify what decision models are typically used.
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Altogether around 30 types of decision models were used in the 86 papers.
We further classified them based on the type of data the decision model
captured for the actual decision making:

DM1 The tree-based models captured a search tree for the decision mak-
ing. For each attribute value, the search space was restricted, which
lead to a class, such as decision tree, decision table, decision rule,
multi-variant binary decision diagram and decision graph;

DM2 The probability-based models capture the probabilities of the at-
tribute values belonging to the different classes: Naïve Bayes classi-
fiers, Bayesian networks, conditional-probability models, and hidden
Markov models.

DM3 The maximum-margin models captured the hyperplanes separating
vectors of the attribute values belonging to the different classes: sup-
port vector machines (SVMs), artificial neural networks, and similar.

DM4 The vector-based models define vectors of attribute values as cen-
troids of different classes. They are the results of instance-based learn-
ing, such as k-nearest neighbours, and clustering algorithms, such as
k-means, hierarchical clustering and distribution- and density-based
clustering.

DM5 The regression models capture the coefficients of certain function
families that map attribute values to classes. They capture the coef-
ficients of the linear and logistic functions as derived from the linear
and logistic regression, respectively.

DM6 Ad-hoc solutions are self-developed decision models that do not fall
into any of the above categories.

DM7 Related papers that discuss the learning method, not the decision
model. The decision model itself is unclear as the learning meth-
ods do not imply a particular model of any of the above categories.
These generic learning methods include genetic algorithms, collabo-
rative filtering, population-based incremental learning and reinforce-
ment learning.

Figure 2.1 shows the categories of the decision models introduced in the
86 relevant papers of the study. We are particularly interested in the first
category (DM1) as it contains decision models that serve as a natural repre-
sentation of our theoretical framework of Decision Algebra. Therefore, these
models are commonly used in examples in Chapters 3 and 4. Also, we will
look at the first six categories of decision models (DM1–DM6). In addition,
we should look at the first six categories of decision models (DM1–DM6).
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Figure 2.1: Decision models distribution

These are decision models that can be generalized using Decision Algebras.
We present this generalization in Chapter 3. The first (six) category (-ies)
covers around 12% (almost 83%) of the decision models used in the papers.
In total, we found 14 (95) decision models in DM1 (DM1–DM6). Note that
some of the papers introduce more than one model. Most of the popular
models are vector-based models (DM4) (36% of the papers).

Around 17% of the decision models fall into the "others" category (DM7).
It cannot be excluded that there are decision models of one of the categories
DM1 – DM6 even among those.
Objective B: Assess the connection between the problem domains and decision
models used in these domains.

The problem domains were derived from the data items F3 and F4. Below,
we define the five problem domains addressed in the 86 relevant papers:

P1 Storage, retrieval and manipulation of information,

P2 Knowledge management,

P3 Applied mathematics including artificial intelligence, image process-
ing, logics, and formal languages,

P4 Data processing and visualization in social and behavioral sciences,
and

P5 Software and hardware engineering, including software technology,
programming, operating and control systems, and logic circuit design.

Figure 2.2 shows how the decision models are distributed over the problem
domains and decision model categories: the bars are the number of all of the
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Figure 2.2: Decision models in the problem domains

decision models used in a problem domain, the number of decision models
in categories DM1 – DM6, the number of decision models in DM1 and the
number of decision models in the most popular category for each problem
domain, respectively.

In all of the problem domains, the decision models in DM1 are used,
and the decision models in DM1 – DM6 are dominating. The vector-based
models (DM4) were the most popular models in most of the domains. The
tree-based models (DM1) were the second most popular models for DM4 and
DM7 in the domains P1 and P5, respectively. However, no single decision
model category dominated all of the problem domains or any particular
domain.
Objective C: Retrieve the rationales for applying specific decision models to par-
ticular problem domains.

In order to consider this objective, we drew on the data extracted from a
short description of the rationale for using the decision model (F6) and any,
relevant to this rationale, additional information (F7). The set of rationales
derived from the papers can be generalized into four groups:

R1 References to previous studies in this problem domain (i.e., choosing
a well-known decision model for this particular problem),

R2 References to the requirements of a specific type of input or output
data that suggests the use of a particular decision model,

R3 References to the requirements of a specific performance or represen-
tation property that suggests the use of a particular decision model,

R4 None of the above; the choice was made based on a popular, commonly
used, random decision model.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the rationales for choosing the decision models in
the problem domains

Figure 2.3 shows how the rationales are distributed among the papers and
problem domains. Notice, that several papers use more than one rational to
motivate the choice of a specific decision model. Around 30 papers (35% of
all papers) do not specify any particular rationales for using one or the other
decision model. Otherwise, 34% of the studies (or 29 studies) use rationale
R1, 30% (or 30 studies) use rational R2 and 15% (or 13 studies) use rational
R3.

In two out of the five problem domains (P1 and P2), the major group of
papers did not motivate the choice of the specific decision model. For P1
around 33% (9 studies) used rational R4, for P2 around 46% (6 studies), for
P3 around 25% (7 studies), for P4 around 25% (5 studies) and for P5 around
21% (3 studies). A reference to the non-functional properties of a decision
model (R3) was the least frequently used (13 papers) and did not at all occur
in one domain (P2): P1 - 11% (3 studies), P3 - 14% (4 studies), P4 - 15% (3
studies) and P5 - 21% (3 studies).

In this study, we observed that:

A the decision models [DM1 - DM6] that we attempted to abstract using
our theoretical framework, Decision Algebra, are popular (83%). The
tree-based models [DM1] take 12% among them,

B the decision models that we abstracted using Decision Algebra in-
cluded tree-based models, which were popular in all (considered) of
the Computer Science problem domains, but, there is no single decision
model dominated any problem domain, and

C the selection of a decision model is mostly ad-hoc.

As we have only looked at a limited set of papers within the J.UCS (2010
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- 2014), there is a threat to the external validity of the generalization of
these observations. However, the results indicate that (A) different decision
models co-exist, they are (B) applicable across problem domains and (C)
the culture of comparing the pros and cons of the decision models to select
one could be further developed in general and in any individual problem
domain (assessed). The reason is due to the difficulties in adapting, config-
uring or even re-implementing the decision models for a specific problem
domain, which leads to problems in regard to benchmarking their accuracy,
robustness and scalability. This motivates the present work as Decision Al-
gebra allows for us to use decision models as black-box components hiding
the different types (categories) of decision models and their implementation
details behind a common interface.

2.1.4 Non-functional Requirements for the Choosing Deci-
sion Model

As was discussed above, a rational in favor of the non-functional properties
of decision models (performance or representation properties) is the least
frequently used. In this section, we present a short overview on selected
papers that use this particular rational to choose a decision model to solve
Computer Science research problems. This presentation was created in order
to give a general overview of the types of requirements usually used to select
decision models.

Bonnel et al. [6] proposed an Information Retrieval Interface (IRI) evalu-
ation framework aimed at evaluating the suitability of any IRI to different
IR scenarios. In this work, the authors used decision trees as the decision
model in order to identify the scenarios in which the particular IRI was
effective. The decision trees model was chosen based on its simplicity in
representation, interpretation and rules extraction.

Zulkernain et al. [119] proposed a system architecture that automatically
administrated personal unavailability based on cell phones in order to man-
age cell phone disruptions. The decision making process was based on a
decision tree model in order to process the data from the phone sensors
and activate a corresponding correct action. The rational for choosing the
decision tree included low computational complexity at runtime and its
suitability to a discrete set of a small number of outcomes.

Chamlertwat et al. [14] proposed a system that automatically analyzed
customer opinions from a Twitter micro-blog service based on sentiment
analysis. Needing a decision model that classified each tweet into "opinion"
or "non- opinion," the authors used SVMs as the results gained in their
previous study showed that SVMs gave the best performance in terms of
accuracy for filtering opinion tweets.

Lee et al. [66] proposed a spam detection model that enabled a parameter
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optimization and optimal feature selection in order to improve an accuracy
of detection. In order to maximize the detection rates, the authors used a
Random Forests decision model. This algorithm was chosen based on its
high execution speed for high-dimension data.

Rosa et al. [92] proposed a symbolic-connectionist hybrid system that
predicted the thematic roles assigned to the word in a sentence context.
The authors used a symbolic connection hybrid decision model that was
constructed based on Neural Networks. The main reasons for this deci-
sion were the short training time and a possibility of a simple extraction of
symbolic knowledge.

Finally, Dvorak et al. [28] presented a computer-aided technique for the
design of digital systems that could produce representations of arbiters
and allocators in the form of a Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram
(MTBDD). This representation was chosen based on its compact and non-
redundant representation characteristics for Boolean functions.

It’s interesting that only 15% of the studies referred to the non-functional
requirements of the decision models. As we discussed before, this may be
caused by the fact that benchmarking and adopting decision models for a
specific problem domain are non-trivial tasks. Therefore, a generalized DA
can benefit from the way in which a specific decision model is chosen.

2.2 Notations of Decision Information

In this section, we will first introduce a data set that will be used in all of
the examples in this thesis. Then, we will discuss the general characteristics
of decision information and decision models. We will also present a set of
formal definitions that will be used throughout this thesis.

We introduce the ”Car Evaluation” data set from the UCI Machine Learn-
ing Repository [34], which is used as an example throughout the thesis. The
data set contains six categorical attributes that are presented in Table 2.1.
The total number of training examples is 1728 with no missing values. Each
classifier that we present is constructed using the FC4.5 algorithm [42] over
a random sample of the data set equal to 1/4 (432 instances). Sometimes, we
just used a subset of the attributes to construct a classifier.

Definition 1. A decision tuple (~a, c) is a tuple that relates to an actual context
~a ∈ ~A with an actual decision c ∈ C, where ~A is a formal context and C is a formal
decision.

The decision tuple can also be referred to as a decision fact or a training
instance. Notice that we distinguish between an actual context and a formal
context.
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Table 2.1: Example Dataset Characteristics
Id Name Values
1 Buying price very high, high, medium, low
2 Maintenance price very high, high, medium, low
3 Doors number 2, 3, 4, 5, more
4 Persons capacity 2, 4, more
5 Size of language boot small, medium, big
6 Safety low, med, high

Class Car acceptability not acceptable, acceptable, good, very good

Definition 2. An actual context ~a = (a1, . . . , an) is a tuple of attribute values
ai ∈ Ai, where Ai is an attribute that corresponds to a property in a certain problem
domain. A formal context ~A is the set of all actual contexts ~a = (a1, . . . , an) for all
possible ai ∈ Ai. Hence, it is the Cartesian product ~A = A1 × A2 . . . × An over sets
of possible values of attributes A1, . . . ,An. Finally, an actual decision c ∈ C is one
out of a set of alternative decisions. A formal decision C is the set of all alternative
decisions.

As an example of a formal context, consider car attributes, such as ”buy-
ing price” and ”Maintenance price”. An actual context could be a pair of
values, such as ”low” and ”high”. A corresponding formal decision could be
”Car acceptability” with the actual decisions ”not acceptable”, ”acceptable”,
”good” or ”very good”.

Definition 3. The problem domain of decision information DI ⊆ ~A×C determines
the actual classification problem. It is defined by a pair (A, C), where the formal
context ~A is a subspace ofA ( ~A ≤ A) (i.e.,A has at least the same attributes as ~A
but possibly more).

Definition 4. Decision Information is a multi set of decision tuples:
DI = {(~a1, c1), . . . , (~an, cn)}. Decision information is:

• complete if and only if: ∀~a ∈ ~A : (~a, c) ∈ DI and

• non-contradictive if and only if: ∀(~ai, ci), (~a j, c j) ∈ DI : ~ai = ~a j ⇒ ci = c j

Decision information can also be referred to as dataset, training set or train-
ing sample. The complete decision information contains decisions for all of the
possible actual contexts within a given problem domain. In non-contradictive
decision information, no two tuples have the same actual context ~a that leads
to different decisions.

Complete and non-contradictive decision information can be represented
as a decision function.
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Figure 2.4: The application of the decision information in the application
domain

Definition 5. A decision function d f maps each actual context ~a ∈ ~A to an actual
decision c ∈ C.

d f : A1 × · · · × An → C

In order to use the given decision information in a particular application
domain it has to be processed such that a decision function d f is constructed
(i.e., we construct a certain representation of the decision function that based
on a given actual context ~a ∈ ~A, which determines a decision c ∈ C).

We define a specific representation of the decision function as the decision
model.

Definition 6. A decision model (or a classifier) is an implementation of a decision
function.

For instance, decision trees capture formal context represented as internal
nodes and decisions as class distributions in the leaves, Naïve Bayesian
classifiers capture tables of class probabilities and SVMs capture coefficient
vectors. Furthermore, in order to construct a decision model from the given
decision information, we have to select a classification approach, which
might depend on the: (1) problem domain of the decision information, (2)
application domain where the classifier is to be used, (3) learning algorithm
and (4) decision algorithm.

Definition 7. A classification approach is a combination of a decision model
and a learning algorithm.

Definition 8. Learning maps decision information into decision function. Learn-
ing algorithm constructs a decision function stored in a decision model from given
decision information.
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Chapter 2. Decision Information: Background and Motivation

Definition 9. Deciding applies a decision function d f to a given actual context
~a ∈ ~A in order to determine a concrete decision c ∈ C.

For instance, deciding based on the decision trees corresponds to a search
of a path from a root node to a leaf where a decision is stored.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the notion of decision information composed
by actual contexts and decisions. We also introduced the notions of the de-
cision tuple, which relates a context to its decision, and the decision model,
which represents a decision function. In addition, we performed a litera-
ture study of J.UCS published papers. The objective of this literature study
was to summarize recent research in different Computer Science domains in
terms of the use of decision models as black-box components. Moreover, we
aimed to assess the rationales between the problem domains and decision
models used and provide evidence for the necessity to develop a general-
ized theoretical concept by which to uniformly describe decision models.
The observations made in this chapter motivate the present work: Decision
Algebra allows us to use decision models as black-box components hiding
the different types (categories) of decision models and their implementa-
tion details behind a common interface. This concept should allow one to
uniformly describe and evaluate existing decision models; choose the right
decision model for a particular problem domain, avoiding adding new func-
tionality, which can have a negative impact on non-functional requirements;
and combine different decision models. The next chapter formally intro-
duces Decision Algebra using decision functions and operations over these
functions.
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Decision Algebra

In Chapter 2, we presented the different types of decision models that are
usually used in Computer Science as well as the rationales that are applied
when choosing a specific decision model. Moreover, we defined a notion
of decision information and discussed the benefits of Decision Algebra to the
existing theories of classification approaches.

The aim of this chapter is to show that Decision Algebra provides a unified
theoretical formalization for classification approaches (see Section 2.1) as
higher-order decision functions. Decision Algebra tends to describe both
decision information and the main operations required in a classification
process.

The notion of a decision function, its term representation and specific
requirements are discussed in Section 3.1. The basic core operations of
Decision Algebra are given in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we specify the two
most-commonly used operations for decision functions (i.e., learning and
deciding) that fulfil the basic requirements of most decision models. In this
section, we also formally describe an example of an algorithm used when
learning a decision function and explain how to decide which given decision
function to use in certain actual contexts

In Section 3.4, we define the auxiliary operations evert, apply and equals
for defining combination and approximation of decision functions. Each
operation of a decision function is defined using an algebraic specification
based on notations given in [29]. Finally, in Section 3.5, we summarize this
chapter.

3.1 Decision Functions

In Section 2.2, we gave a general definition of a decision function df that rep-
resented complete and non-contradictive decision information as a mapping
between an actual context ~a ∈ ~A and an actual decision c ∈ C. However, in
most of the cases decision information that is captured by decision models
is contradictive and has missing data. In this situation, decision models
represent possible alternative decisions as distributions over classes C. For
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instance, decision trees capture distributions in the leaves, Naïve Bayesian
classifiers capture conditional probabilities and support vector machines
capture a distance between the support vectors and maximum-margins that
separate the classes [19].

For one and the same actual context ~a different decision c ∈ C is possible
following a distribution D(C) that defines the set of all possible distributions
over C. For this thesis, we define the distribution D(C) as a function that
generalizes over natural numbers or probabilities (probability distribution).
Throughout the thesis, we assume that D(C) is a distribution of natural
numbers unless its precisely stated as a "probability distribution".

Therefore, a formal definition of a decision function is:

Definition 10. A decision function df is a mapping of an actual context ~a ∈
~A( ~A = A1×A2×· · ·×An) (domain of df) to a (probability) distribution d(C) ∈ D(C)
(co-domain of df) over classes C:

df : ~A→ D(C)

In what follows we define a constructor and several operations over
D(C). These definitions are important since most of the operations over
decision functions in a base-case scenario process decisions captured in these
distributions. The constructor takes k = |C| pairs (p, c) of frequencies of p ∈ P
and the corresponding classes c ∈ C and returns a distribution d(C) ∈ D(C):

consD : (C × P)k
→ D(C)

(c, p) ∈ d(C) denotes that decision c ∈ C is supported by a frequency (proba-
bility) p ∈ P. The specification of D(C) can be given using a parameterized
algebraic specification (PAS) with C as the parameter. This specification
consists of a pair of specifications [29]: a formal parameter specification for
C and target specification of a distribution D(C) itself (Di=̂D(Ci)). We use
a well-defined formalized specification since it allows for the definition of
large software systems regardless the implementation details. The PAS of
D(C) is defined in Table 3.1,where the notation "+" (e.g., C+,P+ and BOOL+)
stands for a disjointed union of sorts, operation symbols, equations and
axioms, which are syntactical notions of a signature.

Now, we can also define a decision function as a parameterized algebraic
specification DF[ ~A,D] with ~A and D(C) as parameters. By DF, we denote
a set of all decision functions with the same signature A1 × . . . × An →

D(C). Parameterized specifications shall provide a general representation of
the decision information as an abstract decision model along with a set of
operations. The complete specification will be given at the end of Chapter 4,
when we explain and define all of the operations of Decision Algebra.
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D(C) = C+,P+,BOOL+
sort D
ops consD: (C × P)k

→ D;
gD: D1 × · · · ×Dm → D; Any function to apply;
tD

1: D1 × . . . ×Dm → D; combining function;
≡D: D ×D→ BOOL; equivalence function
mode: D→ C; returns a most-probable class
prob: D × C→ P; return frequency for a class

eqns ∀ c, c1, . . . ck: C, ∀p1, . . . , pk ∈ P
mode(consD(c1, p1, . . . , ck, pk)) :=

:= arg maxc∈C prob(consD((c1, p1), . . . , (ck, pk)), c)
prob(consD((c1, p1), . . . , (ck, pk)), c) := pi when ci = c

axioms ∀ d: D
d tD d ≡ d;

end

Table 3.1: Parameterized Algebraic Specification of D(C)

For simplicity of explanation in this chapter, we assume that A1, . . . ,An
and C are discrete (or categorical domains), but discretization of continuous
domains is captured using our implementation of decision functions.

The arity of a decision function df : A1 × . . . × An → D(C), denoted by
arity(df ), is the number n of attributes. If important, we annotate the decision
function with its arity n as a superfix, df n.

A decision function can be implemented in different ways by different
decision models. For example, a decision function df : A1×. . .×An → D(C) over
finite domains Ai can be defined explicitly by all its decision tuples (~a, (c, p))
with~a ∈ A1×. . .×An and (c, p) ∈ D(C). The tuples can be captured in a decision
table with n + 1 columns, one for each attribute Ai ∈ ~A and a final column
for the actual decision distribution of decision c j ∈ C with prob(d(C), c j) = 1.
Such a decision table has |A1| · . . . · |An| rows. Decision tables are one type
of decision models, but, there many other decision models exist that often
differ from one domain to another as discussed in Section 2.1.

Decision functions can be described as higher order (or curried) functions
where 0-ary (constant) decision functions df 0 :→ D(C) are the result of an
1-ary decision function df 1 : A1 → (→ D(C)). A decision function is then
represented by a curried function:

df n : A1 → (A2 → (. . .→ (An → D(C)) . . .)

1The particular implementation of tD may vary, especially if it merges probability distribu-
tions and need normalization. We refer to Chapter 4 for a discussion of variants.
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A curried decision function df n takes one argument (attribute) of type A1 and
generates a new decision function of a type (A2 → (. . . → (An → D(C)) . . .),
which, in turn, takes the next argument of type A2 and yields a new decision
function (A3 → . . .). The final decision function will be captured as: → D(C).

These curried functions can easily be represented as a decision tree or
decision graph. Therefore, all of the examples in this and next chapters are
given based on this natural term representation of decision functions.

df n = x1(df n−1
1 , . . . , df n−1

|A1 |
)

where the |A1|-ary selection operator x1 is applied to the arguments of A1.
There are |A1| result functions, one for each attribute value a ∈ A1. These are
(n − 1)-ary decision functions:

df n−1
idxi(a) : A2 → . . .→ An → D(C)

with idxi(a) being a bijective mapping of each attribute value a ∈ Ai to
a unique Natural index number. If necessary for distinction, we index a
selection operator xi with the index of the attribute Ai , which it switches on.

The constructor d f of a decision function df ∈ DF[ ~A,D] reflects its higher-
order representation. Thus, it takes attribute values of the first attribute
ai ∈ A1 and |A1| corresponding decision functions DF[ ~A′,D], where ~A′ =
A2 × · · · × An:

consDF : A1 ×DF[ ~A′,D] × · · · × A1 ×DF[ ~A′,D]︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
|A1| times

→ DF[ ~A,D]

If all decision functions df n−1
∈ DF[ ~A′,D] are equivalent, then the result of

this construction is equivalent to df n−1:

consDF(a1, df n−1, . . . , a|A1 |, df n−1) ≡ df n−1

The equivalence property of decision functions will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.1. The constructor of the constant decision function discussed above
df 0
∈ DF∅[{0},D] (with zero-dimensional attribute vector space {0}) is:

cons∅DF : D→ DF∅[{0},D]

As a simple example, Figure 3.1 (left) shows a tree-representation of
a 2-ary decision function df 2 with two attributes “Buying price" (A1) and
“Maintenance price" (A2) of the ”Car evaluation” data set presented in the
previous chapter in Section 2.2:

df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a).
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Figure 3.1: A tree (left) and graph (right) representation of df 2.

Each intermediate node represents a decision term with a selection operator
xn corresponding to the attribute An. Each leaf node corresponds to the
most-probable decision c ∈ C of a distribution d(C) ∈ D(C). The outermost
selection operator x1 gives the result ”not acceptable” (na) if A1 is ”very high”
(vhigh). It returns ”acceptable” (a) if A1 is ”low”. In case A1 is ”high” or
”medium” (med) the decision in a favor of a certain class is based on the
actual attribute value of A2 according to x2(na,na, a, a), which is the 4-ary
selection operator mapping each attribute value of A2 to a decision. By
removing and reusing redundant subtrees, this (and every other) decision
tree can easily be represented as a directed acyclic graph (Figure 3.1 (right)).
The decision graph representation of decision functions is based on Ordered
Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) [12, 11] that capture boolean functions.
In contrast to OBDDs, decision graphs contain multiple decisions instead of
binary ones due to multiplicity of context attributes. Also, decision values
c ∈ C are not binary either. Thus, more general decision graphs inherit the
multi-terminal multi-valued decision diagrams [76] with all their properties.

3.1.1 Redundancy and Equivalence
A graph representation of a decision function requires redundancy elimina-
tion in the decision information captured. Thus, when the decision function
is implemented, it may lead to decreased memory consumption. Therefore,
in this section, we need to define what is a redundant and non-redundant
decision function and when the two decision functions are equivalent.

Definition 11. An n-ary decision function dfn = xn(dfn−1, . . . , dfn−1) ≡ dfn−1 is
redundant if all of its sub-functions dfn−1 are equivalent (i.e., represent the same
decision, and can, therefore, be replaced with this decision).

That is, a decision function df containing a redundant sub-function dfr =
xr(df j, . . . , df j), where each branch leads to the same decision df j can, without
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Figure 3.2: A redundant (left) and a non-redundant (right) tree representa-
tion of df 2. Nodes are labelled as in the previous example.

any loss of information, be rewritten as:

df = x(. . . , xr(df j, . . . , df j), . . .) ≡ df ′ = x(. . . , df j, . . .)

In a decision tree representation, this definition corresponds to replacing
a term with root df r by any of its (equivalent) sub-terms. The process of
removing redundancy is called redundancy elimination.

As an example, Figure 3.2 shows redundant (left) and non-redundant
(right) tree representations of a decision function:

df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na,na,na), x2(g, g, g, g), a)

It contains two redundant sub-functions df 1 = x2(na,na,na,na) ≡ na and
df 2 = x2(g, g, g, g) ≡ g, and can therefore be rewritten as:

df 2 = df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na,na,na), x2(g, g, g, g), a) = x1(na,na, g, a))

The right-hand side of Figure 3.2 shows a non-redundant representations of
df 2.

Definition 12. Two decision functions df and df′ are equivalent, denoted by
df ≡ df′, if they give the same distribution d(C) for the same actual context ~a
disregarding permutations of the attribute vector positions.

As an example, Figure 3.3 depicts two equivalent decision functions since,
for each set of actual attributes (a1, a2) ∈ A1 ×A2, they give the same decision
c j ∈ C.

3.2 Core Operations of Decision Functions

To instantiate a decision function with different decision models (the dis-
cussion about the instantiation of Decision Algebra is given in Chapter 4),
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Figure 3.3: Equivalent decision functions: df 2 (left) ≡ df 2 (right)

we need to define the core operations that must be implemented in each
instance. Defining the core operations allows to define all other non-core
operations of decision functions using the core operations, thus, we make
them reusable between different implementations.

One of the goal criteria for Decision Algebra is ”Implementation Ef-
ficiency” (see Section 1.3), which requires a minimum number of core-
operations. Therefore, due to the higher-order representation of decision
functions, we defined only one core operation, called bind, which binds
attribute Ai to an attribute value a ∈ Ai.

An n-ary decision function df n
∈ DF[ ~A,D] bound this way returns a new

(n − 1)-ary decision function df n−1
∈ DF[ ~A′,D], with ~A′ = A1 × · · · × Ai−1 ×

Ai+1 × · · · × An:
bindAi : DF[ ~A,D] × Ai → DF[ ~A′,D],

where
bindA1 (consDF(a1, df 1, · · · , a|A1 |, df

|A1 |
), a) := df i, if a = ai.

If we bind, for example, df 2 of Figure 3.1 to a = high ∈ A1 we get:

bindA1 (df 2,high) = x2(na,na, a, a)

Binding an attribute value a ∈ Â of an ”unknown” attribute Â < ~A for a
decision function df n

∈ DF[ ~A,D] is still well-defined, but leaves the decision
function unchanged:

bindÂ(df n, a) := df n.

Furthermore, the interpretation of this operation in the base case scenario
for df ∅ ∈ DF∅[{0},D] is straightforward:

bindA j (df ∅, a) := df ∅,
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where a is a value of any attribute A j.

3.2.1 Decision Algebra: Formal Definition
As we have now formally defined a decision function, we can formally de-
fine Decision Algebra as a theoretical framework that provides a general
representation of decision information as an abstract decision function with
core and non-core operations. Classification approaches that intend to in-
stantiate Decision Algebra have to implement at least the core operations.
More formally:

Definition 13. A Decision Algebra is a triple DA =< DF,Ω,R >, where DF is
a set of decision functions, Ω is a set of operations defined over DF, and R is an
equivalence relation.

The equivalence relation R partitions the terms of the algebra DA into
a number of equivalent classes. This relation enables us to determine that
two decision functions, which are syntactically distinct do, nevertheless,
represent the same decisions (see equivalence property).

In what follows, we will define a set of non-core operations (Ω), which
allows for general learning, deciding, combining and manipulating of the
decision functions.

3.3 Learning and Deciding

Learning and deciding are the main operations used in all decision mod-
els. Therefore, they also need to be defined over decision functions. The
goal criterion (1.4) of ”Composability” (see Section 1.3) requires that a deci-
sion function is self-contained and stateless, allowing the application of any
learning algorithm for the implementation of this function to any decision
model. Therefore, in this section we aim to define these operations in such a
way that they become reusable regardless of the implementation details.

3.3.1 Learning
Decision information may be incomplete (i.e., it does not contain a decision for
all possible combinations of attribute values) or contradictive (i.e., it contains
different decisions for the same combination of attribute values) (see Section
2.2). Both require learning to transform the decision information into a
decision function.

Learning is the process of constructing, from decision information, a
decision function that heuristically solves a decision or a prediction or clas-
sification problem for which only expensive or no algorithmic solutions are
known [22]. Usually, learning depends on a chosen classification approach,
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thus a chosen decision model [77, 54, 19]. What we want to reach is a separa-
tion of a learning algorithm from a chosen decision model (e.g., we want to
capture the conditional probabilities required for the construction of a Naïve
Bayesian classifier using a learning algorithm that is commonly used to learn
decision trees).

As an example, we will sketch the algorithm for learning decision trees.
Algorithm 1 presents the commonly used C4.5 algorithm [89]. (We also use
this algorithm in our experiments presented in Chapter 5.)

Algorithm 1 Learning
Dataset DS→ decision function df

1: compute distribution of classes D(C) in DS;
2: compute error of just selecting the mode of D(C) as the decision;
3: if error acceptable then
4: return df 0: → D(C)
5: end if
6: let A - set of the dataset attributes;
7: for each Ai ∈ A do
8: compute gain(Ai)
9: end for

10: choose the attribute Ai with max gain(Ai)
11: if gain not acceptable then
12: return df 0: → D(C)
13: end if
14: for each v ∈ Ai do
15: let DSv ← {(~a, c) ∈ DS|Ai = v}
16: recursively construct df v for a data subset DSv
17: end for
18: return df , where ∀v ∈ Ai, bindAi (df , v) = df v

The algorithm works by recursively selecting the ”best attribute” to split
the training set (lines 6–10) and expanding the terms of the decision func-
tion (lines 14–17) until the stopping criteria are met (lines 3 and 11). For
this algorithm, the ”best attribute” means the attribute that most effectively
partitions the data set into subsets enriched in one class or the other. Every
decision function is created only when each corresponding training set DSv
is processed (line 16).

This algorithm only uses a constructor of a decision function, which is
a general Decision Algebra operation. All other computations are done on
the training data set and are not dependent upon a decision model (e.g., a
tree structure). Therefore, the algorithm can be reused by any instantiation
of Decision Algebra (decision model) that implements a constructor of a
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decision function. For instance, it can be used to learn a Naïve Bayesian
classifier or decision tables.

3.3.2 Deciding
Deciding is applying a decision function df to a given actual context ~a =
(A1 × . . . × An) in order to determine a concrete decision c ∈ C. Therefore,
in general, we evaluate df for ~a and then select the most-probable class of
the resulting distribution (d(c)) using a mode operation discussed before (see
Section 3.1):

df : A1 → . . .→ An → D(C)

decide : DF[ ~A,D] × ~A→ C
decide(df , ~a):=decide(bindA1 (df , a1), ~a′) ~a = (a1, ~a′)

decide(df 0,~0):=mode ◦ df 0,

where ”mode ◦ df 0” means that we apply the mode operation over D(C) on a
constant decision function df 0.

Obviously, we can pre-compute decide if the learning phase precedes and
is not interleaved with the decision phase. That is, we apply the mode-
function on each of the distributions learned for a df -function. This action
saves space and decision time, but loses the information captured in the
decision distributions.

The decide operation is based on a core operation bind of Decision Alge-
bra. Therefore, any decision model implementing this operation can use the
general decide operation. In what follows, we will define two auxiliary opera-
tions of Decision Algebra that will help to define the equivalence, combining
and approximation of decision functions.

3.4 Auxiliary Operations

We now motivate and define two auxiliary operations of decision functions:
evert and apply. In order to reduce the memory consumption for a decision
graph we can reorder the nodes of the graph in an optimal way such that the
amount of nodes will be reduced. Furthermore, the nodes of the graph can
be reordered using the learning algorithm C4.5, presented in Section 3.3, in
favor of the ”best” splitting attribute. This reordering operation was inspired
by a Shannon expansion of OBDDs [11] and is called evert.

In general, such operations used as decide or equivalence apply functions,
mode and ≡D, respectively, are defined on the co-domain D(C) of a decision
function. We define an apply operation over decision functions, that can
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push a certain function g defined on the co-domain D(C) toward the constant
decision functions df 0.

3.4.1 Everting Decision Functions
Everting changes the order in which attributes occur in the decision func-
tions. This is used, for example, in heuristics for saving space during learn-
ing. Its implementation on a specification level generalizes the Shannon
expansion of OBDDs [11] over a decision function df with the ith attribute:

evertAi : DF[ ~A,D]→ DF[ ~A′,D] ~A′ = Ai × A1 × · · · × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An

i ∈ [1 . . . n]
evertAi (df ) := consDF(a1, bindAi (df , a1), . . . , a|Ai |, bindAi (df , a|Ai |))

a1, . . . , a|Ai | ∈ Ai

evertAi (df ) ≡ df

evert∅(df 0) = df 0

Generally, the Shannon expansion creates a new decision function that cor-
responds to a new decision model, but does not change the decisions. It is
just a rewrite rule that can be used to reorder the attributes of a decision
function, sometimes making the representation more compact.

Hence, a decision function df is equivalent to evertAi (df ) (equivalence was
discussed in Section 3.1.1). For example, Figure 3.3 in Section 3.1.1 shows a
tree-representation of df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a) (on the left)
and its everted version df1

2 = evertA2 (df 2) (on the right). Notice, that index i
of decision function dfi

2 just defines another 2-ary decision function. For df 2

it holds:

df 2
1 = evertA2 (df 2)=x2(x1(na,na,na, a), x1(na,na,na, a), x1(na, a, a, a), x1(na, a, a, a))

df 2
2 = evert(1, df 2

1)=df 2

3.4.2 Applying Functions to Decision Functions
We can apply a general function g defined on the co-domain of a decision
function D(C) (e.g., mode or ≡D) to the constant elements df 0

∈ DF[{0},D] of
the set of decision functions df 1, . . . , df k ∈ DF.

In Section 3.3, in the definition of the decide operation, we applied mode
to the bases of a decision function represented by distribution d(C) ∈ D(C) in
order to get an actual class c ∈ C. Moreover, based on the apply operation, we
can now define an equals operation that recognizes two equivalent decision
functions by recognizing the equivalence (≡D) of the decisions for all of the
attribute vectors ~a ∈ ~A.
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Chapter 3. Decision Algebra

These examples are just useful special cases of applying general functions
to decision functions. We define such a general application of the apply of
the arbitrary k-ary function g to the k-tuples of decision functions as:

g : D1 × . . . ×Dk → D

apply : (D1 ×D2 × · · · ×Dk → D) ×DF[ ~A1,D1] ×DF[ ~A2,D2] ×

· · · ×DF[ ~Ak,Dk]→ DF[ ~A,D]
apply(g, df 1, . . . , df k):=consDF(a1, apply(g, bindA1 (df 1, a1), . . . , bindA1 (df k, a1)), . . .

a|A1 |, apply(g, bindA1 (df 1, a|A1 |), . . . , bindA1 (df k, a|A1 |))),
where a1, . . . , a|A1 | ∈ A1

In a case when a decision function is represented as a tree apply(g, df 1 . . . df k),
we recursively apply g to the respective sub-trees of the arguments and even-
tually evaluate it on the leaves. The result is a decision function over D(C).

For a base case scenario, these operations are defined as follows. Notice
that we need a certain function to get a distribution d(C) from a constant
decision function df 0. For getting the distribution we use an eval operation.
The definitions above will be still valid.

eval(cons∅DF(d(C)), _)=d(C)

apply(g, df 1, . . . , df k):=cons∅DF(g(eval(df 0
1), . . . , eval(df 0

k)))

≡ (df 0
1, df 0

2):=eval(df 0, _) ≡D eval(df 0
2, _),

where _ means that any parameter that fits the signature can be accepted.
The special cases decide and equals discussed earlier in Sections 3.3 and 3.1.1,

respectively, could be redefined as:

decide(df , ~a):=eval(apply(mode, df ), ~a), where
eval(df , ~a):=bind(. . . bind(bind(df , a1), a2), . . . , an)
≡ (df 1, df 2):=apply(≡D, df 1, df 2) ≡ df true

In general, all functions defined on the co-domain of the decision func-
tions could be lifted to the decision functions over this co-domain.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we formally defined a notion of a decision function. We
presented its default higher-order representation, which can be straight-
forwardly captured using decision trees or decision graphs. Furthermore,
we defined its general constructor, a non-redundancy property and a mini-
mum number of core operations, namely one: bind. Operations of learning
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and deciding, which are always implemented in existing decision models,
were specified over a general decision function. We showed that a decision
function is composable (i.e., these operations can be used regardless of the
specific decision function implementation). In what follows (in Chapter 4
and in Chapter 5) we will confirm this assumption by defining a general
operation merge used to combine decision functions.

Auxiliary operations of decision functions, such as evert and apply, were
also defined. These operations are non-core operations and, thus, use a core
operation bind for their implementation. In the next chapter, we consider the
accuracy of comparing, combining and approximating decision functions.
The operations merge and approx used for the combining and approximating
of decision functions, respectively, are based on apply.
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Chapter 4

Accuracy of Decision Functions

In the previous chapter, we formally defined decision functions using a
core operation bind and several auxiliary operations: evert, apply and equals.
What we want to define now is how we can generally compare, combine
and approximate decision functions. These operations require a notion of
accuracy of the decision functions. Thus, in order to define and use these
operations later on, we first need to focus on: (1) how to compare the accuracy
of the decision functions, (2) what happens to the accuracy of a combined
decision function and (3) what happens to the accuracy of an approximated
decision function.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 presents two types of de-
cision functions depending upon their accuracy, while Section 4.2 discusses
how decision functions can be compared in terms of their accuracy. In Sec-
tion 4.3, we first discuss the accuracy of a combined decision function and
then define a merge operation, which allows, generally, for the combining
of different decision functions. Furthermore, in Section 4.4, we discuss the
consequences of the approximation of a decision function on its accuracy
and define a general approx operation. As before, for each operation, a cor-
responding algebraic specification is given. Finally, in Section 4.5 we define
a complete parametrized algebraic specification of Decision Algebra.

4.1 Conservative and Optimistic Decision Func-
tions

Intuitively, a decision function df 1 is more accurate than a decision function
df 2 iff as it, more often, gives the ”right” classification (i.e., we define it based
on some ground truth). However, this ground truth is, in general, not known
to us usually due to the fact that the formal context ~A does not model all
properties that have an influence on a decision. For one and the same actual
context ~a ∈ A, different decisions c ∈ C are possible following a distribution
D(C). This distribution is usually not known to us (just samples thereof with
the training data sets). Still, we can define a ”more accurate” relation based
on the idea of a ”right” classification from a theoretical ”oracle”.
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Chapter 4. Accuracy of Decision Functions

Definition 14. Let oracle~a : C → R be the accurate classification distribution
of a decision given a concrete context ~a ∈ ~A, and df oracle : ~A → D(C) as the
corresponding accurate decision function with ∀~a ∈ ~A : eval(df oracle, ~a) = oracle~a.

Given the df oracle decision function we can express the classification error
in a concrete context ~a and a general error of df .

Definition 15. Let df : ~A → D(C) be any decision function, and errordf (~a) of a

distribution of decisions da = eval(df , ~a) in a concrete context ~a ∈ ~A be defined as

errordf (~a) =
1
|C|

∑
c∈C

(prob(oracle~a, c) − prob(da, c))2

and a general errordf of df is defined as

errordf =
1

| ~A|

∑
~a∈ ~A

errordf (~a).

Finally,

Definition 16. The decision function df 1 : ~A → D(C) is more accurate than
another decision function df 2 : ~A → D(C) iff as df 1 is closer to the df oracle : ~A →
D(C) accurate decision function than df 2:

errordf 1
≤ errordf 2

The theoretical background for comparing and combining decision func-
tions reflects our previous work on points-to analysis [37]. In this chapter,
we aim to apply our results from the points-to analysis domain to decision
functions. The main challenge is that a points-to analysis co-domain can al-
ways be represented by a lattice L(C,∪,u) (usually a power set lattice) with a
defined supremum t and infimum u, and, thus, the theory behind comparing
and combining points-to analysis information is based on the lattice theory.

The results of the points-to analysis can be captured by a decision function
with a lattice co-domain. However, as we discussed before, most of decision
models capture class distributions D(C). Therefore, we chose the following
approach. First, we show the theory of comparing and combining decision
functions, where we restrict the co-domain of decision function to a power
lattice L(PC,∪,∩), and then we show our attempt to adapt it to decision
functions with class distribution co-domains D(C). Notice that we will use
P

C for a co-domain notion and d(C) ∈ PC for particular decision, until the
further notice when we will switch to the decision distribution D(C) again.
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In general, a problem domain consists of infinitely many decision tuples
and the ground truth of a decision in an actual context is not known. There-
fore, a decision function df can contain decisions that are not in the df oracle
(garbage) (i.e., decision information captured is an over-approximation of a
ground truth) defined by an expert in a problem domain. We refer to these
decision functions as to conservative decision functions.

Definition 17. A decision function df : ~A → PC is conservative with respect to
the oracle decision function df oracle : ~A→ PC iff:

df oracle v df⇔df oracle t df = df ⇒

⇒ doracle(C) ⊆ d(C)⇒doracle(C) ∪ d(C) = d(C), ∀d(C), doracle(C) ∈ PC

Where the supremum t and infimum u of decision functions df 1 and df 2
are defined as follows:

df 1 t df 2=apply(∪, df 1, df 2)
df 1 u df 2=apply(∩, df 1, df 2)

where

⊆ : PC
× P

C
→ BOOL

d1(C) ⊆ d2(C)⇔d1(C) ∪ d2(C) = d2(C)

The supremum ∪ and infimum ∩ over the co-domain of decision functions
(as discussed before the co-domain for this example is a power lattice) are
defined as union and intersection operations over sets, respectively. Thus, the
operation v over decision functions can be defined as follows:

df 1 v df 2 = apply(⊆, df 1, df 2) ≡ df ∅True

df 1 v df 2⇔df 1 t df 2 = df 2

where df ∅True is the decision function over boolean true.
Decision functions can also miss some of the decisions contained in df oracle

(misses) (i.e., decision information captured is a sample (under-approximation)
of a ground truth, which is observed in a restricted environment). We refer
to these decision functions as to optimistic decision functions.

Definition 18. A decision function df : ~A → PC is optimistic with respect to the
oracle decision function df oracle : ~A→ PC iff:

df v df oracle⇔df t df oracle = df oracle ⇒

⇒ d(C) ⊆ doracle(C)⇒d(C) ∪ doracle(C) = doracle(C), ∀d(C), doracle(C) ∈ PC
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Chapter 4. Accuracy of Decision Functions

For a better understanding of conservative and optimistic decision func-
tions, let us take an example of our ”Car evaluation” data set that was first
presented in Section 2.2. A short reminder: the decision of this data set de-
termines whether a car is in acceptable condition based on several attributes,
such as ”buying price” and ”maintenance price”, etc. An optimistic decision
function of this problem domain would be a decision function that captures
the decision information observed in let us say some auto service center. All
of the information captured is true, but we also miss the information that
could be taken from other auto service centers (thus, under-approximating
the ground truth). A conservative decision function, in this scenario, is a
decision function that captures the information taken from an auto-expert,
who over-approximates the ground truth by excluding the cases that are
not possible in the reality. For instance, ”Lada” marque can never be in an
”acceptable” condition regardless its attribute values.

4.2 Comparing Decision Functions

In order to compare decision functions, we have to evaluate the garbage
(false positives) and misses (false negatives) that they contain and to trade
the garbage off against the misses. Let df oracle : ~A→ PC be the oracle decision
function of a certain problem domain and df : ~A → PC be some decision
function that captures the decision information from the same problem do-
main. Then, the amount of misses of a decision function df can be assessed
using a metric R called recall. High recall means that a decision function
captures most of the relevant decisions.

R =
|df u df oracle|

|df oracle|

where to compute the cardinality of df (|df |), we need to sum up the cardi-
nalities of the decision sets for all actual contexts ~a ∈ A of df :

|df |=
∑
~a∈ ~A

eval(df cardinality, ~a)

df cardinality=apply(cardinality, df )

A cardinality operation over sets returns a natural numberN.
We can assess the amount of ”garbage” using a metric P that defines

precision. High precision means that a decision function captures substantially
more relevant decision information than irrelevant decision information.

P =
|df u df oracle|

|df |
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Chapter 4. Accuracy of Decision Functions

Recall and Precision range between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). The recall can often
be increased at the cost of reducing the precision and vice versa. Therefore,
these two measures are combined into a single measure called F-score, which
balances R and P:

F =
2 × P × R

P + R

Consequently, Rcons = 1 for a conservative and Popt = 1 for an optimistic
decision function. The precision of a conservative Pcons (recall of an optimistic
Ropt) decision function is:

Pcons=
|df oracle|

|df |

Ropt=
|df |
|df oracle|

Learning algorithms construct decision functions that may be conservative,
df oracle v df , optimistic, df v df oracle, or general (neither conservative nor
optimistic). Usually, they are optimistic as training data is observed in
reality.

To compare the accuracy of two decision functions, one could measure
the precision P and recall R of these functions with the known df oracle and
compare the resulting F-scores. This approach is impracticable if no such
df oracle can be provided.

4.2.1 Direct Comparison

A comparison of decision functions df 1 and df 2 without an df oracle decision
function at hand exploits the fact that one of the two decision functions or
both might be conservative or optimistic. Five situations may occur when
comparing different decision functions with special cases involved. They
are shown in Table 4.1 as well as the implications of the result of comparing
their accuracy.

The proofs for all claims in Table 4.1 follow directly from the definitions
of precision, recall and F-score in the case of the conservative, optimistic and
general decision functions, respectively.

As we can see, comparisons without knowing the df oracle decision function
are (trivially) possible for the first two cases when both decision functions are
conservative or optimistic, respectively. When comparing a conservative with
an optimistic, we need the df oracle to get an exact comparison. If either decision
functions is general only semi-decisions can be made. Therefore, we need to
find another way to compare the accuracy of these decision functions.
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4.2. Comparing Decision Functions

4.2.2 Approximating Accuracy
If we assume that we can over- or under-approximate a decision function
df oracle, then such approximations can be calculated either from a conservative
decision function leading to df oracle over-approximations or from an opti-
mistic one leading to under-approximations. Let us define df oracle v df +

oracle
(df−oracle v df oracle) as an over- (under-) approximation of the decision function
df oracle. Let F+ (F−) be an upper (lower) bound of the actual F-score. The idea
is as follows. If we could get the upper and lower bounds of the exact F-
scores F1 and F2 of two decision functions df 1 and df 2, then we could (semi-)
compare the decision functions using F−1 ≥ F+

2 ⇒ F1 ≥ F2.
Assume a conservative decision function df . In this case, the exact F-score

reduces to:

F =
2 × |df oracle|

|df oracle| + |df |

Operations plus + and multiplication × are defined over Natural numbers
N. Applying the F-score definition to over- and under-approximations of
the df oracle yields:

F̂=
2 × |df +

oracle u df |

|df +
oracle u df | + |df |

F̌=
2 × |df−oracle u df |

|df−oracle u df | + |df |

From df +
oracle v df (resp. df−oracle v df ) it follows df +

oracle u df = df +
oracle

(df−oracle u df = df−oracle) and together with |df +
oracle| ≥ |df oracle| (|df−oracle| ≤ |df oracle|)

it follows that F̂ ≥ F ≥ F̌.
Note that df +

oracle v df does not necessarily hold for any over-approximation
of df oracle. Assume an over-approximation df ++

oracle with df ++
oracle \ df , cons∅D(∅),

where

df ++
oracle \ df=apply(\, df ++

oracle, df )

Then we can construct an even better over-approximation df +
oracle = df ++

oracleudf
for which df +

oracle v df holds.
Hence, we can always derive lower and upper bounds for the F-scores of

conservative decision functions: F− = F̌,F+ = F̂. This result has no effect on
the comparability of the conservative decision functions as we can compare
them directly. Dually, we can also derive lower and upper bounds for the
F-scores of the optimistic decision function. In this case F− = F̂,F+ = F̌.
Again, this result has no effect on the comparability of the optimistic decision
functions as we can compare them directly, as well.
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Unfortunately, for general decision functions, we can neither establish up-
per nor lower bounds of the F-scores based on an over- or under-approximated
decision function df oracle. To see it, we construct a counter example from two
extreme cases of an under-approximated oracle df−oracle : (i) df−oracle v df oracle v

df ⇒ F > F̌ and (ii) df−oracle = df u df oracle ⇒ F < F̌. Symmetrically, upper
and lower bounds cannot be constructed with df +

oracle either, which leads to
the conclusion that, even with over- or under-approximations of the df oracle
decision function, we still cannot get any closer to comparing the general
decision functions.

4.2.3 Accuracy of Learning by Combining Decision Func-
tions

Combining optimistic decision functions by computing the union ∪ over co-
domainPC and conservative decision functions by computing the intersection
u over co-domainPC are obvious improvements. In Table 4.2, we summarize
the results of the direct combining of the two decision functions. The first
two cases, combining two conservative and two optimistic decision functions,
respectively, are quite obvious based on the conclusions from the previous
subsection. The combined decision function is always more accurate than
either of the two input decision functions and it is conservative or optimistic,
respectively.

When combining a conservative (optimistic) decision function with a general
one, the accuracy of the general decision function improves as we take away
decisions that are not (add decisions that are) contained in the decision
function df oracle. However, we cannot say if the conservative (optimistic) input
decision function df is improved. The fact that we compare a conservative
(optimistic) decision function df with a general combined decision function
df comb allows us to apply the semi-decider F1 ≥ F ⇐ |df | ≤ |df comb| (resp.
F1 ≥ F ⇐ |df | ≥ |df comb|). However, as df comb is the intersection u (union
t) of A1 with something, df comb v df (df v df comb) and, hence, |df comb| ≤ |df |
(|df comb| ≥ |df |). Therefore, we can only guarantee F1 ≥ F in the trivial
case of |df comb| = |df | (i.e., when we haven’t cut off (added) something to
the conservative (optimistic) decision function). This property continues to
hold in the special case where the general decision function is an optimistic
(conservative) one. This case is, therefore, omitted in Table 4.2.

4.3 Combining General Decision Functions

Combining decision functions is interesting if the combined decision func-
tion becomes more accurate than the original input decision functions. Op-
timistic decision functions (the usual case) become more accurate. As we
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have bot previously discussed combining (or comparing) general decision
functions, we will discuss the above theory in terms of class distribution
co-domain D(C) in this section. Then, we will present an operation merge
over decision functions and discuss how the accuracy of the combined deci-
sion function changes the general decision functions. Finally, three possible
scenarios for merging decision functions are given.

Previously, we discussed decision functions over lattice-based co-domains.
However, in general, learning algorithms represent decision information
with distributions over classes D(C) (or sometimes with probability distri-
butions). Therefore, what we want to discuss now is how the above theory
for comparing and combining decision functions can be applied to decision
functions with such co-domains.

First, we will try to represented co-domain as a lattice of fuzzy sets
F(C, µ(C)) [118], where each class c ∈ C has a grade of membership µ(c).
Based on the fuzzy logic, we define an intersection u over decision functions
df 1, df 2 as a decision function over the intersection∩ of their respective fuzzy
sets d1(C) ∈ F(C, µ(C)) and d2(C) ∈ F(C, µ(C)) with membership functions µ1
and µ2, respectively:

df 1 u df 2=apply(∩, df 1, df ′2)
d1(C) ∩ d2(C)=min(µ1(C), µ2(C)), ∀c ∈ C

and we define a uniontover decision functions df 1, df 2 as a decision function
over the union ∪ of their respective fuzzy sets d1(C) ∈ F and d2(C) ∈ F:

df 1 t df 2=apply(∪, df 1, df ′2)
d1(C) ∪ d2(C)=max(µ1(C), µ2(C)), ∀c ∈ C

However, even after defining precision and recall we cannot really apply
the results of these implications. The reason is that we cannot determine
whether the decision function constructed by a certain learning algorithm is
conservative or optimistic due to the fact that the learning algorithm approx-
imates the decision information and the number of training instances does
not really indicate whether the constructed decision function is conservative,
optimistic or general one. Additionally, the source of the data sometimes is
not known and contains misses and junk information. Therefore, in this sce-
nario, we should always consider a decision function as a general one (i.e.,
we cannot apply the theoretical implications presented before in Section 4.2).

Secondly, we tried to define the same operations over decision functions
with probability distributions co-domains P(C). In order to do this action we
defined union ∪ and intersection ∩ operations over probability distributions
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X,Y ∈ P(C) as:

pi=P(X = c)
p′i=P(Y = c)

pi ∩ p′i=
P(X = c,Y = c)

P(X = Y)
=

pip′i∑
k∈|C| (pkp′k)

pi ∪ p′i=(pi ∩ p′i )

pi ∪ p′i=1 −
pip′i∑

k∈|C| (pkp′k)

However, in this scenario, the basic axiom of union and intersection do not
hold (i.e. X ∪ X , X and X ∩ X , X). For instance, X = (0.7, 0.3), then:

X ∩ X={
0.7 ∗ 0.7

0.7 ∗ 0.7 + 0.30̇.3
,

0.3 ∗ 0.3
0.70̇.7 + 0.30̇.3

}

X ∩ X = {0.84, 0.16}

However, we still want to combine two general decision functions, and,
obviously, we want to have an accuracy improvement for such a combina-
tion. In what follows, we define the combination operation called merge over
two general decision functions with a class distribution co-domain D(C).

4.3.1 Merge Operation
In order to combine two decision functions, a merge operator tD has to be
defined over the co-domain of these functions D(C) (see Section 3.1):

tD : D(C) ×D(C)→ D(C)

When it comes to combining two general decision functions, the merge
operator tD can be specified in different ways. We even can combine two
decision functions to get a new decision function over a different co-domain
D(C). For instance, one decision function specifies the height and the other
the weight of the person. We can combine these decision functions to get a
body mass index (bmi) by applying a certain merge operator defined as a
formula for calculating bmi.

We define the tD operation over class distributions D(C) as:

d(C) tD d′(C) = {(c, p + p′)|(c, p) ∈ d(C), (c, p′) ∈ d′(C)}

The + operator on frequencies p ∈ P is the plus of the Natural numbers. We
consider the tD of the two distributions to be the base case of our merge
operation of the decision functions.
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A general merge operation of the two decision functions df 1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D]
and df 2 ∈ DF2[ ~A,D] has the signature of:

t:DF1 ×DF2 → DF

A merge operation is based on apply. It applies a merge function tD on two
decision functions:

t(df 1, df 2) := apply(tD, df 1, df 2)

with the following base case implementation over constant decision func-
tions df 1

0, df 2
0
∈ DF∅[{0},D]:

t(df 0
1, df 0

2):=cons∅DF(tD(eval(df 0
1, _), eval(df 0

2, _))

4.3.2 Accuracy of the Combined Decision Function
What we wish to establish is that combining decision functions gives us a
new decision function that is tendentiously more accurate (i.e., reduces the
error). As a consequence, we could define a simple and general learning
approach based on combining decision functions. This combining learning
approach would work as an online algorithm, as a new decision function can
be learned howsoever (any learning algorithm would do) from new decision
information and be combined with an existing decision function, which
thereby gets more accurate over time. Moreover, as combining is linear
in regard to the size of the decision functions involved, partitioning (i.e.,
dividing given decision information and learning the individual decision
functions that are combined) is faster than any hyper-linear learning (i.e.,
learning on the whole based on the given decision information). This way,
we can save learning time and guarantee scalability even for large data sets.

Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee that the combination of two general
decision functions will always create a more accurate decision function. This
conclusion is even intuitively clear if we think of merging a very accurate
decision function with another one that makes random decisions, which
clearly cannot improve the already accurate decision function. However, we
can assume somewhat accurate input decision functions in order to expect
an even more accurate output. The following holds for any distribution
of co-domain D(C). We formalize the notion of ”somewhat accurate” as
probably accurate:

Definition 19. A decision functions df : ~A → D(C) is probably accurate with
respect to an accurate decision function df oracle iff ∀~a ∈ ~A : eval(df , ~a) is a random
sample of oracle~a.
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The combination of probably accurate decision functions leads to a more
accurate one.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let df 1, . . . , df n be a series of independently learned decision func-
tions df : ~A→ D(C) that are probably accurate with respect to an accurate decision
function df oracle : ~A→ D(C). For large n, the merged decision function df 1t. . .tdf n
converges in probability to the df oracle.

Proof. Let da,1 = eval(df 1, ~a), . . . , da,n = eval(df n, ~a) be a series of distributions of
decision functions df 1, . . . , df n in a concrete context ~a, each a random sample
of oracle~a. As we prove the theorem independently for each concrete context
~a ∈ ~A, we drop the index ~a from now on and assume an arbitrary but fixed
actual context. For the merger t of the series of distributions the following
holds

∀c ∈ C : prob((d1 t . . . t dn), c)=prob(d1, c) + . . . + prob(dn, c) and
|d1 t . . . t dn|=|d1| + . . . + |dn|

with |di| =
∑

c∈C prob(di, c) is the size of a distribution (i.e., the sum of all
frequencies prob(di, c) of all of the possible classes C). As each di is a random
sample of the oracle, it can be understood as a result of a series of |di| random
decisions:

prob(di, c)=[D1 = c] + . . . + [D|di | = c] or
di(c)
|di|

=
[D1 = c] + . . . + [D|di | = c]

|di|

which is the unweighed average of a series of random decisions for which
Corollary A.1 applies ( see Appendix A). If to consider Xi =

di(c)
|di |

as random
variables, then E(Xi) = pc and Var(Xi) ≤ pc(1 − pc).

Moreover, for the merged distribution it holds:

prob((d1 t . . . t dn), c)=prob(d1, c) + . . . + prob(dn, c)

=
d1(c)
|d1|
|d1| + . . . +

prob(dn, c)
|dn|

|dn|

=X1|d1| + . . . + Xn|dn|.

Instead of the merged distribution (d1t . . .tdn), we consider its correspond-
ing distribution (d1 t . . . t dn)N, which is normalized with N =

∑n
i=1 |di|.1

prob((d1 t . . . t dn)N, c)=
∑n

i=1 Xi × |di|∑n
i=1 |di|

1Normalization: d(c) = N × pc ⇔ dN(c) = pc
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The above results in the weighted average of a series of random variables Xi
with weights Ni = |di| for which Lemma A.2 in Appendix A applies. Hence,

∀c ∈ C : lim
n→∞

P(|prob((d1 t . . . t dn)N, c) − pc| ≥ ε)=0 for any ε > 0.

This property holds for any actual context ~a ∈ ~A which concludes the proof.
�

Recall that decide(df , ~a) = eval(apply(mode, df ), ~a) (i.e., applying the mode
to the underlying distributions). The result of the mode is unaffected by a
normalization with any positive constant N, especially N = |d|, which is the
size of the distribution:

mode(d) = c⇔prob(d, c) = max
c′∈C

prob(d, c′)⇔

⇔prob(dN, c) =
prob(d, c)

N
= max

c′∈C

prob(d, c′)
N

,N > 0.

In what follows, we define a general operator merge for combining decision
functions regardless of their implementation details. The only prerequisite
for applying this operation is an implemented co-operation bind.

Previously, we discussed the accuracy of the combined decision functions
and we showed that we needed to define a ”probably accurate” decision
function in order to guarantee that a combined decision function becomes
tendentiously more accurate.

Having theses prerequisites, we can now establish three scenarios of
combining decision functions. These scenarios depend upon the formal
context ~A of the combined decision functions, where the contexts can be
same, intersecting or disjoint. The scenarios depend on the sample of a
decision information from which a decision function was learned. Each
scenario includes the prerequisites for applying the scenario, the definition
of a merge operation, the algorithm for combining the two decision functions
and an example.

4.3.3 Scenarios for Combining Decision Functions
The general merge operation applies in three different scenarios as discussed
below.

4.3.3.1 Scenario One: Same Formal Context.
Prerequisite: The decision functions df 1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D] and df2 ∈ DF2[ ~A′,D]

are constructed over different samples of the same problem domain and
~A = ~A′ = A1 × . . . × An.
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Algorithm 2 t(df1, df2), df1, df2 ∈ DF[A1 × . . . × An,D]

1: if df1 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] ∧ df2 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] then
2: return x(tD(df1, df2))
3: end if
4: for each a ∈ A1 do
5: dfa = t(bind1(df1, a), bind1(df2, a))
6: end for
7: return consDF(a1, dfa1

, . . . , a|A1 |, dfa|A1 |
)

Merge: Let A1 = {a1, . . . , ak}. The merge t operation over the decision
functions has the following recursive abstract implementation:

t(df 1, df 2):=xn(a1,t(bindA1 (df1, a1), bindA1 (df2, a1)),
. . . ,

ak,t(bindA1 (df1, ak), bindA1 (df2, ak)))

t(df 0
1, df 0

2):=x0(t(eval(df 0
1, _), eval(df 0

2, _)))

We recursively applied t to the respective sub-terms of the arguments
and, eventually, evaluated it on the constant decision functions df1

0 and df2
0.

The result is a new decision function df ∈ DF′[ ~A,D] recursively constructed
from the results.

Algorithm: Algorithm 2 outlines an implementation of a merge oper-
ations over two decision functions. Lines 1–3 handle the base case where
both of the decision functions are constant. Lines 4–7 handle the recursive
case where both of the decision functions are partially evaluated with regard
to the first attribute A1 ∈ ~A1, ~A2. We will extend this algorithm in the next
scenarios.

Example: Figure 4.1 shows the merging of two decision functions df1, df2 ∈
DF[ ~A,D] as depicted in (a) and (b), respectively. Note that in df2 (b), the sec-
ond attribute ”Maintenance price” does not contribute to the decision. The
first call applies the statements in Lines 4-6. The roots of both decision func-
tions correspond to the same attribute ”Buying price.” In each iteration, a
recursive call merges the sub-terms of df1 and df2 with ”Buying price” bound
to each of the possible values (very high, high, medium, low). Algorithm 2 is
called recursively four times on decision functions with ”Maintenance price”
the root attribute. Figure 4.1 (c) shows the intermediate result before finally
merging the resulting functions in Line 7. In each recursive call, Lines 4-6 are
executed again and the algorithm is again recursively called four times with
”Maintenance price” bound to each of its possible values (very high, high,
medium, low). These second recursions lead to the base case in Lines 1-3
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Figure 4.1: Merging of the Decision Functions (Scenario 1)

where the actual distributions are merged.

4.3.3.2 Scenario Two: Disjoint Formal Contexts.
Prerequisite: The decision functions df1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D] and df2 ∈ DF2[ ~A′,D]

are constructed over samples with disjoint formal contexts of the same prob-
lem domain: ~A = A1 × . . . × An and ~A′ = A′1 × . . . × A′m and {A1, . . . ,An} ∩

{A′1, . . . ,A
′
m} = ∅.

Merge: The definition of merge needs to be extended accordingly with
an additional base case:

t(df01, d f2) := t(d f2, df01)

We recursively appliedt to the sub-terms of d f1 and the whole of d f2 since all
attributes of ~A are unknown in the context ~A′ of d f2, until the sub-terms are
constant decision functions. In this base case, we flipped the arguments and
recursively applied t to the sub-terms of d f2 and the constant decision func-
tions of d f1 until we merged the constant decision functions and recursively
constructed the results.

Algorithm: Algorithm 3 extends Algorithm 2 and implements the new
base case in Lines 4–6.
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Algorithm 3 t(df1, df2), df1 ∈ DF[ ~A,D], df2 ∈ DF[ ~A′,D]

1: if df1 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] ∧ df2 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] then
2: return x(tD(df1, df2))
3: end if
4: if df1 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] then
5: return t(df2, df1))
6: end if
7: for each a ∈ A1 do
8: dfa = t(bind1(df1, a), bind1(df2, a))
9: end for

10: return consDF(a1, dfa1
, . . . , a|A1 |, dfa|A1 |

)

Algorithm 4 t(df1, df2), df1 ∈ DF[ ~A,D], df2 ∈ DF[ ~A′,D], ~A = A1 × . . . × An,
~A′ = A′1 × . . . × A′m

1: if df1 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] ∧ df2 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] then
2: return x(tD(df1, df2))
3: end if
4: if df1 ∈ DF∅[{~0},D] then
5: return t(df2, df1))
6: end if
7: if A1 , A′1 ∧ A1 ∈ {A′2, . . . ,A

′
m} then

8: return t(d f1, evertA1 (d f2))
9: end if

10: for each a ∈ A1 do
11: dfa = t(bind1(df1, a), bind1(df2, a))
12: end for
13: return consDF(a1, dfa1

, . . . , a|A1 |, dfa|A1 |
)
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Figure 4.2: Merger of Decision Functions (Scenario 2)

Example: Figure 4.2 shows the merging of the two decision functions
df1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D] (a) with the formal context ~A = (5, 1, 3) and df2 ∈ DF2[ ~A′,D]
(b) with the formal context ~A′ = (6, 4). Algorithm 3 evaluates df1 with
regard to the formal context of attributes 5, 1, 3 (Lines 7–9). Then, for each
constant decision function df1

0, the new base case applies (Lines 4–6) and the
algorithm evaluates the decision function df2 for its formal context (attributes
6, 4) (Lines 7–9). Finally, the constant decision functions df1

0, df2
0 are merged

using tD and a merged decision function is constructed (Lines 1–3, and in
the recursive ascent in Line 10). The graphs in Figure 4.2 (c) and (d) show
the sub-graphs before the final decision graph construction and the resulting
decision graph, respectively.

4.3.3.3 Scenario Three: General Case.

Prerequisite: For this general case, scenarios one and two were just
special cases. The decision functions df1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D] and df2 ∈ DF2[ ~A′,D]
are constructed over samples with arbitrary formal contexts of the same
problem domain: ~A = A1 × . . . × An and ~A′ = A′1 × . . . × A′m.

Merge: The definition of merge needs to be extended once more such
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Figure 4.3: Merger of Decision Functions (Scenario 3)

that it aligns the common attributes of the two formal contexts ~A and ~A′.

t(d f1, d f2) := t(d f1, evertA1 (d f2)) iff A1 ∈ {A′2, . . . ,A
′

m}

Algorithm: Algorithm 4 extends Algorithm 3 and implements the reordering
of the second formal context in Lines 7-9.

Example: Figure 4.3 shows the merging of the two decision functions
df1 ∈ DF1[ ~A,D] (a) with the formal context ~A = (6, 5, 1, 3) and df2 ∈ DF2[ ~A′,D]
with the formal context ~A′ = (6, 4) (b) with one overlapping attribute 6. The
roots of both decision functions are different (attributes 6 and 4 respectively).
Therefore, on the first iteration, df2 needs to be aligned to the common
attribute 6 (lines 7-9) as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Then, the decision functions
are recursively merged (lines 10-12). On the second iteration, the common
attributes are no longer available, therefore we merged the rest according
to the scenario two: Algorithm 4 evaluates df1 with regard to the formal
context attributes (5, 1, 3) (Lines 7-9). Then, each df1

0 algorithm evaluates df2
with regard to its formal contexts (4). Finally, the constant decision functions
are merged. The intermediate result before the final merge is presented on
Figure 4.3 (c). The final merged decision function is shown on Figure 4.3 (d).
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4.3.4 Scalability of Combining the Decision Functions.

Decision functions df : ~A→ D(C) require memory Ω(| ~A|× |C|) ( i.e., they need
to capture, for each actual context ~a ∈ ~A and each class c ∈ C, the correspond-
ing frequency da(c)). Hence, this memory is obviously a lower bound for the
time complexity of any learning algorithm creating such decision functions.

Assuming that accessing the distribution of a decision function in an
actual context da = eval(df , ~a) takes constant time, then the time complexity of
the merged based learning is exactly this lower bound. Hence, other learning
algorithms are at least as complex as the merged based learning. Therefore,
we can save the learning time of the more complex learning algorithms and
guarantee scalability even for large training data sets by learning on smaller
data sets and merging the resulting decision functions.

Moreover, learning on the smaller data sets can trivially be parallelized as
using p processors, it takes time O(l(n/p)) to learn p decision functions given
a data set of size n and a complexity of O(l(n)) of the learning algorithm.
Using a parallel sum technique, the merge operation of the resulting decision
functions can be parallelized as well, requiring O(log(p)) sequential merge
operations of decision functions on p processors. Merging distributions takes
time O(|C|) on one processor or O(1) on |C| processors. Merging decision
functions take O(| ~A| × |C|) on one processor or O(1) on | ~A| × |C| processors.
Altogether, simple learning can be done in time O(l(n/p) + log(p × | ~A| × |C|))
on p processors or O(l(n/p) + log(p)) on p × | ~A| × |C| processors.

In general, we can use t to formalize a simple learning algorithm: a
neutral element ⊥ ∈ D(C) is a default class representing “don’t know” and
learning starts without any knowledge (i.e., with the initial decision function
df ≡ df

⊥
). Each tuple (~a, c) in the training set corresponds to a decision

function:

df ′(~b) =

{
c if ~b = ~a
⊥otherwise

For each df ′ corresponding to a tuple of the dataset, the learning incremen-
tally sets df := t(df , df ′).

4.4 Approximating Decision Functions

In general, pre-computing decide after learning may save representation
space without sacrificing decision accuracy. Alternatively, space can be
traded off against information accuracy if we approximate a decision by ig-
noring one attribute and merging different sub-functions of alternative values
of that attribute. Notice, that this merge over the sub-function of the decision
functions does not differ for conservative and optimistic decision functions.
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Figure 4.4: An tree representation of df 2 (left), and a tree representation of
an approximated decision function df 1

2 (right).

To fairly approximate these decision functions we always have to use union
t operation over sub-functions, so that no decision information captured is
lost.

4.4.1 Accuracy of the Approximation from Merging Decision
Functions.

It is intuitively clear that, although based on merge, the approximation of a
decision function does not converge (in probability) to an accurate decision
function. This statement is not a contradiction to Theorem 4.3.1 as, in general,
the theorem’s prerequisites are not fulfilled by the merge operations used
in approximations (we merge not independently learned decision functions,
but sub-functions of the same decision function).

Basically, we merge distributions d~a = eval(df , ~a) and d~a′ = eval(df , ~a′) of
different actual contexts ~a, ~a′ ∈ ~A. That is, if we approximate a decision
function df with an attribute Ai ∈ ~A, then we merge all of the sub-functions
df 1 . . . df

|Ai |
of the decision function df that correspond to a selection operator

xi. Thus, the actual context vectors ~a, ~a′ differ in position i and take different
values a, a′ ∈ Ai.

The formal context attribute Ai has an impact on the decision. Then,
however, oracle~a and oracle~a′ are different classification distributions. Still d~a
and d~a′ could be random samples of, and probably accurate with respect to,
the same accurate distribution, either oracle~a or oracle~a′ . However, it could
only happen by chance and must not be assumed in general. Therefore, we
expect to loose accuracy by using merge-based approximation operations.
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4.4.2 Approximation Operation
In this section, we present approximation operation approx. It approximates
the decision function by ignoring one (or more) attribute(s) Ai. The approx
operation is based on merge and bind operations:

approxAi
: DF[ ~A,D]→ DF[ ~A′,D] ~A′ = A1 × · · · × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An

i ∈ [1 . . . n]
approxAi

(d f ) :=t(bindAi (df , a1), . . . , bindAi (df , a|Ai |))
where a1, . . . , aAi ∈ Ai

Notice that the merge operation t for approximation operation always ful-
fils the criteria defined for scenario one. Thus, it always merges the deci-
sion functions with the same formal contexts ~A, because they are, basically,
bounden versions of the same attribute Ai of the same decision function df .

In fact, the decision function df can be approximated by ignoring any
number of attributes Ai ∈ ~A. For our approximation, we use the operation
tD over D(C) as defined in the previous Section 4.3. For instance, Figure 4.4
shows an example of the approximation of a decision function given before
df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a):

df 1
2=approxA2

(df 2)

df 1
2=x1(na,na,na, a)

The right-hand side depicts the original decision function df 2 and the left-
hand side depicts an approximated decision function df 1

2. The sub-terms of
the selection operator x2 that refers to the attribute A2, which are merged by a
base-case scenario (since the sub-terms are represented by constant decision
functions d f 0), where the actual distributions are merged (the most probable
class is ”na”).

4.5 Parametrized Specification Decision Algebra

Finally, after defining all of the operations over decision functions, we can
define a parametrized algebraic specification of Decision Algebra in Table 4.3
using domain ~A and a co-domain D(C) as formal parameters. Every instance
of Decision Algebra (i.e., a specific type of decision models as presented
in Chapter 2.1) can be specified by referencing this generic specification
with fitting parameters. The parameters depends on a problem domain
(i.e., a specific decision information captured). The parameters can also be
extensions of a formal parameters specification (the specification for D(C)
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DF(D, ~A) = D+, ~A+, INT+,A1+, . . . ,An+
sort DF
ops cons : D→ DF

bindAi : DF × Ai → DF;
eval : DF × ~A→ D;
arity : DF→ INT;
evertAi : DF→ DF;
decide: DF × ~A→ C;
apply: (D ×D × · · · ×D) ×DF × · · · ×DF→ DF ;
≡: DF ×DF→ BOOL;
t: DF ×DF→ DF;
approxAi : DF→ DF;

eqns ∀ a1, . . . , an: A1; b1, . . . , bn: Ai; df , df 1, . . . , df k: DF; df 0
1, df 0

2 ∈ DF∅;
~a : ~A, d1,×, dk ∈ D; i : INT, i < | ~A|.
arity(df 0) = 0;
arity(x1(df 1, . . . , df

|A1 |
)) = 1 + arity(df 1);

xi(df , . . . , df ) ≡ df
bind(1, x1(df 1, . . . , df

|A1 |
), a) = df i if a = ai ∈ A1

bind(i, df ,~0) = df ;
eval(df , ~a) := bind(n, . . . bind(2, bind(1, df , a1), a2), . . . , an),
where a1, . . . , an ∈ ~a;
eval(cons(d),~0) = d;
evert(i, df ) = xi(bind(i, df , b1), . . . , bind(i, df , bAi ));
evert( j, df ) = df if j < | ~A|;
evert(0, df ) = df ;
evert(1, x1(df 1, . . . , df

|A1 |
)) = x1(df 1, . . . , df

|A1 |
);

decide(df , ~a) = decide(bind(1, df , a1), ~a′) where ~a = (a1, ~a′)
decide(cons(d),~0) = mode(d);
apply(gD, df 1, . . . , df k) := x1(apply(gD, bind(1, df 1, a1), . . . , bind(1, df k, a1), . . .

apply(gD, bind(1, df 1, a|A1 |), . . . , bind(1, df k, a|A1 |));
apply(gD, cons(d1), . . . , cons(dk)) = cons(gD(d1, . . . , dk));
≡ (df 1, df 2) = apply(≡d, df 1, df 2) ≡ df true;
≡ (cons(d1), cons(d2)) = d1 ≡D d2;
t(df 1, . . . , df k) = apply(tD, df 1, . . . , df k);
t(df , d f ′) = x1(bind(1, df , a1) t bind(1, df , a1), . . .
. . . , bind(1, df ′, aA1 ) t bind(1, df ′, aA1 )));
t(df 0

1, df 0
2) = cons(t(eval(df 0

1, _), eval(df 0
2, _)))

apply(tD, df , d f ) = df ;
approx(i, df ) = merge(bind(i, df , b1), . . . , bind(i, df , b|Ai|));
approx(1, x1(df 1, . . . , df

|A1 |
)) = apply(tD, df 1, . . . , df A1

)
axioms ∀df : DF, i : INT

evert(i, df ) ≡ df ;
arity(evert(i, df )) = arity(df );
arity(approx(i, df )) ≤ arity(df );

end

Table 4.3: Parameterized Algebraic Specification of Decision Algebra
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was introduced in Section 3.1). Note, that the definition xi(d f1, . . . , d fn) is not
an operation of Decision Algebra, but a term representation as was discussed
in Sections 3.1.

The specification of instantiations of DA may specify new symbols or
axioms, or even required further properties. The equations provided by DA
specification refer to general implementations of the operations discussed in
the previous sections.

4.6 Summary

In this and previous chapters, we have defined Decision Algebra as a the-
oretical framework for capturing and manipulating decision information.
Decision Algebra defines the notion of decision functions as a formal repre-
sentation of decision models that can be used in different types of application
domains.

Decision Algebra defines a set of operations over decision functions:
a core operation bind, which binds the decision function according to the
attribute value ai ∈ Ai and auxiliary operations, which are defined below.
Decide - decides based on an actual context ~a ∈ ~A, evert - changes the order in
which attributes occur in a decision function, apply - applies any function g to
the co-domain of the decision function D(C), equals - determines whether two
decision functions are equivalent, merge - combines two decision functions,
and approx - approximates a decision function with regard to an attribute Ai.

Abstract operation merge defines a general way to combine different deci-
sion models. Basically, it can be applied to any decision model to implement
a single core operation bind. Furthermore, we showed the theoretical out-
comes of combining, comparing and approximating decision functions in
terms of accuracy. We also showed that combining of a series of probably
accurate decision functions tendentiously results in more accurate decision
functions.

The uniform theory of Decision Algebra can be applied to formalizing
different classification approaches. In fact, many classical decision models
belonging to DM1 (decision trees, decision tables) and variants thereof can
be seen as default Decision Algebra implementations. In addition, other
decision models (DM2-DM6) can serve as Decision Algebra instances by
varying the implementations of the Decision Algebra core operation (i.e.,
bind). Even though other non-core operations have default implementation
in Decision Algebra, a dedicated implementations can be found directly in
these specific decision models.

Several decision models (decision trees, decision graphs, decision tables,
and Naïve Bayesian classifiers) will be discussed in the next Chapter 5 as
Decision Algebra instantiations. Chapter 6 will present the experimental
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results that validate some of the theoretical implications discussed in this
chapter.
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Chapter 5

Instantiations of Decision Algebra

In the previous chapter, we defined DA as a parametrized algebraic specifi-
cation of decision models with attributes domain ~A and decisions co-domain
D(C) as parameters. DA provides a general representation of the decision
information as an abstract decision function along with a set of operations.
Such generalization requires the decision models to implement the core op-
eration bind of DA with its defined pre- and post-conditions.

In general, each category of decision models DM1 – DM6 (see Chap-
ter 2) is a specific implementation of a decision function and, along with its
operations, it forms an instance of DA. The core operation bind has to be im-
plemented in each decision model, introducing the default implementation
of non-core operations (e.g., decide, evert, apply, merge, approximate). The de-
fault implementation of the other operations doesn’t prevent other efficient
implementations of these operations in decision models. Notice that these
implementations have to follow the algebraic specifications (e.g., signatures
and axioms) defined in the previous chapter.

In this chapter, we introduce instantiations of DA with tree-based decision
models (i.e., decision trees and decision graphs) in Section 5.1 and decision
tables in Sections 5.2. In Section 5.3, we present DA instantiation with the
probability-based decision model Naïve Bayesian classifier. Furthermore, in
Section 5.4, we show how different implementations of decision functions
can be merged. We give such an example based on decision graphs and a
Naïve Bayesian classifier. For a better overview of this chapter, Figure 5.1
presents a diagram of DA instantiations. For instance, for decision trees and
decision graphs, we can construct Decision Graph Algebra (DGA), while for
Naïve Bayesian classifiers we can construct Decision Probability Algebra.

5.1 Decision Graphs

In this section, we introduce an instantiation of DA with tree-based decision
models (i.e., decision graphs and decision trees), referred to as DGA. Deci-
sion functions of DA are, thus, defined as decision graph functions (DGF).
The difference between decision graphs and decision trees models is in the
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Decision Algebra

Decision Graph

Algebra
Decision Table 

Algebra
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of DA instantiations

implementation.

5.1.1 Decision Trees
Decision trees (DTRs) are widely used and practical decision models for in-
ductive inference [75]. The corresponding data structure implementing this
model represents trees that encode context attributes in their inner nodes.
Each outgoing edge of such a node refers to a value (or a value range) of
the context attribute, and each path from the root node to a leaf represents
actual context values leading to a classification result.

Let df : A1× . . .×An → D(C) be an n-ary decision function. Every decision
term representation of df can be seen as a tree G = (N,E, r). The root node
r ∈ N corresponds to the selection operator x1 of an attribute A1, returning the
child idx1(a) for a given argument a ∈ A1. The child is a sub-tree representing
the (n − 1)-ary decision function bindA1 (df , a). The 0-ary decision functions
df 0 are represented as leaves that capture the distribution d(c) ∈ D(C).

DTRs are constructed (e.g., by the learning algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 3.3 that interpolates decision information). The only difference between
decision trees construction and decision graph construction is that in the
decision tree construction every recursively constructed df v is immediately
added to a node as a child (cf. lines 14–16). While, in graphs, the constructor
first checks whether this node was created before. This difference occurs due
to the specifics of the implementation of a tree node constructor x j(x) that
constructs a new tree node corresponding to the selection operator x j. As
an argument x, the constructor takes either a decision distribution d(C) and
generates a leaf node, or an integer number n and generates an inner node
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with empty slots for n children.

5.1.2 Decision Graphs
The main drawback of DTRs is that they grow exponentially with the number
of context attributes and even a small decision problem requires relatively
large DTRs [50]. The main concept of decision graphs (DGs) is to represent
decision information in a compact way by eliminating redundancy. DGs
were inspired by the χ-term data structure, which captures context-sensitive
information in static points-to analysis [107], and by Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams (OBDDs) [12, 11], which capture Boolean functions. In contrast
to DGs, OBDDs contain binary decisions instead of multiple decisions due
to the multiplicity of the context attributes. Also, decision values c ∈ C
are not binary. These more general DGs correspond to the multi-terminal
multi-valued decision diagrams [76].

DGs serve as a concrete example of an instance of our DA framework. The
implementation of DGA is a straightforward implementation of DA, where
decision functions are implemented as rooted acyclic graphs with the inner
nodes representing context attributes and the leaves representing decisions
(the same as with the trees). The learning algorithm presented in Section 3.3
captures the decision information in DGs similarly as to how it is captured
in DTRs. The advantage of DGs over DTRs is the redundancy elimination
that leads to a decreased size and, therefore, lower memory consumption.

The co-domain of DGs is represented as a class distribution D(C) as
discussed above. The core operation for DGA is an operation of getting a
child of the node:

child : DFG[ ~A,D(C)] × A→ DFG[ ~A′,D(C)] ~A′ = A2 × · · · × An

While the rest of the discussed operations are derived:

bindAi (dfg, a) := consDF(a1, bindAi (child(dfg, a1), a), . . .
. . . , a|A1 |, bindAi (child(dfg, a|A1 |), a))
a ∈ Ai, a1, · · · , a|A1 | ∈ A1, i ∈ [2 . . . n]

bindA1 (dfg, a) := child(dfg, a) a ∈ A1

5.1.2.1 Implementation Details. Our implementation uses a repository
that captures the decision term representations of df. However, the repository
guarantees that each term corresponding to a unique decision (sub-)function,
reduced by redundancy elimination (cf. Section 3.1.1) is captured only once
and gets a unique identifier. The children in the DGs of df only refer to
the unique identifier of the corresponding sub-terms. As a consequence,
we never store two equivalent (cf. Section 3.1.1) decision (sub-) functions in
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the repository and we never make use of two equivalent sub-terms in the
same decision function. Since selection operators x and x′ may point to the
same children, our terms are represented by rooted directed acyclic graphs
(instead of trees).

In order to help recognizing the equivalent sub-terms we maintain a
"normal" order of all nodes. If an attribute Ai is chosen for splitting by a
classification algorithm before an attribute A j, then i < j and xi < x j and
operator xi occurs before operator x j on all paths from the root to the leaves
in the corresponding decision graph.

All DA operations discussed in Chapter 3 are implemented in DGs as DGs
inherit all decision function properties (e.g., discussed in Section 3.1.1). In
what follows, we discuss the implementation of bind, apply and approximation
as other operations are implemented in a straightforward manner.

5.1.2.2 Implementation of Bind. In Chapter 3.4, we showed that many
DA operations can be defined using the core operation bind. For DGA,
bind becomes a derived operation based on the core operation child. Our
implementation of bind on DGs is presented in Algorithm 5. Basically, it
recursively applies the bind operation over the children of the given graph
node and returns a new decision term constructed from the results of the
operation applied. Lines 1–6 handle the base cases where the decision terms

Algorithm 5 bindAi (xk : DG(D), a ∈ Ai)→ DG(D)

1: if xk
∈ D then

2: return xk

3: end if
4: if k == i then
5: return bindAi (child(xk, a), a)
6: end if
7: for each j ∈ [1 . . . |children(xk)|] do
8: y j = bindAi (children(xk) j, a)
9: end for

10: return consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|Ak|, y|children(xk)|), where ai ∈ Ak

are leaves (lines 1–3), or the attribute, which we bind to, corresponds to the
given decision term (lines 4–6). In the former case, the algorithm returns the
leaf. In the latter case, the binding is applied by getting a-the child child(xk, a)
of the current decision term xk, and then the bind is pushed further toward
the leaves (since there can exist more than one decision term with the same
corresponding attribute in the path due to the properties of the learning
algorithm).

Lines 7–9 recursively bind the children of the decision term xk. Note that
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the children(xk) refers to the sub-terms of xk, and |children(xk)| to the number
of the sub-terms of xk. Finally, in line 10, a new decision term is created if
and only if it has not been created before.

5.1.2.3 Implementation of Evert. An implementation of the evert opera-
tion on DGs is similar to the implementation of the Shannon expansion on
OBDDs [11]. Evert was introduced in Section 3.4. Given an attribute Ai
and a root node r as an input, the operation reorders nodes in the graph
rooted by node r corresponding to attribute r in such a way that attribute Ai
represented by node i becomes a new root (cf. Algorithm 6).

The evertAi operation recursively binds a current root node xr to the a j
attribute value of the attribute Ai where i ranges from 1 to |Ai| (cf. lines 4–6).

Algorithm 6 evertAi (xr
∈ DG(D))→ x j

∈ DG(D)
1: if xr

∈ D || r = i then
2: return xr

3: end if
4: for each a j ∈ Ai do
5: y j = bindAi (xr, ai)
6: end for
7: return consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|Ai |, y|Ai |), where ai ∈ Ai

5.1.2.4 Implementation of Apply. In Sections 3.4 and 4.3, we showed
that many DA operations can be defined as special cases of the higher order
function apply. Our implementation of apply on DGs is outlined in Algo-
rithm 7. It pushes a function g to the leaves and applies it on them. Hence,
the operations must be defined on the leaf values D(C). The result is a
new decision term recursively constructed from the results of the operation
applied to the leaves.

Lines 1–3 handle the base case where the decision terms are leaves and
the operation is applicable directly. The result is a new basic decision term
df 0 = g(xk, x j) (if it has not been created before). Lines 4–17 handle the case
where one of the decision terms is a leaf. Lines 18–23 handle the case where
the root selection operators (i.e., the first selection attributes) are identical. In
all three cases (lines 9, 15 and 22), a new decision term is created if and only
if it has not been created before. Line 24 handles the case when the selection
operators differ and both decision terms are not leaves. In this case, we evert
the second term x j to k. An apply of op to the result leads to the case where
the root selection operators are identical.
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Algorithm 7 apply(op ∈ D ×D→ D, xk, x j
∈ DG(D))→ DG(D)

1: if xk, x j
∈ D then

2: return op(xk, x j)
3: end if
4: if xk

∈ D || x j
∈ D then

5: if xk
∈ D then

6: for each i ∈ [1 . . . |children(x j)|] do
7: yi = apply(op, xk, children(x j)i)
8: end for
9: return consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|A j |, y|children(x j)|), where ai ∈ A j

10: end if
11: if x j

∈ D then
12: for each i ∈ [1 . . . |children(xk)|] do
13: yi = apply(op, x j, children(xk)i)
14: end for
15: return consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|Ak |, y|children(xk)|), where ai ∈ Ak
16: end if
17: end if
18: if k == j then
19: for each i ∈ [1 . . . |children(xk)|] do
20: yi = apply(op, children(xk)i, children(x j)i)
21: end for
22: return consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|Ak |, y|children(xk)|), where ai ∈ Ak
23: end if
24: return apply(op, xk, evert(x j, k))

5.1.2.5 Implementation of Approximation. In order to save space or
avoid overfitting in DGs (DTRs), pruning is applied [114]. Different pruning
variants can easily be implemented using the approx operation, allowing it
to ignore any attribute or even sub-terms of the decision function (defined in
Section 4.4). Examples of different pruning implementations can be found
in our previous work [21].

Here, we define a simple pruning method, referred to as k-approx, that
approximates a decision graph dg by all its attributes Ai indexed higher than
a certain index k < i ≤ n. The k − approx is a repeated merge t operation
starting from the leaves and proceeding to the k-index of a decision function
dg. The prerequisite for this operation is that a decision graph should be
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Figure 5.2: Approximation and k-approximation of df 2

ordered. This operation can be formalized as follows:

k-approx(k) : (A1 → . . .→ Ak → . . .→ An → D(C))→
(A1 → . . .→ Ak → D(C))

k-approx(k, consDF(a1, dg1, . . . , a|A1 |, dg
|A1 |

))=consDF(a1, k-approx(k − 1, dg1),
. . . ,

a|A1 |, k-approx(k − 1, dg
|A1 |

))
k-approx(0, consDF(a1, dg1, . . . , a|A1 |, dg

|A1 |
))=apply(tD, consDF(a1, k-approx(0, dg1),
. . . ,

a|A1 |, k-approx(0, dg
|A1 |

))

where the k-approximated decision function df n becomes a new decision
function df n−k (i.e., the arity of the decision function decreases by k). The
base-case for k-approx with dg0

∈ DF∅[0,D] is defined as:

k-approx(0, dg0) = dg0

Figure 5.2 shows an example of approximation (b) and k-approx (a, b) of the
decision graph df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a):

approxA2 (df 2)=x1(na,na,na, a)

k-approx(2, df 2)=x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a)

k-approx(1, df 2)=x1(na,na,na, a)

Notice that, in this particular case, the result of k-approx(1, df 2) = approx(2, df 2).
This k-approx will also be used in our experiments in Chapter 5.
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Algorithm 8 k-approx(k ∈ N, xn
∈ DG(D))→ DG(D)

1: if k = 0 then
2: return new collapse(xn)
3: end if
4: for each i ∈ [1 . . . |children(xn)| do
5: yi = k-approx(k − 1, children(xn)i)
6: end for
7: return new consDF(a1, y1, . . . , a|An |, y|children(xn)|), where ai ∈ An

Algorithm 9 collapse(xn
∈ DG(D))→ D

1: if xn
∈ D then

2: return xn

3: end if
4: v = ⊥
5: for each i ∈ [1 . . . |children(xn)| do
6: v = t(v, collapse(children(xn)i))
7: end for
8: return new v

The implementation of k-approx is shown in Algorithm 8. The k-approximation
of the decision functions is easy to understand based on the graphs repre-
sentations: all of the sub-graphs of depth ≥ k from the root are replaced with
the merger t of their leaves (recall from the standard graphs representation
that every leaf keeps the distribution for each class). Therefore, the result is
a new decision graph with depth ≤ k. Algorithm 8 finds the sub-graphs at
depth k, while Algorithm 9 merges their respective leaves.

After defining the operations of the DGF, we can specify its parameterized
algebraic specification as follows in Table 5.1. It is worth mentioning that
some operations defined in DGA can be also be applied to DA (e.g. k-approx).
This property is one of the advantages of DA, when operations defined in
one decision model can be transferred to other decision models through DA
interface.

5.1.3 Non-Functional Properties
In the worst case scenario, the amount of memory required for capturing
DG is quite large and also grows exponentially with the number of used
attributes n. The decision information in this case has k = |A1| × . . . × |An|

decision tuples and the corresponding DG has L = k leaves and (almost) k
inner nodes. Thus, the number of edges is O(L) = O(|A1| × . . . × |An|). This
size is reduced when the learning strategy interpolates the decisions and,
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DGF( ~A,D) = DF[ ~A,D]+,Array+
sort DFG
ops child: DFG × Ai → DFG ;

children: DFG→ Array[DFG];
depth : DFG × INT;
k-approx : INT ×DFG→ DFG;

eqns ∀ a1, . . . , an: A1; b1, . . . , bn: Ai; d f g, d f g1, . . . , d f gk: DFG;
d1, . . . , dk ∈ D; i : INT, i < | ~A|

child(consDF(a1, d f g1, . . . , a|A1 |, d f g
|A1 |

), a) = d f gi if a = ai;
children(consDF(a1, d f g1, . . . , a|A1 |, d f g

|A1 |
)) = array(d f g1, . . . , d f gA1 );

bindAi (d f g, a) = consDF(a1, bindAi (child(d f g, a1), a), . . . , aA1 , bindAi

(child(d f g, aA1 ), a)) where a ∈ Ai, i ∈ [2 . . . n];
bindA1 (d f g, a) = child(d f g, a) where a ∈ A1;
k-approx(i, d f g) = consDF(a1, k-approx(i − 1, d f g1), . . . , a|A1 |, k-approx(i − 1, d f g|A1 |)) ;
k-approx(i, d f g0) = d f g0;
k-approx(0, consDF(a1, d f g1, . . . , a|A1 |, d f g

|A1 |
)) = apply(tD, k-approx(0, d f g1),

. . . , k-approx(0, d f g|A1 |));
depth(consDF(b1, d, . . . , b|Ai |, d)) = 1;
depth(consDF(a1, d f g1, . . . , a|A1 |, d f g|A1 |)) = 1+ arg maxi∈[1...|A1 |](depth(d f gi));

axioms ∀d f g : DFG, i : INT
arity(d f g) ≤ depth(d f g)
arity(k-approx(k, d f n)) = n − k

end

Table 5.1: Parameterized Algebraic Specification of Decision Graph Algebra
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therefore, the number of edges becomes smaller. It can also be reduced if
all paths from an inner node lead to the same decision (making this whole
sub-tree redundant). Hence, the memory consumption is

M = size × edges,

where edges is the number of edges in the graph and size bytes are necessary
and sufficient to encode all of the different nodes of the graphs. In addition,
we expect that, due to the elimination of redundancies, the size of the DGs
is expected to be considerably smaller in practice.

Capturing context ~a = (a1, . . . , an) in DG is straightforward: in each inner
node corresponding to an attribute Ai starting at the root node, the attribute
value ai ∈ Ai is used to decide which child to visit next. The number of tests
necessary to reach a leaf is equal to the depth of the DG. This depth varies
around the number n of the context attributes. For discrete context attributes,
it is, at most n. Continuous attributes can even occur several times on the path
due to data partitioning [91]. So, generally, the decision time is depth × Taa
and we approximate

T(n) ≈ n × Taa + c.

where Taa is the array access time and c is a constant time used for small
operations.

5.2 Decision Tables

A decision table (DTB) is a standard decision model that can be used in all
application domains. It is a table-based representation of a decision function,
where decision and formal context are represented by table columns sorted
in a special order (usually: formal context, decision) and the actual context
and decision are items in the table. Table 5.2 (a) presents the decision function
df 2 = df 2 = x1(na, x2(na,na, a, a), x2(na,na, a, a), a) as a decision table. Basically,
DTB DT[D, ~A] is a table of decision tuples (~a, c), where ~a is an actual context
(i.e., a vector of attribute values (a1, . . . an) with ai ∈ Ai) that leads to a certain
decision d(c) ∈ D(C) (usually the co-domain of DTB is a class C, so it does
not capture any distributions or probabilities). Each attribute Ai ∈ ~A and
a formal decision D(C) correspond to a table column. Thus, each attribute
value ai ∈ Ai and decision d(c) ∈ D(C) are entries in the table. When an
attribute Ai ∈ ~A is of a continuous type, the DTB captures the variants at the
sample points. The constructor of a DTB dtn takes decision tuples (~a, c)k, with
k being a number of tuples in the decision information, sorts them according
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(a)

~A C
Buying price (A1) Maintenance price (A2)

vhigh vhigh na
vhigh high na
vhigh med na
vhigh low na
high vhigh na
high high na
high med a
high low a
med vhigh na
med high na
med med a
med low a
low vhigh a
low high a
low med a
low low a

(b)

~A C
Buying price (A1) Maintenance price (A2)

vhigh vhigh na
high vhigh na
med vhigh na
low vhigh a

(c)

~A C
Buying price (A1)

vhigh na
high tD(na,na, a, a)
med tD(na,na, a, a)
low a

Table 5.2: Example of (a) a decision table of df 2, (b) a decision table of
bindA2 (df 2, vhigh) and (c) a decision table of approxA2

(df 2, vhigh)
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to the order of the attributes specified in a DTB, and inserts the into the table:

dtn : (A1 × . . . × An ×D(C)︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
k−decision tuples

)→ DT[D(C), ~A]

Even though distributions d(c) ∈ D(C) of decisions ci ∈ C in a DT are often
neglected, it still can be computed if the construction of the DTB uses the
simple algorithm presented in Sectionchapter4:simpleLA.

The core operation of DT is bind (the same as in DA). It is implemented
as follows:

bindAi (dtn((a1, . . . , an, c1)1, . . . , (a1, . . . , an, ck)k)), a) =

dtn−1((a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, c1)1, . . . , (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, ck)k)

where ai = a ∧ a ∈ Ai. The bindAi (dtn, a) returns a new decision table dtn−1

decreased by one column of the attribute Ai and with tuples where the
attribute value ai ∈ Ai is equal to a. For instance, Table 5.2 (b) presents the
decision function bindA2 (df 2, vhigh).

Most of the DTB derived operations (i.e., decide, approx, equals and merge)
use the implementation given in DA. However, DTB has a different struc-
ture than the default decision functions representation, therefore, it has an
alternative implementation of evert and apply.

5.2.1 Evert and Apply Operations of Decision Tables
The evert operation simply changes the order of the columns in DT by putting
the i-th attributes first in the constructor:

evertAi (dtn((a1, . . . , an, c1)1, . . . , (a1, . . . , an, ck)k)) =

dtn(ai, a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, c1)1, . . . , (ai, a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, ck)k)

In order to apply a function g on a set of m decision tables dft1, . . . , dftm ∈

DT[D, ~A], this function has to be defined over the co-domain of DTBs (either
D(C) or C). The prerequisite for this alternative implementation is that DTBs
have the same domain ~A:

apply(g, dft1, . . . , dftm)=dtn(~a1, apply(g, eval(dft1, ~a1), . . . , eval(dftm, ~a1)),
. . . ,

~ak, apply(g, eval(dft1, ~ak), . . . , eval(dftm, ~ak)))
eval(dftn, ~a)=bind(. . . bind(bind(dft, a1), a2), . . . , an)

where ~a1, . . . , ~an ∈ ~A
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5.2. Decision Tables

DFT( ~A,D) = DF[ ~A,D]+
sort DFT
ops dt: (A1 × · · · × An ×D × · · · × A1 × · · · × An ×D)→ DT;

children: DFG→ Array[DFG];
depth : DFG × INT;
k-approx : INT ×DFG→ DFG;

eqns ∀ a1, . . . , an: A1; a ∈ Ai; dt f 1, . . . , dt f m: DT; d1, . . . , dk ∈ D; ~a, . . . , ~ak ∈
~A;

~b, . . . ,~bk ∈
~A

bindAi (dt(a1, . . . , an, d1, . . . , d1, . . . , an, dk)), a) =
= dt(a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, d1, . . . , a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, dk);

apply(g, dtf 1, . . . , dtf m) = dt(~a1, apply(g, eval(dtf 1, ~a1), . . . , eval(dtf m, ~a1)),
. . . , ~ak, apply(g, eval(dtf 1, ~ak), . . . , eval(dtf m, ~ak)));

t(dt1(~a, d1, . . . , ~ak, dk), dt1(~b, d1, . . . ,~bk, dk)) =

= dt(~a, d1, . . . , ~ak, dk,~b, d1, . . . ,~bk, dk);
end

Table 5.3: Parameterized Algebraic Specification of Decision Table

An example of the approximation approx operation as defined on the apply
operation is given in Figure 5.2 (c), where the decision table representation
of approxA2

(df )2 is presented. Notice that a merge operation tD over the
co-domain C should be defined.

In addition, a merge operation over two DTBs can be implemented in a
simpler way by transferring decision tuples (~a, c) from one DTB to the other
(non-redundancy property still works).

After defining all of the operations over DTBs, we can now specify
a parameterized algebraic specification of DT[D, ~A] as an instantiation of
DF[ ~A,D], shown in Table 5.3.

5.2.2 Non-Functional Properties
DTBs are implemented as n-dimensional arrays, n being the number of
context attributes. Each dimension i contains entries corresponding to the
sample values of the context attribute Ai. Thus, the memory consumption
M of the DT grows exponentially with the number of context attributes and
can be approximated from below by

M = size ×mn,

where the size bytes are necessary to encode all of the variants in C and m is
the minimum number of values of any of the context attributes.

Decide corresponds to a lookup in the table based on the indices of in-
put context attributes, where an index for a continuous attribute has to be
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computed with a logarithmic distance. Additionally, each access to an n-
dimensional array is basically an access to a 1-dimensional array requiring
some offset calculations:

offset = base_address + (((d1 × |A2| + d2) × . . . |An−1| + dn−1) × |An| + dn) × size,

where base_address is the address of the first element of the array, di is the
index of the element in the dimension i and |Ai| is the number of the values
of the context attribute Ai. Therefore, the decision time for an n-dimensional
DT can be estimated as

T(n) = (log × k + n) × T f lops + (n − k + 1) × Taa + c,

where k is a number of continuous attributes, log is a number of the floating
point operations used to calculate the logarithm1, T f lops is the time for a flop,
Taa is the array access time and c is a constant time used for small operations.

5.3 Naïve Bayesian Classifier

As an example of how DA can be instantiated with decision models other
than tree-based decision models, we discuss Naïve Bayesian classifiers.
Naïve Bayes (NB) is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayesian statis-
tics [54]. It naïvely assumes a conditional independence of the attributes
from each other (i.e., the influence of an attribute Ai on a given class c ∈ C is
independent of other attributes [75]).

NB calculates the conditional probabilities (i.e., the probability of an ac-
tual class c ∈ C given an actual context ~a ∈ ~A):

∀~a ∈ A, c ∈ C : P(C = c| ~A = ~a),

Class c ∈ C is considered the most probable class for an actual context
~a = (a1, . . . , an) iff:

P(C = c) × P(A1 = a1|C = c) × · · · × P(An = an|C = c)

is maximum among all classes in C [75, 54]. Therefore, the constructor nbn of
NB needs to capture the absolute probability distribution of each actual class
∀c ∈ C : D(C) and the probability distribution functions PD j

i = PD(Ai|C = c j)
for each attribute Ai ∈ ~A = A1 × . . . × An given the class c j ∈ C = {c1, . . . , ck}:

nbn:D(C) × PD1
1 × · · · × PD1

n × . . . × PDk
1 × · · · × PDk

n︸                                               ︷︷                                               ︸
n×k conditional probability distributions

→ NB[ ~A,D].
1Many processors provide the integer log2 in a single instruction in the hardware. In our

Java implementation, we need 21 flops.
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5.3. Naïve Bayesian Classifier

where n = | ~A| and k = |C|. Each PD j
i is a discrete probability distribution

over attribute Ai. If it cannot be approximated with a parametric distribution,
then the constructor of such a discrete probability distribution takes l = |Ai|

pairs (a, p) of probabilities p ∈ P and corresponding actual attributes a ∈ Ai,
and returns a distribution d(Ai) ∈ D(Ai):

consD : (Ai × P)l
→ D(Ai)

where (a, p) ∈ d(Ai) denotes that attribute value a is supported with a proba-
bility of p.

As an example, we take a data set "Car Evaluation" that was intro-
duced in Section 2.2 and construct a Naïve Bayesian classifier. First, we
calculate the absolute probability distribution D(C) for each class of "Car
acceptability" ("not acceptable", "acceptable", "good" and "very good") and
then a set of discrete probability distributions PD j

i over each attribute Ai ∈

{A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6} for each class c j ∈ C. The result, presented in Table 5.4,
forms a new decision function dfnb6 represented as NB. Alternatively, PDi
can be constructed from a parametric distribution (e.g., Normal distribution)
with the respective parameters (e.g., µ and σ). The corresponding operation
prob is defined as:

prob : D(Ai) × Ai → P
prob(d(Ai), a):=p iff (a, p) ∈ d(Ai).

Thus, an algebraic specification of a Naïve Bayesian co-domain PD should
be defined as PD(A) = {D(A),A+} (i.e., it is based on a PAS of D(C) specified
in the beginning of Section 3.1).

The core operations of NB can simply be defined based on the information
captured by the constructor: getting the class distribution D(C) and getting
the (conditional) probabilities D(Ai) of the attribute Ai given a class c ∈ C,
respectively:

dist:NB[ ~A,D]→ PD(C)

pdAi
:NB[ ~A,D] × C→ PD(Ai)

Based on these two operations, the bind operation can be implemented. An n-
ary decision function dfn ∈ NB[ ~A,D] bound to a ∈ Ai returns a new (n−1)-ary
decision function dfn−1

∈ NB[ ~A′,D], with ~A′ = A1× · · · ×Ai−1×Ai+1× · · · ×An.
For each class c, the bind operation multiplies the class probability with the
probability of a in the conditional probability PDi given c, this gives a new
class distribution D(C).
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Ai a ∈ Ai PD1
i PD2

i PD3
i PD4

i
"not acceptable" "acceptable" "good" "very good"

A1

"very high" 0.31 0.18 0.0 0.0
"high" 0.28 0.32 0.0 0.0

"medium" 0.21 0.28 0.38 0.6
"low" 0.2 0.23 0.62 0.4

A2

"very high" 0.31 0.14 0.0 0.0
"high" 0.27 0.32 0.0 0.13

"medium" 0.2 0.26 0.31 0.33
"low" 0.22 0.29 0.69 0.53

A3

"2" 0.26 0.19 0.19 0.2
"3" 0.26 0.19 0.19 0.2
"4" 0.23 0.28 0.31 0.4

"5, more" 0.25 0.31 0.19 0.2

A4

"2" 0.46 0.0 0.0 0.0
"4" 0.24 0.53 0.5 0.47

"more" 0.29 0.47 0.5 0.53

A5

"small" 0.39 0.27 0.31 0.0
"medium" 0.34 0.35 0.5 0.33

"big" 0.27 0.39 0.19 0.67

A6

"low" 0.42 0.0 0.0 0.0
"medium" 0.34 0.43 0.56 0.0

"high" 0.24 0.57 0.44 1.0
D(C) 0.69 0.23 0.04 0.03

Table 5.4: Naïve Bayesian classifier for "Car Evaluation" data set
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For a decision function d f ∈ NB[ ~A,D] and an attribute value a ∈ Ai let
probc,Ai (df, a) = prob(dist(df), c) · prob(pdAi

(df, c), a).

bindAi : NB[ ~A,D] × Ai → NB[ ~A′,D]
bindAi (dfn, a):=nbn−1(consD((c1, probc1,i(dfn, a)), . . . (ck, probck,i(dfn, a))),

pd1(dfn, c1), . . . , pdi−1(dfn, c1), pdi+1(dfn, c1), . . . , pdn(dfn, c1),
. . .

pd1(dfn, ck), . . . , pdi−1(dfn, ck), pdi+1(dfn, ck), . . . , pdn(dfn, ck))

For instance, let us calculate bindA1 (dfnb6, ”low”):

bindA1 (dfnb6, ”low”)=nb5(consD((c1, probc1,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”))

(c2, probc2,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”),

(c3, probc3,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”),

(c4, probc4,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”)),

pd2(dfnb6, c1), . . . , pd6(dfnb6, c1),
. . .

pd1(dfnb6, c4), . . . , pd6(dfnb6, c4))

probc1,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”)=0.69 · 0.2

probc2,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”)=0.23 · 0.23

probc3,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”)=0.04 · 0.62

probc4,A1 (dfnb6, ”low”)=0.03 · 0.4

The result of this bind is a modified Naïve Bayesian classifier with an updated
D(C) = (0.14, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01) and that excludes attribute PD j

1 for attribute A1.
The operations evert, decide, apply and approx are derived and, hence,

defined based on bind. However, it is more efficient to redefine some of them
as core operations of NB. The evert operation simply changes the order of
the PDs of the attribute values, while putting the set of the i-th attribute first
in the constructor:

evertAi : DF[ ~A,D]→ DF[ ~A′,D] ~A′ = Ai × A1 × · · · × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An

evertAi (dfnb) := nb(dist(dfnb), pdAi
(dfnb, c1), pdA1

(dfnb, c1) . . . , pdfAi−1
(dfnb, c1),

pdi+1(dfnb, c1), . . . , pdn(dfnb, c1)
. . .

pdAi
(dfnb, ck), pdA1

(dfnb, ck), . . . , pdAi−1
(dfnb, ck),

pdAi+1
(dfnb, ck), . . . , pdf(n, dfnb, ck))
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The approx operation constructs a decision function that ignores the attribute
Ai by simply "forgetting" the PDs of this attribute:

approxAi : DF[ ~A,D]→ DF[ ~A′,D] ~A′ = A1 × · · · × Ai−1 × Ai+1 × · · · × An

i ∈ [1 . . . n]
approxAi (dfnb) := nb(dist(dfnb), pdA1

(dfnb, c1), . . . , pdAi−1
(dfnb, c1),

pdAi+1
(dfnb, c1), . . . , pdn(dfnb, c1),

. . .

pdA1
(dfnb, ck), . . . , pdAi−1

(dfnb, ck),
pdi+1(dfnb, ck), . . . , pdn(dfnb, ck))

The decide on abstract level would bind one attribute after the other until the
result is a constant decision function (with one class distribution) and select
the most frequent class of this distribution. This implementation is almost
identical to a direct implementation of decide on NB:

decide : DF[ ~A,D] × ~A→ C
decide(dfnb, ~a) := arg max

c∈C
P(C = c) × P(A1 = a1|C = c) × · · · × P(An = an|C = c)

For instance, let us compute decide(dfnb6, ~a), where ~a = {1 : low; 2 : low; 3 :
5,more; 4 : more; 5 : big; 6 : high):

prob(dist(dfnb0), c)=prob(pd1(dfnb6, c), low) · prob(pd2(dfnb6, c), low)

·prob(pd3(dfnb6, c), 5more) · prob(pd4(dfnb6, c),more)

·prob(pd5(dfnb6, c), big) · prob(pd6(dfnb6, c), high)

dist(d f nb0)={(na, 0.0001), (a, 0.00049),
(g, 0.0001), (vg, 0.00045)}

decide(dfnb6, ~a) = acceptable

In order to apply a function g on a set of k DFNBs, this function has to be
defined over D(C). The default definition of apply as a derived operation
(shown in Section 3.4.2). In addition, the merge operation over NBs df ∈
NB[ ~A,D], df′ ∈ NB[ ~A′,D] can be defined at the abstract level based on bind (as
defined in Section 4.3). This implementation means that the two NBs have to
be unfolded to a default representation of decision functions: DGs. However,
merge over df, df′ can also be defined directly as another core operation.

Let A1, . . . ,Ai be the exclusive attributes of ~A (not shared by ~A′) and let
A′1, . . . ,A

′

j be the exclusive attributes of ~A′ (not shared by ~A) and A′′1 , . . . ,A
′′

k

the common attributes of both ~A and ~A′. Finally, ~A′′ = A1 × . . . × Ai × A′1 ×
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. . . × A′j × A′′1 × . . . × A′′l and n = i + j + l. Then

tNB : NB[ ~A,D] ×NB[ ~A′,D]

→ NB[ ~A′′,D]
tNB(df, df′):=nbn(tD(dist(df), dist(df′)),

pdA1
(df, c1), . . . , pdAi

(df, c1)), pdA′1
(df’, c1), . . . , pdA′j

(df’, c1))

tD(pdA′′1
(df, c1), pdA′′1

(df′, c1)), . . . ,tD(pdA′′l
(df, c1), pdA′′l

(df′, c1)),
. . .

pdA1
(df, ck), . . . , pdAi

(df, ck)), pdA′1
(df’, ck), . . . , pdA′j

(df’, ck))

tD(pdA′′1
(df, ck), pdA′′1

(df′, ck)), . . . ,tD(pdA′′l
(df, ck), pdA′′l

(df′, ck)))

where the merge operatortD is applied to the class distributions dist(df), dist(df′)
and to the conditional distributions pdA′′x

(df), pdA′′x
(df′) of the common at-

tributes.2 The examples of the merge operation will be shown in the next
Section 5.4.

The decide operation can be implemented based on the implementation
of the class operation in D(C) or in a more straightforward way:

decide : DF[ ~A,D] × ~A→ C
decide(dfnb, ~a) := arg max

c∈C
P(C = c) × P(A1 = a1|C = c) × · · · × P(An = an|C = c)

The PAS of the NB can be specified as shown in Table 5.5.

5.3.1 Non-Functional Properties
NBs use the decision information and compute all of the possible probabili-
ties for each attribute vector ~ai over all class values C. As a result, a NB is just
a set of probabilities that are accessed during classification for computing the
most probable variant. For a discrete attribute Ai the probability is stored in
an array with |C| × |Ai| elements, where C is a set of all possible class values.
For a continuous attribute, a mean and a variance are computed and stored in
two arrays of size |C|. So, the memory consumption is

M = |C| × size × (2k + 1 + (n − k)
(n−k)∑
i=1

|Ai|),

with n being the number of all of the attributes and k being the number of
continuous attributes.

2The result does not yield probability distributions, but it is decision equivalent if the data
sets of df and df′ are of the same size.
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NB[ ~A,D] = DF[ ~A,D]+
opns nbn: Dtimes(PD × · · · × PD)k∗n

→ NB;
dist: NB→ D;
pdAi

: NB × C→ PD(Ai);
probC,Ai : NB × A→ P;

eqns ∀ a ∈ Ai; nb f ,nb f ′ ∈ NB[ ~A,D]; c, c1, . . . ck ∈ C; a ∈ Ai; p1, . . . , pk ∈ P;
pd1

1, . . . , pd1
n, . . . , pdk

1, . . . , pdk
n ∈ D; i ∈ INT;

nb f = nbn(consD((c1, p1), . . . , (ck, pk)), pd1
1, . . . , pd1

n, . . . , p f k
1 , . . . , pdk

n);
nbf′ = nbn(consD((c1, p1), . . . , (ck, pk)), pd1

1, . . . , pd1
n, . . . , p f k

1 , . . . , pdk
n);

probc,Ai
(nb f , a) = prob(dist(nb f ), c) · prob(pdAi (nb f , c), a);

bindAi (nb f , a) = nbn−1(consD((c1, probc1 ,Ai (nb f , a)), . . .
(ck, probck ,Ai (nb f , a))),
pdA1

(nb f , c1), . . . , pdAi−1(nb f , c1),
pdAi+1

(nb f , c1), . . . , pdAn
(nb f , c1),

. . .
pdA1

(nb f , ck), . . . , pdAi−1
(nb f , ck),

pdAi+1
(nb f , ck), . . . , pdAn

(nb f , ck));
evertAi (nbf) = nbn(dist(nbf), pdAi

(nbf, c1),
pdA1

(nbf, c1) . . . , pdAi−1
(nbf, c1),

pdAi+1
(nbf, c1), . . . , pdAn

(nbf, c1)
. . .
pdAi

(nbf, ck), pdA1
(nbf, ck), . . . , pdAi−1

(nbf, ck),
pdAi+1

(nbf, ck), . . . , pdAn
(nbf, ck));

approxAi
(nbf) = nbn−1(dist(nbf), pdA1

(nbf, c1), . . . , pdAi−1
(nbf, c1),

pdAi+1
(nbf, c1), . . . , pdAn

(nbf, c1),
. . .
pdA1

(nbf, ck), . . . , pdAi−1
(nbf, ck),

pdAi+1
(nbf, ck), . . . , pdAn

(nbf, ck));
t(nbf,nbf′) = nbn(tD(dist(nbf), dist(nbf′)),
tD(pdA1

(nbf, c1), pdA1
(nbf′, c1)), . . . ,

tD(pdAn
(nbf, c1), pdAn

(nbf′, c1)),
. . .
tD(pdA1

(nbf, ck), pdA1
(nbf′, ck)), . . . ,

tD(pdAn
(nbf, ck), pdAn

(nbf′, ck))) ;
end

Table 5.5: Parameterized Algebraic Specification of the Naïve Bayesian clas-
sifier
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A decide operation of NB takes quite some time: it requires 4 flops for
each discrete attribute and 88 flops for each continuous attribute (including
mathematical operations computing Gaussian) for each possible class. Thus,
the decision time is estimated as

T(n) = (4n + 84k) × T f lops + (2n + k) × Taa + c

where T f lops is the time for a flop, Taa is the array access time, and c is a
constant time used for small operations.

5.4 Merging Different Decision Functions

In the Section 4.3, we defined a general merge operation for combining de-
cision functions. This merge operation was based on a core operation bind.
Hence, whenever a decision model provides an implementation of bind (i.e.,
implements the DA), our merge operation would work as well. This imple-
mentation holds not only for tree-based decision models but also for others.
In what follows we show how the decision models of two different classifica-
tion approaches can be merged. We also show that merge can be implemented
more efficiently if the merging scenario and the actual classification approach
are known.

For each scenario discussed below, we constructed two example deci-
sion functions: decision graphs (learning algorithm FC4.5 [42]) and Naïve
Bayesian classifiers (NB learning algorithm [54]), respectively. The NB for
each scenario is not shown due to the space limits, but they are available for
download3.

5.4.1 Scenario one
Scenario one assumes the formal contexts of the decision functions df, df′ ∈
DF[ ~A,D] to be equivalent. If both df, df′ ∈ NB[ ~A,D], then the special merge
operator tNB is applicable, otherwise the general abstract merge t imple-
mented in Algorithm 2 in Section 4.3.3.1 should be used.

For example, Figure 5.3 shows a base-level d fdg ∈ DG (a.1) and the result-
ing DG (a.2) of merging it with another base-level d fnb ∈ NB. The result of
a merging is a decision function that is naturally represented as a decision
graph. In order to compute the merger, we recursively applied Algorithm 2
over DG and NB using bind as defined in DG and NB, respectively. For in-
stance, let us compute the result of a path {6 : high, 4 : more : 1 : med, 2 : low}.
First, we bind step-by-step the attributes of the actual contexts in d fdg and
d fnb, resp. On each step, bind of d fnb ∈ NB integrates the unconditional

3https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16037459/CombClassifiersCode.zip
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class probability distribution for this path. More specifically, we multi-
ply the probabilities of the attributes {6 : high, 4 : more : 1 : med, 2 : low}
given each class c ∈ C to the respective unconditional class probability of c.
The result on this path is the constant decision function with a distribution
dist(d f 0

nb) ∈ D(C) that is merged with the corresponding constant decision
function dist(d f 0

d f ) ∈ D(C):

prob(dist(d f 0
nb), c)=prob(pd6(d fnb, c), high)

·prob(pd4(d fnb, c),more)
·prob(pd1(d fnb, c),med)
·prob(pd2(d fnb, c), low)

dist(d f 0
nb)={(na, 0.002), (a, 0.005), (g, 0.002), (vg, 0.003)}

dist(d f 0
dg)={(na, 0), (a, 0), (g, 0), (vg, 0.007)}

dist(t(d f 0
dg, d f 0

nb))={(na, 0.002), (a, 0.005), (g, 0.002), (vg, 0.01)}

5.4.2 Scenario two
Scenario two assumes the formal contexts of the decision functions df ∈
DF[ ~A,D], df′ ∈ DF[ ~A′,D] to be disjointed. The default merge operation of
df, df′ directly applies Algorithm 3. However, we can implement a more effi-
cient merge operation in this scenario. The result is a hybrid implementation
of DA with NBs as the leaves of a DG. Since the bind operation is defined on
both DG and NB, it will apply the right implementation depending on the
attribute being part of the DG or the NB, respectively, of the hybrid imple-
mentation. Since the other operations are derived (i.e., based on the bind),
they will work as well. Only the core evert operation on NB will not continue
to work any longer, but it was just an optimization.

In order to construct the hybrid merger of DG and NB, we recursively
apply the Algorithm 3 to DG until we reach its leaves (constant decision func-
tions). However, we substitute the base case in line 5 with a hybrid merge
function tH as defined below. It propagates the probability distribution
over classes from the leaves in DG dist(d f 0

dg) ∈ D(C) toward the probability
distribution over the classes in NB dist(d fnb) ∈ D(C). It is defined as:

tH : DF0[{~0},D] ×NB[ ~A,D]→ NB[ ~A,D]
df0dg tH dfnb:=nb(dist(d f 0

dg) tD dist(d fnb),

pdA1
(df, c1), . . . , pdAn

(df, c1) . . .
pdA1

(df, ck), . . . , pdAn
(df, ck))

Figure 5.3 (b.1) presents the base-level DG that is merged with the NB
for this scenario leading to a merged hybrid DG with NBs as the leaves,
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Chapter 5. Instantiations of Decision Algebra

as depicted in (b.2). For each leaf, we apply the hybrid merge operation
presented above. For instance, the resulting leaf NB of the path {5 : med, 1 :
low, 3 : 4} computes a new distribution dist(d f 0

dg) t′D dist(d fnb) ∈ D(C):

dist(d fnb)={(na, 0.71), (a, 0.23), (g, 0.03), (vg, 0.03)}
dist(d f 0

dg)={(na, 0.02), (a, 0.12), (g, 0.02), (vg, 0)}

dist(tH(d f 0
dg, d fnb))={(na, 0.73), (a, 0.24), (g, 0.32), (vg, 0.03)}

5.4.3 Scenario three
Scenario three allows the formal contexts of the decision functions df ∈
DF[ ~A,D], df′ ∈ DF[ ~A′,D] to be non-disjointed. Algorithm 4 works as the
default merge operation, but a more efficient merge operation uses the same
modification as scenario two. We use Algorithm 4, but substitute the base
case in line 5 with tH as defined above. The result is again a hybrid decision
function.

Merging a DG and an NB in this scenario would, first, recursively bind
the attribute values of the attributes in the DG (Lines 10-12). These attributes
are either joint attributes, which are processed according to the scenario one,
or disjointed attributes, which leave the respective NBs unchanged (recall
that evert with regard to an unknown attribute leaves the decision function
unchanged). Recursion stops when it reaches the leaves of the DG with
its constant decision functions. They are now merged with the (partially
bounded) NBs using tH.

Figure 5.3 (c.1) presents the base-level DG and the DG that is the result
of merging with the NB for this scenario. For example, let us compute the
result of the path of (1 : high, 3 : more, 6 : high, : 5 : med). The joint attributes
are 6 and 5. Therefore, we bind NB with regard to these common attributes:

prob(dist(d fnb), c)=prob(pd6(d fnb, c), high) · prob(pd5(d fnb, c),med)
dist(d fnb)={(na, 0.052), (a, 0.041), (g, 0.003), (vg, 0.025)}
dist(d f 0

dg)={(na, 0.002), (a, 0.007), (g, 0), (vg, 0)}

dist(t(d f 0
dg, d f 0

nb))={(na, 0.054), (a, 0.048), (g, 0.003), (vg, 0.025)}

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented four decision models as possible instantia-
tions of DA: DGs, DTRs, DTBs (as tree-based decision models) and Naïve
Bayesian classifiers (as probability-based models). For each decision model,
we discussed how it could be constructed; its operations in terms of DA; and
its non-functional properties, such as memory consumption and decision
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5.5. Summary

time. In addition to the general DA operations, certain operations can be
common to some, but not all decision models. This case can be modelled
with common subtypes of DA. For instance, DTRs, graphs and tables share
operations of DGA, while NBs and other probability models may share op-
erations of a Naïve Bayesian Algebra, etc. In addition, we showed how
two different types of decision models (basically different sub-types of DA)
can be merged. Our implications are confirmed via the experiments in the
following Chapter 5. Due to the careful assessment of each decision model
implemented in term of DA interface, a specific model can be chosen for an
application domain with certain non-functional requirements.
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Chapter 6

Experiments over Decision
Algebra

In Chapter 5, we presented several existing decision models as DA instances:
decision graphs, decision trees, decision tables, and Naïve Bayesian classifier,
along with their implementation details.

This chapter presents the results of two experiments: (1) comparison of
decision graphs (DGs) and decision trees (DTRs) (commonly-used default
implementation), which are tree-based decision models constructed from
the same decision information; (2) accuracy assessment of merged decision
functions represented and decision graphs and Naïve Bayesian classifiers
(NBs).

In the first experiment, discussed in Section 6.1, the comparison is based
on the evaluation of a set of metrics: memory consumption, computational
costs, and accuracy. The experiment consists of two parts: the first part (see
Section 6.1.3) compares memory and time consumption used for learning
and deciding for both decision models; the second part evaluates the accu-
racy of approximated decision models, where DGs are approximated with
k-approximation (discussed in Section 5.1.2) and DTRs are approximated
with standard post-pruning [88]. It compares the time required for both
approximations.

In the Chapter 4 we showed that merging a series of probably accurate
decision functions gives a new decision function that is tendentiously more
accurate. In the second experiment (see Section 6.2) we merge a series of
decision functions for scenario one (see Section 4.3.3.1) which confirms our
theoretical observations. The experiment is two-fold: first (in Section 6.2.2)
we merge a series of decision models with only DG representation, and then
(in Section 6.2.3) we merge a series of decision models represented as DGs
and NBs.

Finally, Section 6.3 concludes this chapter with a short summary of the
results of both experiments.
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Chapter 6. Experiments over Decision Algebra

6.1 Decision Graphs versus Decision Trees

In the previous Section 5.1.2, we presented DGs as a straight-forward instan-
tiation of DA. Here we compare our DG implementation of decision function
with a default well-known DTR implementation (which also is a possible in-
stantiation of DA) [86]. In both cases decision functions are learned by the
C4.5 algorithm that captures the same decision information (in this section
referred to as dataset).

6.1.1 Data Selection
Our experiments are performed on 16 different benchmark datasets from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository [34]. We were interested in a classifica-
tion problems and, therefore, selected the 14 largest with both categorical
and continuous attributes. We also added two large datasets with only con-
tinuous attributes to show the applicability of our theoretical framework
even on these cases.

The used datasets are presented in Table 6.1 in ascending order of the
number of training instances. In addition to the dataset names, the table
also reports on the number of training and test instances, and the number
of nodes/the depths of the generated DTRs. The final column (Attributes)
describes what type of attributes each dataset is using. In all bar charts we
present our experimental results for these datasets in the same order as in
this table.

6.1.2 Implementation Details
We used the DTRs generated by the FC4.5 learning algorithm [42, 93] as a
baseline to which we compare our graph-based implementation. FC4.5 is a
fast implementation of the C4.5 learning algorithm outlined in Section 3.3.
We adopted the FC4.5 algorithm to directly learn both DTRs and Decision
Graphs. As a result, both representations have exactly the same classification
accuracy when no additional pruning is applied1. In order to make a fair
comparison between the two representations, we had to make a few minor
adjustments, though:

(1) Each internal node of the DTR constructed by FC4.5 keeps a training
weight, a distribution, and a possible classification, information that
is later used for decision making. In our DG implementation, the
internal nodes do not contain any such information. They just contain
information about the attribute they represent. It is only the leaves that
keep a classification distribution d(C). Both representations use the

1This is confirmed experimentally as well.
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Chapter 6. Experiments over Decision Algebra

same type of distributions, the frequency-based distribution presented
in Section 3.1. Additionally, we take into account unknown attribute
values by using counts less than one in the distributions [93]. Moreover,
in cases when the distribution is zero, we use a bottom distribution where
all classes have a frequency equal to the classification probability 1/|C|.
Due to these simplification, the repository is able to identify (and reuse)
equivalent sub-graphs without losing any information.

(2) As a consequence of (1), the decide operation used for both DGs and
DTs is a simplified version of decide as implemented in the FC4.5 al-
gorithm. For example, when a test attribute value is missing, the test
data is passed to all the children of the current node without taking
into account the partitioned weight of the children. Because of this
simplification, we expected to lose classification accuracy when com-
paring the results with the pure, unmodified FC4.5 implementation.
However, the accuracy remained the same in all experiments. This ob-
servation justifies the simplifications presented in (1) where we neglect
additional information kept in the internal nodes.

(3) A continuous attribute Ai can be partitioned into different intervals in
different branches of the tree. In these cases, we consider each new
partitioning as a new categorical attribute and also coming with a new
selection operator. As we will see when we discuss our experimental
results, this drastically reduces the chance for the repository to identify
redundancy due to equivalent sub-graphs in datasets where many
continuous attributes are used.

These implementation details will be of importance when we later on discuss
our experimental results.

6.1.3 Assessment Sizes and Times of Decision Trees and
Graphs

In this sub-section, we present the result of the first sub-experiment. Our DG
implementation recognizes identical subtrees and makes sure that we only
keep one such instance. Thus, we expect the DGs to contain fewer nodes
than the corresponding DTRs.

Figure 6.1 displays two bars for each dataset for comparing the number
of nodes in the DGs (right) with the number of nodes in the DTs (left, always
scaled to 100%). For example, Bars 1 (ionosphere) show that the DG has
the same size as a corresponding DT, whereas Bars 2 (cancer-wisconsin)
show that the DG contains only 36% of the nodes of the corresponding
DT, indicating a 64% node reduction. The overall result, an average node
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reduction of 44%, indicates that much memory can be saved by using DGs
as representation.

Each bar in the chart is also divided into two parts, separating internal
nodes from leaves. When comparing the number of internal nodes in the
trees with the corresponding graphs, we see that, in most cases, the numbers
are almost the same, indicating that a majority (98%) of the reduced nodes
are leaves. This has two reasons:

• A large part of the removed leaf nodes are bottom leaves representing at-
tribute value combinations not covered by any instances in the dataset.
Although associated with different weights, a majority of these leaves
could be removed. The remaining part of the removed leaves are due
to non-empty, but identical, distributions.

• The internal node reduction is quite small (4%). The major reason is
that we treat different interval partitions of continuous attributes as en-
tirely different attributes. Hence, the possibility of identifying identical
subtrees in these cases is very low. This explanation is supported by
the observation that in datasets where we are using mainly categorical
attributes (2,11,12,14) , we have a larger reduction of internal nodes.
For example, case 11 (nursery) has a reduction of 37%.

Additionally, we have measured the time for construction the DTs (DT)
and DGs (DG) and also the time used for classifying (decide) a fixed number
of instances for each dataset. The time was measured in milliseconds, but
we have used a relative measure (DG.Time/DT.Time) in order to simplify
the comparison. The results presented in Figure 6.2 show that the DG
implementation is faster in almost all cases. The only exception is the graph
construction in case 13. The average construction and classification time
for DGs is about 19 and 20% less than for DTs, respectively. The reduced
classification time for DGs is at first glance a bit surprising, given that the
number of selections in both cases are the same. However, this is likely due
to a reduced strain on disk caches and the hierarchy of memory caches due
to the reduced memory usage in the smaller graphs.

6.1.4 Assessment of Accuracy and Times of Approximated
Decision Trees and Graphs

In a second sub-experiment, we compare the accuracy of k-approximated
DGs with post-pruned DTs. The accuracy was measured with cross-validation
(where the number of the test instances is presented in Table 6.1). We also
compare the time required for learning followed by pruning of DTs with the
time required to learn directly to k-approximated DGs.
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6.1. Decision Graphs versus Decision Trees

The post-pruning in the FC4.5 implementation uses a so-called reduced
error pruning strategy [88], where internal nodes of a fully grown tree are
removed one at a time as long as the error is decreasing.

Our k-approximation is, in contrast, a very simple process, where we
merge the leaves of all sub-trees below a certain depth k, see Section 5.1.2.
Notice that, although the pruning takes place during the learning process,
it is some kind of post-pruning since we merge the leaves of fully grown
branches, unlike pre-pruning which can suffer from premature termination
of a tree-growing process.

In our experiments, we used the depths of the pruned DTs to decide
on the k used in the k-approximations. Figure 6.3 shows the results of the
accuracy comparison.

For each dataset (1–16) we have four bars. The first three show: 1) the
accuracy (%) of DTR before pruning (denoted DT), 2) the accuracy of the
pruned DTR (denoted PDT), and 3) the accuracy of the k-approximated DG
(denoted KDG). On top of each PDT bar, we show the depth k of the pruned
DT; this is also the depth of the corresponding KDG. Finally, the fourth bar
shows the results of an improved k-approximation referred to as KDG2: the
depth k is decremented step-by-step as long as the error decreases further.
The fourth bar shows the KDG2 accuracy along with the finally reached
depth as the number on top of that bar.

First, the results for the two approaches (PDT and KDG) are quite similar.
On average, the pruned DTs outperform the k-approximated graphs by only
0.04%. This is a bit surprising given the difference in complexity of the two
approaches.

Second, in a number of datasets (1,10,11,12) the depths of the pruned
trees remain unchanged. Consequently, no k-approximation is applied and
the results for DT and KDG are the same. At least for dataset 10 (waveform),
the second approximation strategy leads to improvements: it reduces the
size of the DG considerably and reaches the accuracy of the pruned Decision
Tree, cf. PDT vs. KDG2.

Finally, there are cases where KDG and KDG2 are more accurate than PDT
(3, 12, 14). For example, dataset 14 (connect-4) indicates that the accuracy
of the DT before pruning was 92%, after pruning 88%, the k-approximated
accuracy 92% with k=19, and the k-approximated accuracy 91% with k = 16.
There are also other cases where pruning is not improving accuracy at all
and cases where PDT is more accurate than KDG and KDG2.

Regarding the learning and pruning/approximation times, the results are,
again, non-ambiguous. In the time measurements, we have used the same
relative metric as in Section 6.1.3. Figure 6.4 shows that the learning of k-
approximated DGs clearly outperforms the joint procedure of learning and
pruning the DTs by up to 50%. On average, the k-approximated approach
requires about 21% less time than the tree pruning approach.
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Figure 6.4: Learning and approximation times of DGs as % of DTs (100%)

6.2 Accuracy of Merged Decision Functions

In Section 4.2.3 we showed that merging of a series of "probably accurate"
decision functions gives a new decision function that is tendentiously more
accurate. In this section we present an experiment that confirms our theo-
retical implications. The experiment first merges a series of DGs (see Sec-
tion 6.2.2) for scenario one of merging the decision functions of the same
classification approach, and then a mixed series of DGs and NBs (see Sec-
tion 6.2.3) for the scenario one of merging the decision functions of different
classification approach.

6.2.1 Data Selection

This experiment is performed on 8 different benchmark datasets from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository [34]. Notice, that the datasets chosen for
this experiment differ from those we selected before. This is because we were
only interested in datasets with categorical attributes. Therefore, we took
two datasets from previous experiments (nursery and chess) and added six
new datasets. We only selected datasets with a number of learning instances
≥ 200.

The selected datasets are presented in Table 6.2 sorted in ascending order
of the number of training instances. In addition to the dataset names, the
table also gives the number of training instances and the number of attributes.
The last column (Accuracy %) shows the accuracy gained by learning over
a complete dataset using FC4.5 algorithm for DGs.
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Figure 6.5: Average accuracy (%) of the merged DG, DG learned over 1/8 of
a dataset (Regular dec. graph) and a line of 100% accuracy

6.2.2 Assessment of Accuracy of Merged Decision Graphs
For this experiment, each training set was divided into eight smaller sets.
For each small set (1/8 of a complete dataset), a DG was learned, refer to as
regular DG. The accuracy of all regular DGs was measured with regard to
the same common test set, which was randomly chosen from the complete
dataset.

For each training set, we merged the regular DGs step by step using the
apply algorithm apply discussed in Section 5.1 which, in turn, uses the merge
operatort over the distributions on the leaves explained in Section 4.2.3. The
accuracy of the merged decision function depends on the order in which the
regular DGs are merged. For each training set, we computed all permuta-
tions of its 8 regular DGs (40 320 permutations for each training set) and
regular DGs in the order of their occurance in the permutations, and mea-
sured the accuracy for each step and an average accuracy after each merging.
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6.2. Accuracy of Merged Decision Functions

Id Dataset Training Instances Attributes Accuracy(%)
1 audiology 200 69 81
2 monks 415 6 61
3 balance-scale 438 4 71
4 tic-tac 749 9 83
5 car 1728 6 95
6 mushroom 6494 22 100
7 nursery 11164 8 95
8 chess 28042 6 74

Table 6.2: Dataset Characteristics for Merging Decision Functions

Figure 6.5 displays for each dataset the average accuracy growth of the
merged DGs (blue plot) after each step and the average accuracy of the
regular DG (green line) in relation to the accuracy gained by learning over
the complete dataset. That is the merged accuracy and regular accuracy
calculated at each step is divided by the complete set accuracy. As predicted
by Theorem 4.3.1, all charts show that on each step the accuracy of the merged
DG tendentiously grows. For example, the accuracy growth for "audiology"
is 5.5% (from 62.5% till 68%), while the accuracy of the regular DG is around
62.5%. Notice, that the plot shows the ratio of merged/step accuracy and the
accuracy of a complete dataset. The highest accuracy growth is 16% for the
"chess" dataset, and the lowest is 2.5% for "nursery" dataset. Moreover, for all
datasets we can see that the merged accuracy slowly growth towards 1 (red
line), i.e. towards the result that a decision model gives when learned over
a complete dataset. For each dataset, we calculated the average number of
accuracy growth steps per permutation (the number of steps per permutation
when the accuracy of the merged decision function grows by merging) and
the permutations with accuracy growth (percent of permutations with more
than halv of the steps are accuracy growth steps).2

Figure 6.7 shows the results for each dataset, cf. dataset identifiers in Ta-
ble 6.2. Numbers above each bar give the permutations with accuracy growth
and the accuracy growth steps (in phases). For instance, Bar 8 ("chess") show
that 100% of the permutations have at least 4 merging steps leading to ac-
curacy growth; on avarage about 5 merging steps per permutation lead to
accuracy growth.

The overall result indicates that merging decision functions gives a new
decision function that is tendentiously more accurate and, therefore, we
could define a general online learning approach based on merging decision
functions.

2Notice, that the total amount of merging steps is seven, since on the first step we do not
merge the DG.
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Figure 6.6: Average accuracy (%) of the merged DG, DG learned over 1/8 of
a dataset (Regular dec. graph) and a line of 100% accuracy

6.2.3 Assessment of Accuracy of Merged Decision Graphs
and Naïve Bayesian Classifiers

Here we present the results of merging a series of DGs and NBs for scenario
one.

For this experiment, each data set was randomly divided into eight
smaller sets (1/8 of a complete dataset). For a half of the small sets a DG
was learned, referred to as base-level DG , for another half an NB, referred
to as base-level NB (we learned them alternately, first DG then NB as so on).
The accuracies of all base-level DGs and NBs were measured using same
common test set.

For each data set, we merged the base-level DGs with NBs step by step
using Algorithm 2 discussed in Section 4.2.3, which works unchanged in
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Figure 6.7: Positive permutations and the number of positive results per
permutation.

Scenario one. Notice, that the result of a merger of DG3 and NB is a DG,
referred to as merged DG.

The accuracy of the merged DG depends on the order in which the base-
level DGs and NBs are merged. Therefore, for each data set, we computed all
permutations of its 8 parts (40 320 permutations for each data set) consisting
of 4 base-level DGs and 4 base-level NBs. Then, we measured the accuracy
for each step and computed an average accuracy after each merging step.

Figure 6.6 displays, for each dataset, the average accuracy growth of
the merged DG (straight black line) after each step of merging, the average
accuracy of the base-level DGs (DG(1/8)) and NBs (NB(1/8)), respectively. As
claimed by Theorem 4.3.1, all charts show that on each step the accuracy of
the merged DG grows. For example, the accuracy growth for “Audiology"
is 6% (from 62.5% till 68.5%), while the average accuracy of the base-level
DG is around 62.5%, and the average base-level NB is around 50%. The
highest accuracy growth is 17% for the “Chess" dataset, and the lowest is
2.7% for the “Nursery" dataset. Moreover, for all datasets we can see that the
merged accuracy slowly grows towards 1 (optimum value), and towards the
accuracy learned over a complete dataset, cf. Table 6.2, column “Accuracy".

The overall result indicates that merging decision functions gives a new
decision function that is tendentiously more accurate.

3When the probability of a certain class with a certain attribute value is computed as 0, then
for the computation of the final probability we take a default epsilon value.
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6.3 Summary

In the first part of this chapter we compared DGs and DTRs as alternative
decision models. On the theoretical side, the experiments showed that DGs
and DTRs become comparable, and the learning algorithm usually used
by DTRs becomes applicable to DGs as well. On the practical side, our
experiments showed benefits of Decision Graphs compared to Decision Trees
regarding memory resource and time utilization as detailed below.

First, the experiments show that, without losing accuracy, Decision Graphs
reduce the memory consumption of Decision Trees by 44% (on average over a
number of standard datasets). The reduction is mostly caused by the elimina-
tion of redundant leaves, but replicated and redundant decision (sub-)trees
also contribute to the memory reduction. Redundancy (and with it the po-
tential saving of our redundancy elimination) increases as Decision Graphs
avoid keeping additional information in internal nodes. Such internal in-
formation can be different for different (otherwise identical) subtrees. The
absence of such information does not influence the classification accuracy,
as proved by our experiments. Also worth mentioning is that the reduction
appears to grow with the number of categorical attributes and with the size
of (number of instances in) the dataset.

Second, simple k-approximated Decision Graphs and pruned Decision
Trees have almost equivalent accuracy. As opposed to, e.g., error-based post-
pruning, the k-approximated Decision Graphs do not apply any complex
statistical calculations in the leaves and simply merge classes in a fully grown
tree branch. This means that using approximated Decision Graphs allows
avoiding additional costly post-pruning.

Third, the time for Decision Graphs construction shows a decrease by
19% compared to the time for Decision Tree construction. Furthermore,
the time measured for classification using Decision Graphs was 20% less
than in the corresponding Decision Trees. This is, likely, the result of less
strain on caches due to the memory reduction in Decision Graphs. The time
for learning followed by pruning the Decision Tree compared to learning
directly to the k-approximated Decision Graphs decreased by around 21%.
This result supports our statement about avoiding post-pruning operations
mentioned above.

In the second part of our experiments we confirmed our theoretical impli-
cations, and showed that merging of a series of probably accurate decision
functions gives a new decision function that is tendentiously more accurate.
The experiment result of merging: (1) DGs showed lowest accuracy growth
of 2.5% and highest of 16%; (2) DGs and NBs showed an accuracy growth of
2.7% up to 17%.

By this chapter we conclude the first part of this thesis, where we pre-
sented a main theory of Decision Algebra. We defined an abstract parameter-
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ized decision model as a decision function along with a set of operations over
this function. Also, as possible instances of Decision Algebra we focused on
tree-based and probability-based decision models, each coming with defined
core and derived non-core operations that follow Decision Algebra interface.
Finally, this part was concluded by experiments that compare and merge de-
cision functions represented by different decision models implementation.

The next part of the thesis (Chapters 7 and 8) discuss the application of
DA to context-aware composition, in particular, how context-aware appli-
cations can benefit from Decision Algebra. In Chapter 7 we introduce a DA
component in context-aware composition, and suggest an approach to inte-
grate a context-aware Decision Algebra component into legacy applications.
In Chapter 8 we assess the performance of context-aware application with
DA component.
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Chapter 7

Decision Algebra in
Context-Aware Composition

Context-aware computation is an essential part of a wide range of applica-
tion domains, where an application should adapt its behavior according to a
potentially changing context or environment during its execution. Context-
oriented programming is a technique used for the design of such applica-
tions [43, 20].

Context-aware composition (CAC) is a special case of context-aware com-
putation that aims at adapting applications to changing call contexts and
available resources in the system environment. Its goal is to improve per-
formance (or other optimization goals) of such applications. Among oth-
ers, CAC allows developers to develop performance-portable programs for
modern multi-core hardware.

CAC separates the concerns of defining component variants from the de-
cision in favor of any of these variants in a composition context. The former
is completed by component designers who develop variants that might be
advantageous in certain composition contexts that are possibly supported
by variant generators, which generate, for instance, different schedules. The
latter is fully automated. CAC applications evaluate their call contexts and
system environments at runtime and, depending on that, select between dif-
ferent alternative sequential and parallel component variants. The selected
decisions are based on previous experiences from offline profile executions
or from online execution monitoring, which is often abstracted and aggre-
gated using dispatch (decision) tables. Therefore, CAC can improve the
performance of software systems considerably as it dynamically composes
with the prospected best variant of alternative algorithms, data structures
and resource allocations for each dynamic composition context. In order to
exploit the benefits of the recent hardware development toward multi-core
processors, possibly supported by hardware accelerators such as GPUs, ap-
plications have to adapt to their respective system environments. For this
problem domain DA is capable to provide such a solution based on the pos-
sibility of reusing decision models for selecting best-fit component variant
that can improve the application performance even more.
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This chapter is structured as follows. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 give an
overview of CAC and application of DA in CAC. Section 7.3 sketches the
common manual approach of implementing CAC with built-in DA compo-
nent in applications. In Section 7.4 we discuss a practical application of CAC
with built-in DA component to the development process as a context-aware
recommender system for non-functional requirements. Section 7.5 provides
an automated way by which to adapt an existing application to context-
awareness using Aspect-Oriented Programming. In addition, this section
discusses the main principles of aspect-oriented context-awareness and how
it could be applied to the adaptation of legacy applications. Additionally,
this section provides the key idea of the possible implementation approach.
Finally, Section 7.6 concludes the chapter and guides the reader to the next
chapter.

7.1 Context-Aware Composition

CAC is a a technique used for the automatic selection of optimal variants
of program components at runtime. Creating new CAC applications is well
understood [23, 72]. However, introducing CAC into existing applications
usually requires a high re-engineering and implementation effort and, there-
fore, can be time-consuming and error-prone.

Regardless of the concrete applications, adoption of CAC needs to ad-
dress some common concerns: offline profiling and/or runtime monitoring,
an approach to extrapolate or interpolate the profiling/monitoring results
and runtime variant selection and dynamic composition for each call con-
text and system environment. These concerns can be separated from the
actual application.

The scalability of context-aware composition generally depends on the
scalability of the variants-modeling technique that, in turn, depends on the
actual number of contexts. However, dispatch tables are not very scalable.
The process of capturing decision information into dispatch tables can be
memory consumptive as the tables grow exponentially with the number of
context attributes (as was shown in Chapter 5). Hence, capturing these tables
for every composition point (i.e., all calls to a function f of a component with
several implementation variants) might lead to problems with the overhead
in memory consumption, implying that the amount of required memory for
the execution of a certain applications might be dramatically increased.

In order to remedy this problem, in this chapter we enhance the scalabil-
ity of the variants-modeling technique by introducing the Decision Algebra
component. In fact, we learn the decision functions df : A1, ...,An → D(C),
with a table dimension Ai (i.e., a context attribute) and a table entry C (i.e., the
presumably best algorithm variant of f ). The actual composition (dynamic
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dispatch) then evaluates the function df for the actual context attributes and
invokes the best variant. The Decision Algebra component provides alterna-
tive decision functions representations of different classification approaches.
Therefore, we need to bias:

• Accuracy of the decision: does df always decide for the optimal vari-
ant, and what is the impact of suboptimal decisions on the overall
performance;

• Decision time and its impact on the overall performance; and

• Memory size for capturing df .

For this work, we assume offline learning and hence ignore the learning
time.

7.2 Decision Algebra in Context-Aware Composi-
tion

CAC is the runtime context-dependent binding of a call in one component
to one best-fit callee out of a set of matching callee variants defined in
other components.For this chapter, we assume that CAC is used to improve
application runtime performance (while other optimization goals, such as
decreasing energy or memory consumption are possible, too). Optimization
is achieved by binding the caller with the currently best-fit callee variant de-
pending on the actual runtime context. Context-aware composition operates
on the concepts introduced by Decision Algebra in Chapter 2:

Formal context is a call site with formal context parameters. Formal con-
text parameters can include (abstractions and selections of) the formal
call parameters (e.g., the problem size), the locally assessable system
state, and even the system environment (e.g., the number of available
processors).

Actual context is a valuation of the formal context parameters at runtime
before a corresponding call.

Formal decision (a component interface) is a callee interface that can be
bound to the call site of a context. Formally, it is an abstract method
with pre-conditions and post-conditions that are always implied by
and always satisfying the call site.

Actual decision (a component variant) is a callee implementation, formally,
a co-variant subtype of the component interface. The implementation
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variants can range from alternative algorithms and data structures to
alternative schedulings or exploitations of hardware accelerators. Note
that not all implementation variants need to fit all actual call contexts
(co-variance) as long as there is always one variant matching each
possible actual call context.

Decision function (a utility function) is an optimization goal function that
maps an actual context and a component variant to numerical values
representing the variant’s performance, footprint and memory con-
sumption among other variables (or combinations thereof) in that con-
text.

Context-aware composition requires a learning phase, where the component
variants are tested for different actual context and the champion variant
of each context is determined. This information can be extrapolated and
interpolated using different decision models of common DA interface from
a total mapping of contexts to champion variants. The decision function is
used in the actual composition phase for selecting the presumably optimal
variant for each actual context.

While in principle learning and composition may happen offline or on-
line (depending on whether the formal context parameters allow for a static
actual context evaluation and binding), offline learning and online compo-
sition are the most common cases, which are also the basis of the present
work.

7.2.1 Decision Information in Context-Aware Composition
In a learning phase, variants are tested in different contexts, and the cham-
pion variant of each context is usually captured in a generalized dispatch
table that is later used to compose with this variant in the actual composition
context. During the actual composition phase, when a decision in a favor of
a best-fit variant has to be made, the dispatch table gets a champion variant
for the actual composition context (~a ∈ ~A).

The composition context can range from domain-specific to technology-
dependent attributes, and even include properties that may be based on
hardware or software (e.g., the number of available processors, problem size
and available memory, etc.). Hence, the number of attributes in the dispatch
table can be very large. The dispatch table is a decision table.

When a problem domain is relatively small (e.g., the number of attributes
and classes is small), a dispatch table may have an advantage over other
decision models due to a compact and easy problem description. However,
it is usually time- and memory-consuming to construct and maintain such a
table when the number of attributes, attribute values and decision tuples is
large.
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The inefficient representation of decision information in CAC leads to
the low performance of the application in terms of memory consumption
and execution time. Different classification approaches might be employed
depending on the strategy of the problem to solve, resulting in decision
models that differ in regard to the speed of learning and deciding, memory
consumption and decision accuracy. Additionally, decision models need
operations that can be used to process context-aware decision information
in order to adjust and improve the application behavior with respect to the
specific requirements of the given application domain. Thus, having a built-
in DA block in CAC may remedy these problems and increase the overall
performance of applications with context-aware adaptation.

In Section 7.3, we discuss the prerequisites and common CAC concerns
required in the object-oriented design of the application for its adaptation to
context-awareness.

7.3 Object-Oriented Design and Concerns

When adapting legacy applications to CAC, we require a good object-
oriented design following appropriate design patterns. If an application
is not designed accordingly, then the design must be established in a manual
refactoring/reengineering step.

We need to separate component variants from component interfaces and
to distinguish the stateful from the stateless components in such a way that
they both could be changed independently. Therefore, we assume the Strat-
egy design pattern [36] as depicted in Figure 7.1: each abstract data type ADT
(component) encapsulates states and algorithms operating on that state. This
pattern separates the abstract state from its representation and the abstract al-
gorithms from their implementations. All algorithm implementations need
access to the state representations (general or special). Besides setting and
getting the state or invoking the algorithms, users of the ADT can also control
the implementations.

More specifically, ADT is configured with concrete Strategy objects de-
termining the Algorithm Variant and Representation Variant. The ADT
maintains a reference to these objects and defines an interface that lets the
algorithm variants uniformly access the data. The algorithm and repre-
sentation variants are implemented separately by subclasses of the abstract
Representation and Algorithm classes. The ADT exposes the means by
which to change the data representation variant (changeReprTo) and the
algorithm variant (setAlgVariantTo). Calls to an abstract algorithm are
redirected to the current algorithm variant (callAlgVariant) using the cur-
rent representation.
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Figure 7.1: Object-oriented design for adaptation to CAC.

Application-specific
CAC concern

General CAC concern

Design Formal context, Ac-
tual context assess-
ment function.

-

Learning Sample context and
test data generator.

Variant testing, Utility function,
Training data generation, Learning
decision function.

Composition - Actual context assessment, Binding
to the champion variant.

Table 7.1: Application-specific and general CAC concerns.

7.3.1 Concerns of Context-Aware Composition
Once the prerequisites are established, the following concerns have to be
defined: the formal context affecting the choice of the implementation vari-
ants and functions assessing the actual context at each corresponding call
site. These concerns cannot be guessed automatically and have to be imple-
mented manually for each ADT. The call sites still bind to the ADT operations
on the interface level; they neither invoke the functions used to assess the ac-
tual context nor explicitly control the implementations of the representations
or algorithms.

For the offline learning phase, the test data needs to be generated for
each sample of the actual contexts. This test data generator needs to be
implemented manually for each abstract representation. The learning in-
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frastructure is independent of the specific ADT as it generates test data,
assesses the actual context, invokes all of the implementation variants (i.e.,
all of the admissible combinations of algorithms and representation imple-
mentations), measures the performance (or any other utility function) of each
combination and captures the best variants together with the actual context.
This training data is an input into a DA block (Decision Function) that cre-
ates a new decision function for the total mapping of the actual context to
champion variants with different representations.

The actual composition phase at runtime is responsible for dispatching
an actual context to its champion implementation variant. The responsible
infrastructure is again independent of the actual ADT. It assesses the actual
call context, changes the representation and algorithm implementation to the
presumable champion combination, and dynamically invokes the algorithm.
Table 7.1 summarizes the application-specific and general concerns of the
design, and the learning and composition phases.

7.4 Context-Aware Recommender Systems

In order to develop a fully-featured system, a system designer has to make
sure that the system meets both the necessary functional and non-functional
requirements. The functional requirements define what a system is sup-
posed to do, while the non-functional requirements specify how a system is
supposed to behave [63].

Non-functional requirements, such as performance, dynamic memory
consumption and memory footprint of the code, are usually considered
during all of the phases of the project development and are highly dependent
upon the architecture and design decisions. For large systems, it becomes
relatively complicated for the system designer to deal with all of the non-
functional requirements, while also focusing on the core functionality of
the system, especially when the requirements quickly emerge during the
development, as normally is the case in the Agile development processes.
As such, handling all of the requirements at once can easily get out of control.
For example, in order to write efficient software that involves solving a
computational problem, the software designer must carefully choose and
tune the algorithms to keep the number of operations as low as possible so as
to eventually lead to a high application efficiency. Therefore, it is beneficial
to postpone the architectural decisions until a system designer meets the
non-functional efficiency requirements so as to save time and effort on these
decisions.

On the other hand, an attempt to work out non-functional requirements
at the end of the development phase can lead to a significant system rework
or even to a failure of time and effort estimations [70]. At each step of the
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development process, a danger exists that a design decision will have unde-
sirable side-effects that will eventually lead to either inaccurate or inefficient
application performances. It is, therefore, important to make sure that ar-
chitectural decisions regarding functionality do not later inhibit the ability
of the designer to meet some of the non-functional requirements.

This section suggests a context-aware recommender system with a built-
in DA block that will help system designers and developers create fully-
featured software with less effort and within a shorter amount of time. This
recommender system uses context-aware composition as the basic technique
and this approach intends to postpone the architectural decisions to be made
in order to meet the non-functional requirements and allow a system de-
signer to focus on developing the functionality of the software first. The
recommendation system, similar to CAC, may recommend for a best com-
ponent variant in a certain application context (a composition context is
evaluated, e.g., the static system environment or the runtime resource uti-
lization). The recommendations can be used by a software developer who
writes the composition code, which statically binds to the best-fit variant in a
static context, or dynamically dispatches to the best-fit variant in a dynamic
context. Alternatively, this composition code can be generated automati-
cally (e.g., using Aspect-Oriented Programming) as will be shown in the
next section.

In the following section, we will give an overview of our suggested
recommender system and sketch the main ideas of how this system can
be applied in the development process using context-aware composition
techniques.

7.4.1 Main Principles of CA Recommender Systems

Figure 7.2 depicts the conceptual building blocks of the recommender sys-
tem and the entire development process. As discussed previously, profiling
tests alternative component variants in different contexts and captures the
champion variant of each context. A learner extrapolates and interpolates
the information received from the profiler (using decision function) from
a total mapping of the contexts to champion variants and generates a rec-
ommender (a decision model). A recommender predicts the presumably
optimal variant for each actual context.

Figure 7.2 shows the entire process of applying the recommender in the
software development process. A system designer is required to define
formal contexts that affect the choice of the component variants that might
be advantageous in certain actual contexts. Based on this information, a
software developer implements the functions that assess the actual contexts
at each corresponding call expression and alternative component variants.
After profiling and learning, the recommender system outputs a recommen-
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Figure 7.2: The recommender system in a software development process.

dation plan that can be used either by a software developer (system designer)
or composition code generator.

Based on the given recommendation, the software developer (code gen-
erator) writes (generates) a connector that binds to the best-fit component,
statically or dynamically. More specifically, the connector can be a static
monomorphic call or a complex dynamic dispatch pattern. The former is
preferred when the actual context is static or the recommendation for dif-
ferent dynamic contexts is always the same. The latter is more expensive in
terms of runtime overhead, but necessary when the actual context changes
at runtime and the best-fit component variant also may change. Then the
connector implements a dynamical adaptation of the application behavior
in an actual context. The (static or dynamic) composition eventually puts
together the alternative component variants using the respective connec-
tor, and binds a caller in one component to a matching callee in another
component.

The profiling and learning phases can happen offline, when the appli-
cation runs a test regime under the supervision of a system developer, or
online, at the system runtime (depending on whether the actual contexts
and the variants’ utility can realistically be assessed statically or not). The
recommendation and composition phases can happen offline or online as
well, depending on whether the formal context parameters allow for a static
actual context evaluation and composition or not. Possible usage scenarios
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Scenario (1) Scenario (2) Scenario (3)
Offline profiling profiling

learning learning
recommendation

composition
Online recommendation profiling

composition learning
recommendation

composition

Table 7.2: Usage scenarios.

are summarized in Table 7.2 and detailed below.
Scenario (1). If the formal context (e.g., target hardware) and the variant util-
ity (e.g., memory footprint) can be evaluated statically or if the same variant
is recommended in all of the sampled actual contexts, then the composition
can be done statically, i.e., offline. Composition is implemented with a static
monomorphic call.
Scenario (2). If the formal context needs to be evaluated dynamically (e.g.,
the problem size) and different variants are recommended for different actual
contexts, then the recommendation and composition are performed online,
and the connector is adaptive. The profiling and learning phases can still be
done offline if the actual contexts occurring online can be simulated offline.
Scenario (3) If, however, uncertainty exists about the actual contexts oc-
curring online (e.g., the target system or the actual parameter profile are
unknown or changing), it might be beneficial to postpone even profiling
and learning until the runtime. A special adaptive connector composes ac-
cording to the (initial random) recommendation of the recommender, but it
deliberately deviates from time to time from the presumably best-fit com-
ponent variant. The profiler monitors the selected component variant in
the deployed and running application. A learner runs in parallel to the
application, aggregates the monitoring results, and constantly updates the
recommender. The recommender provides (increasingly better) recommen-
dations to the special adaptive connector.

Notice that in all three cases, the connector can be written by a software
developer or generated by a code generator as will be shown in Section 7.5.

7.5 Aspect-Oriented Context-Aware Composition

It has already been shown that context-awareness is in principle a cross-
cutting concern and, therefore, can be treated as an aspect [102]. By means
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of a so-called advice, aspects can be applied to certain program points called
join points. Application of the aspects can be controlled by the actual context
of the join point, its program state, and the state of the system environment,
which has to be determined at runtime.

In this section we suggest an approach to adapt legacy applications to
context-awareness based on Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) and Re-
flective Programming that separates the concerns of offline profiling and
runtime composition and reuses them. The context-awareness aspect be-
comes reusable regardless of the legacy application. It selects the optimum
component variant dynamically for each actual call context, including recur-
sive calls. Assuming good object-oriented design, presented in Section 7.3,
adaptation does not require any changes in the legacy codes, which enables
the (re-)engineering of self-adaptive and performance-portable (legacy) ap-
plications and makes them run efficiently on modern hardware.

The reminder of this section in structured as follows. Section 7.5.1 demon-
strates how to implement the CAC concerns (presented in Section 7.3.1) with
reusable aspects, while Section 7.5.2 presents key ideas of this implementa-
tion approach.

7.5.1 Concerns of AOP Composition
In order to separate the profiling/learning from the composition phases and
to avoid changing legacy applications (except for refactoring the code to
guarantee the prerequisites described in Section 7.3.1), we use the Template
design pattern [36]. The pattern implements the common behavior of profil-
ing/learning and composition once and for all applications that have estab-
lished prerequisites for adaptation to CAC. The common behavior of pro-
filing/learning is implemented in a template method train of the Profiler
class (cf. Figure 7.3). The train method profiles all of the algorithm vari-
ants with different data representations and captures the best-fit variant.
The algorithm variants are defined as a skeleton algorithm deferring the
implementation of some steps to subclasses that are specific for concrete
applications. These steps are generateContext and generateTrainData.
The former operation samples actual contexts while the second operation
generates the input data for the algorithm variants based on these samples.
Context is an abstract class with an abstract getCurrentContextmethod that
provides the actual context. This method implementation is again deferred
to application-specific implementations. Finally, the best-fit variant for each
actual context is captured and abstracted to a final decision function us-
ing different classification approaches. Due to the common DA interface,
the actual representation of the decision function can be exchanged as well,
based for example, on decision tables, decision graphs and Naïve Bayesian
classifiers, etc.
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Figure 7.3: Design of the profiling/learning phase in CAC

The common behavior of composition is separated (cf. the Composition
block of Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 for details). Composition only needs
access to evaluate the actual context via getCurrentContext and to decide
on the corresponding best-fit variant via decide operation in the decision
function. Other operations of DA are also included into the abstract decision
function, and can be used for online learning or a combination of different
decision models (e.g, merge and approx).

The program points of interposition, where the method calls to alterna-
tive algorithm variants occur, are theoretically known. During the learning
phase, the method interposition occurs in recursive calls of the algorithm
implementation variants. In contrast to the learning phase, at runtime, it
occurs at every call site to a method with implementation variants. How-
ever, regardless of the phase, the call sites, and the target method, the same
composition mechanism applies (i.e., the same code fragments have to be
inserted at these call sites).

As the set of interposition points cuts across a number of application
module boundaries, they can be defined as cross-cutting concerns. AOP is
designed to handle these concerns by providing a mechanism, called aspect,
for expressing and automatically incorporating them into the application’s
code1 [59]. That is, the points of method interposition are defined once,
at one place, making them easy to understand and maintain. Using the

1http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/2782.html
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Figure 7.4: Design of a Composition Block - AOP-based composition phase
in CAC

terminology of AOP, we refer to an interposition program point as a join
point, a composition of joint points as a pointcut, a set of actions to be executed
at a join point as an advice and the unit of a program that encapsulates these
constructs as an aspect.

One of the important properties for adapting existing legacy codes to
CAC is that the program modules require no modifications to be advised
by the aspects. This property is achieved by a process called weaving that
occurs at the build or runtime. It adds the ability to replace method bod-
ies with new implementations, inserts code before, after, or around method
calls, and, what is most important, associates new state and behaviors with
existing classes. Therefore, expressing context dependencies in aspects fol-
lows naturally while separating the definitions of join points, the definition
of actual context, and the definition of advice.

Figure 7.4 complements the profiling/learning phase presented in Fig-
ure 7.3 and shows the AOP-based adaptation to the CAC. In order to model
the aspects of the UML diagram, we used the bottom-up approach presented
in [52].

The aspectCompositionmodelled as a class defines the pointcutmethodCall
and the advice method contextCall. The pointcut picks the set of join points
where the set of actions defined by the advice method are executed. In order
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to actually perform the advice, the aspect requires a concrete Context class
to evaluate the actual context, and a Decision Function class to decide the
best-fit variant. The pointcut methodCall as part of the aspect Composition
binds the aspect to occurrences of execute operations that occur in some
Caller or even recursively in an Algorithm Variant.

7.5.2 Implementation Details
In our implementation, we used Java/JDK 1.6. as the main programming
language for both for the AOP adaptation system and for the exiting legacy
codes. In the implementation of the CAC aspect (cf. Fig. 7.4), we used
AspectJ 1.6.122. AspectJ is an AOP environment for the Java language that
implements join points, pointcuts, advices, and aspects. At compilation time,
the AspectJ compiler inserts the codes defined in an aspect to the existing
Java codes and a standard Java compiler compiles these codes to the final
class files of the program.

For our experiments, we only used algorithm variants, while neglecting
the data representation variants. In order to model the algorithm variants
and to minimize the change of legacy codes, we complemented the AOP
with used reflective programming, more specifically, the Java Reflection
API3, which allows CAC to accessing class definitions at execution time.

In order to specify the methods to be intercepted and the programming
points where the interception has to occur, we exploit Java annotations. We
created an @CACMethod annotation by identifying the methods with alterna-
tive algorithm variants. During training when the algorithm performance
for different actual contexts was measured, the alternative method variants’
objects were obtained by reflection instantiated from algorithm classes con-
taining these methods. Training invoked these methods using invoke of
java.lang.reflect.Method.

Join points in AspectJ can be represented by methods, constructor calls,
field accesses and class initialization, etc. CAC requires the interception
of certain method calls to algorithm variants. These calls can be repre-
sented by the set of join points that are eventually picked up by the pointcut
methodCall. It is worth mentioning that not every call to an algorithm vari-
ant has to be intercepted when measuring the algorithm performance, only
the recursive calls, which allows CAC component to select a new best-fit
variant because of the new actual context (e.g. a smaller problem size). Ac-
cessing the right variant is achieved by the call pointcut that matches all calls
from within a method with @CACAMethod annotation.

pointcut methodCall(): call(@CACAMethod * *(..));

2http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
3http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/j-dyn0603/
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@Around(methodCall())
public Object callContext(ProceedingJoinPoint pjp){
(1) Object [] params = context.getCurrentContext(pjp.getArgs());
(2) Method m = context.decider.decide(params);
(3) return m.invoke(getMethodInstance(m), pjp.getArgs());}

An AspectJ advice can be executed @Before, @After or (@Around) a certain
join point. The advice contextCall used the @Around annotation. In our
case, this decision makes sure that the original method does not call execute
at all. The arguments for this method are extracted from the first parameter of
the callContext (of type ProceedingJoinPoint) using getArgs. Thereafter,
the actual context is received (line 1) and used to determine a best-fit method
for this context from a decider instance, in our case, a dispatch table (cf. line
2). The dispatch table was implemented as a simple two-dimensional array
capturing the corresponding number of algorithm variant. The aspect aware
of all alternative method variants objects and class instances to reflectively
invoke the best-fit variant method during the execution of the program. The
value returned by the aspect advice is the return value of best-fit method
execution and is the return value seen by the caller of the initial method.

7.6 Summary

Context-aware composition allows for the improvement of the performance
of applications on modern multi-core hardware by separating the concerns of
design, deployment and execution in regard to the component adaptations.
It provides reusable, performance-portable systems that select (sequential
and parallel) component variants for actual (call and hardware) contexts.
Some of these concerns are general regardless of the application domain.

The performance of the context-aware application depends upon the
scalability of the CAC applied, which, in turn, depends upon the variants-
modelling technique. We enhanced the scalability of the variants-modelling
technique by employing a Decision Algebra component that allowed for
plugging different decision models, their combinations and exchangeability.
Chapter 8 assesses memory consumption and decision time, accuracy, and
the speed-ups of the CAC using different decision function implementations.

Manually introducing CAC into legacy applications can be time-consuming
since it requires additional efforts in regard to changing application designs
and adapting the existing code. To automate this process, we proposed an
AOP-based adaptation approach. Due to the strong encapsulation of AOP
programs, general CAC concerns can be reused easily for different applica-
tions and may also be used in the development of new CAC applications
from scratch, allowing developers to focus on their own application design
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and add the CAC aspect later rather than focus on implementation of the
CAC design pattern manually. Our main objectives were to impose as little
execution overhead as possible and to require as few changes as possible
to the (legacy or core) application. These objectives are confirmed by our
experiments in Chapter 8.

Moreover, the problem of handling non-functional efficiency require-
ments during the software development process can be solved using a
context-aware recommender system that intends to postpone the architec-
tural decisions and allows designers to focus on the design of the core system
functionality. This approach can help improve the software development
process (especially in regard to developing computational software) by de-
creasing the burden on a system designer or a software developer in terms
of time and effort spent on the project.
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Chapter 8

Experiments over Context-Aware
Composition

In the previous Chapter 7 we presented CAC as an application domain
that processes decision information with corresponding actual contexts (call,
hardware, or locally assemble system contexts) and a set of actual decisions
(component variants, such as algorithms or data structures). Moreover, we
suggested an approach based on AOP for adapting legacy applications to
CAC, such that the context-awareness aspect becomes reusable regardless
of the legacy application. To make CAC scale, we suggested the use of DA
component which allows for plugging, comparing and combining different
implementations of decision function as an alternative to commonly used
dispatch table.

This chapter presents two experiments: (1) In Section 8.1 we assess mem-
ory consumption and decision overhead gained by replacing dispatch tables
(DTB) with a DA component providing several alternative decision models
discussed in Chapter 4: decision trees (DTR), decision graphs (DGs), and
Naïve Bayesian classifier (NB); (2) In Section 8.2 we assess AOP-based and
manual code adaptation approaches by speed-up, and performance over-
head of the AOP-based application, and the lines of code required by a
programmer. For the first experiment, we also use support vector machines
(SVM) as maximum-margin decision model. Moreover, it compares the ac-
curacy of different classification approaches with decision table as the base-
line, and finally shows the speed-ups of CAC using these decision models.
Finally, Section 8.3 concludes the chapter.

8.1 Evaluation of Decision Models
in Contact-Aware Composition

In Chapter 4 we introduced several decision models (tree-based and probability-
based) as possible instantiations of DA. We defined their implementations
of DA core and non-core operations, and gave a theoretical assessment of
memory consumption and decision time. In this section we first shortly in-
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troduce a maximum-margin decision model SVM as a possible instantiation
of DA, which later on will be used in our experiments. Then, we practically
assess memory and decision overhead of these models plugged into the DA
component in CAC application. Moreover, we compare the accuracy of these
models with decision tables as the baseline. Finally, we show the speed-ups
of CAC application with our DA component.

8.1.1 Support Vector Machines
SVM is a maximum-margin decision model that is widely used in pattern
recognition [19, 4]. The basic idea of SVM is to find an optimal linear
hyperplane in a vector space that can maximize a margin between two groups
of decision tuples representing two different classes (c1 = −1, c2 = +1 ∈ C).
The main principles of SVMs can be found in [4, 40, 111, 114].

SVM can be implemented as an instantiation of DA. Theoretical inter-
pretations of such operations as decide, apply, merge and approx over SVMs
are explained in our previous work [21]. Notice, that we didn’t provide a
detailed specification as was presented for DGs, trees, tables, and NB, since
it requires additional deep research into machine learning algorithms, which
is not the goal of this thesis.

However, for our experiments and assessing non-function properties we
adapted a LIBSVM [16] library (concrete SVM implementation) to our DA
interface. This library is basically a black-box with a radial basis function for
the kernel function with normalization and parameter finding suggestions
from [48].

8.1.1.1 Non-Functional Properties. SVM can be trained to be very ac-
curate classifier. However, the training time for SVMs can be very long,
especially on large sets of decision tuples, as it takes O(l3) computations,
where l is the number of decision tuples. The encoded SVM classifier in
the LIBSVM library has a quite high memory consumption for capturing the
support vectors, approximated with

M = 12s + 24|C| + 4|C|2 + 100

double precision values, where s is the number of support vectors and C is
a set of class values.

More importantly, deciding requires an evaluation of the kernel func-
tion that takes for the selected kernel approximately 20 + (n + |C|) flops for
each support vector and a number of additional flops for finding the actual
variant, where n is the number of attributes. The number s of support vec-
tors is usually proportional to the number of decision tuples l, so we can
approximate

T(l,n) ≈ T(s,n) ≈ (20 + n + 2|C| − 1) × s × T f lops + s × (2|C| − 1) × Taa + c
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8.1.2 Experimental Setup
Algorithm Variants: We implemented the well-known sorting algorithms
Selection sort, Quicksort, and Merge sort along with two parallel versions
of Quicksort and Merge sort, which spawn a new thread for one of the sub-
problems in each divide step. We used textbook implementations [18] and
did not optimize the variants. In particular, we greedily create new threads
regardless of the number of available cores. All algorithms are implemented
in Java/JDK 1.6.

Platforms: All practical experiments are executed on three different multi-
core machines:

M1 a 2 core Dell Latitude PC running Windox XP (2002, SP 3) on an Intel
Dual Core T2300 at 1.66GHz and 2GB RAM,

M2 an 8 core IBM Blade Server running Linux (CentOS) on an Intel 8 Core
5450 at 3GHz and 16GB RAM, and

M3 a 2 core MacBook Pro running Mac OS X (10.6.5) on an Intel Core i5 at
2.4 Ghz and 8GB RAM.

All tests run on the respective native JVMs with -Xms128m -Xmx1g as the
virtual machine parameters.

8.1.3 Memory Overhead of the Approaches
To compare different classification approaches, we constructed three Dis-
patch (decision) Tables for our sorting problem for different multi-core ma-
chines M1, M2, M3. The dispatch technique attempts to speed up sorting by
selecting the best algorithm (class) Y for the current context (problem size N,
processor availability P), where N is a continuous integer sampled at powers
of two between 20 . . . 216, P is boolean with 0 and 1 as possible values (en-
coding whether or not processors are available). Y is a discrete integer in the
range 1 . . . 5, each representing one of the algorithm variants. The memory
needed for storing 34 (2 × 17) entries is rather small, i.e., M = 4 × 34 = 136
Bytes, cf. Table 8.1 for the size of the DTable and the alternative classifiers
constructed.

To encode a DTB in a DTR or a DG, we used the FC4.5 learning algorithm.
DTRs have a moderate learning effort. The memory compression rate is quite
high: ≈ 82% for tables M1, M2 (the number of edges equals 6, requiring 24
Bytes) and ≈ 71% for M3 (edges = 10, 40 Bytes).

The DGs are a redundancy-free encoding of the DTRs and, hence, the
depth does not change. However, DTB compression does not improve com-
pared to DTRs (the number of edges is the same). In our example, the graphs
use up to 27% fewer nodes than the tree.
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The NB was the fastest to construct and the encoded DTBs take only
80 Bytes giving a 41% of reduction immediately without any additional
optimizations, since the size of the classifier only depends on the context
attributes, not their values.

In order to construct an accurate prediction model based on Support
Vector Machines, a learning phase requires an optimization of kernel func-
tion parameters specific to each problem domain and input sample data.
Although done automatically, finding parameters giving an acceptable deci-
sion accuracy requires a cross-validation pre-learning over the large range of
parameter values. In our example, (pre-)learning time was still acceptable in
range of a few seconds. The memory required to encode the SVM classifier is
544 Bytes (based on the LIBSVM library implementation). This is the highest
memory overhead and even 75% larger than DTB memory consumption.

8.1.4 Decision Accuracy of the Approaches
In this section, we compare the accuracy of the different decision approaches.
As we do not know the right decision for each actual context (processors
available and problem size), but only for the sample points measured in
the training phase, we can assess accuracy only approximatively: (1) by
comparing the decisions of the different approaches at these sample points,
and (2) by comparing their decisions with the decisions of the table approach
as the baseline. We define a decision error as (1) the ratio of decisions not
suggesting the best algorithm variant in the sample points over all decisions,
and (2) the ratio of decisions diverging from the suggestion of the decision
table over all decisions. The DTB captures the best implementation for the
sample points. Hence, its error is 0 in the measure (1). However, we do not
know if the DTB suggests the best variant between sampled problem sizes.
Hence, (2) is an accuracy measure relative to the baseline implementation of
Context-Aware Composition using DTBs.

For the different platforms, Table 8.4 shows the error (1) at the sample
points and the error (2) for selected sizes of arrays to sort. All ratios are given
in %.

DTBs (trivially), DTRs, DGs, and SVMs (cf. rows “Sample points") are
to 100% accurate according to measure (1) and, generally, all decision ap-
proaches perform very accurate at the sample points with an error of at most
15%.

The error is somewhat higher for the accuracy measure (2). Independent
of the problem size, DTRs and DGs suggest in 21% to 25% of the cases
different algorithm variants than the DTB (cf. columns “Tree" and “Graph").
For the NB and SVMs, the error (2) increases with the problem size. However,
it is in most cases smaller than for DTRs and DGs. Note that the error of 100%
for the NB for the very large problems is due to its first (wrong) decision in
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Platform Problem DTR DG NB SVM
in % in % in % in %

PC 2 cores Sample points 0 0 15 0
10,000 21 21 0 10

100,000 21 21 4 10
1,000,000 21 21 100 10

Server 8 cores Sample points 0 0 9 0
10,000 25 25 0 0

100,000 25 25 1 0
1,000,000 25 5 100 25

MAC 2 cores Sample points 0 0 6 0
10,000 21 21 0 9

100,000 21 21 3 9
1,000,000 21 21 100 9

Table 8.3: Errors of different decision approaches.

favor of Selection sort. As Selection sort does not contain any recursive calls,
there are no other decision points, and this wrong decision is the only one.

As a conclusion, none of the approaches ought to be dropped from further
evaluations since their accuracy is comparable with the accuracy of decision
tables.

8.1.5 Decision Overhead of the Approaches
In this sub-section, we compare the overhead of the different approaches for
decision making. We compare them first based on our theoretical assump-
tions and then experimentally.

For the 2-dimensional DTB based on one continuous and one discrete
attribute, the prediction time includes 23 floating point operations and one
array access, that is T f lops × 23 + Taa. It is worth mentioning that in our
cost model a look-up for any 2-dimensional DTB is constant and does not
depend its number of entries, which is a simplification ignoring caching
effects. Table 8.2 shows the floating point operations and the number of
array accesses for the classifiers.

The decision time required by DTRs and DTRs depends on the trees
and graphs depth, resp. For each of the three DRTs (DGs) constructed, the
decision requires at most three indirect array accesses, since the maximum
depth is three for all trees (the average depth is 2.5). Thus, the expected
overhead can be estimated as Taa × 2.5.

As discussed, a NB is quite effective in terms of memory consumption, but
on the downside, it has quite a high runtime overhead for making decisions.
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In our setting, it requires 46 floating point operations and 5 array accesses,
T f lops × 46 + Taa × 5. This is a factor of two when it comes to flops and a factor
of five when it comes to array accesses, compared to DTBs, which makes it
a slow classifier for our problem.

A decisions in SVM requires 21 flops that correspond to a kernel function
computation calculated for each of the l = 28 support vectors and then
additional 56 flops for classification. Altogether, the decision phase takes
644 flops and the whole decision time is T f lops × 644 + Taa × 140. This is the
highest look-up overhead among all classification models.

Experiments confirm these overhead predictions. For these experiments,
we use the fastest homogeneous solution – Quicksort – as the baseline. The
third column of Table 8.4 shows the time for Quicksort for the different
platforms and three selected array sizes to sort.

On each recursive invocation of Quicksort (with a certain number of
processors still available and a certain sub-problem size), we look up the
best algorithm variant in the different decision repositories. However, in
order to compare the decision overhead in a fair way, we always invoke
Quicksort regardless of the best algorithm variant suggested. Hence, all
compared solutions essentially implement Quicksort.

Table 8.4 shows the execution times of the Context-Aware Composition
based on the different decision functions relative to the execution time of
Quicksort on the same platform and architecture. For instance, the DTB (cf.
column "Table") introduces an overhead of 43% on the PC with 2 cores and
the problem size of 10,000 array elements, as it requires 1.43 × 3.62msec =
5.18msec of the corresponding Quicksort execution times without table
lookup (3.62msec).

There are O(N2) expected lookups for problems of size N in Quicksort;
the expected work of Quicksort is O(N log N). The lookup time is O(1); it
only depends on the number of algorithm variants, the number of context
attributes, and the decision repository variant, but it does not grow with the
problem size. Hence, for all decision repository variants, the overhead gets
smaller with increasing problem size. This is confirmed by our measure-
ments. The DG (column “Graph") introduces the lowest overhead in almost
all cases, with the DTR (column “Tree") not far behind. These overheads
are between 6% and 36% depending on problem size and platform. The
DTB comes with an overhead between 15% and 55%. Algorithm variant
selection using NBs and SVMs (columns “Bayes" and “SVM", respectively)
slows down the execution by factors between 2.4 and almost 42.

Quicksort (and other recursive sorting algorithms) are extreme in the
sense that the ratio between decision points (recursive calls) and workload
is rather high. Therefore, we observed a rather high overhead for context-
aware composition compared to the homogeneous Quicksort variant. In
conclusion, DTBs, DTRs, and DGs introduce an overhead that is still accept-
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(a) PC 2 cores.
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(b) Server 8 cores.
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(c) MAC 2 cores.

Figure 8.1: Homogeneous Quicksort and Context-Aware Sorting using DGs
(“Opt Graph") and DTables (“Opt Table"). The x-axis displays the array size,
the y-axis the time in msec.
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able as it can be expected that a clever algorithm variant selection compen-
sates for the overhead. At least for recursive sorting problems, this is not the
case for NB and SVM.

As conclusion, we disregard NB and SVM as decision repositories for
improving sorting using context-aware composition due to their (too) high
decision overhead.

As DTRs and DGs by construction always suggest the same variant, and
DGs are smaller in size and have a slightly smaller overhead, we disregard
DTRs in the final overall assessment.

8.1.6 Overall Performance
Now we are ready to assess the overall performance of context-aware com-
position using DGs vs. DTBs. Figure 8.1 shows the experimental results
on the different platforms. As a reference, it also shows how the fastest
homogeneous implementation variant (sequential Quicksort) performs on
the three platforms.

On the PC with two cores M1, the optimized version using DGs gains a
speed-up of 1.47 over sequential Quicksort, on average over all array sizes
from 10, 000 − 1, 000, 000 (step 10, 000), while the optimized version using
DTBs gains a speed-up of 1.46. On the server with 8 cores M2, the difference
between the two implementations is even more pronounced: an average
speed-up of 1.92 for the graph-based solution vs. 1.79 for the table-based
solution. On the MAC with 2 cores M3, the speed-up results are 1.39 vs.
1.37, again in favor of the graph-based solution.

Obviously, the decisions of the DTBs are (slightly) more accurate, but this
is more than compensated by the lower runtime overhead of the Decision
graphs. Altogether, the experiments showed that the DG is not only smaller
by a factor of five than the DTB, but also (slightly) faster when used as a
decision repository in Context-Aware Composition.

8.2 Context-Aware Composition with AOP

For this experiment, we picked two applications: Sorting and Matrix-Multi-
plication. For both, implementations with the required object-oriented de-
sign as well as manual CAC implementations existed already.

Algorithm variants use textbook implementations [18] and we did not
further optimize them. Especially, parallelization of these algorithms did
greedily create new threads when admitted by the essential program depen-
dencies regardless of the actual number of cores available. Sorting comes in
the well-known variants of Selection Sort, QuickSort, and MergeSort and two
parallel versions of QuickSort and MergeSort. The latter fork a new thread
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8.2. Context-Aware Composition with AOP

for one of the two recursive sub-problem calls in each divide step. Matrix-
Multiplication implementation variants include the classic based on three
nested loops (referred to as Product Inlined later on), a variant reducing the
problem to matrix-vector and then further to vector-vector multiplications,
a recursive variant based on eight multiplications of sub-matrixes of one
quarter the size of the original, and the famous Strassen algorithm with only
seven sub-matrix multiplications. Additionally, the recursive variant was
parallelized; it forks new threads for seven of the eight recursive sub-matrix
multiplications in each recursion step.

Sorting is an extreme problem for CAC in the sense that the ratio of
dynamic variant selection and payload is rather high. Therefore, the perfor-
mance overhead in this application gives insides on expected upper bounds
of this overhead in more common cases like Matrix-Multiplication.

All experiments are executed on two different multi-core machines (M1,
M2) on their respective native JVMs with virtual machine parameters -
Xms40m -Xmx384m.

M1 is a 2 core Fujitsu Siemens Esprimo Mobile v5515 PC running Windows
XP (2002, SP 3) on an Intel Dual Core T5300 at 1.73GHz and 1.75GB
RAM.

M2 is an 8 core Server Dell Precision WorkStation T7400 running Windows
7 Enterprise 32-bit on an Intel 8 Core Xeon E5410 at 2.33GHz and 8GB
RAM(3GB RAM usable).

8.2.1 Overall Performance
In this section we compare the overall performance of the CAC applications
using AOP-based and manual-based adaptation approaches. In the deploy-
ment phase, we constructed DTBs for our sorting and matrix-multiplication
problems for the different multi-core machines (M1, M2). The formal con-
texts are problem size N and cores availability P. For sorting, the actual
context of N was the array size sampled at powers of two between 20 . . . 216;
For matrix-multiplication, the actual context of N is the number of rows
(columns) of the (square) matrixes and sampled 1, 16 up to 256 with step 16th.
For both problems, the actual context of P is a Boolean encoding whether
or not a free core is available). For both scenarios the formal decision is an
algorithm (sorting or matrix-multiplication) to be applied. Therefore, actual
decisions will be such algorithms as Selection Sort, QuickSort, MergeSort,
Product Inlined, etc., that were mentioned above.

For a fair evaluation, we compared the performance with the manual
approach using both the DTB produced by aspect-oriented CAC Manual
Adaptation (Aspect) and the DTB generated by manual CAC Manual Adap-
tation (Aspect) and with pure automated AOP-based approach Aspect. In
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Figure 8.2: Homogeneous algorithms and CAC using AOP-base and manual
approaches. The x-axis displays the problem size, the y-axis the time in msec.

the approach Manual Adaptation (Aspect), the DTB is generated by learning
based on AOP-based CAC approach that also involves reflections. The ap-
proach Manual Adaptation (Manual) uses the manually programmed CAC
in learning and execution, i.e. it comes without any AOP and reflections.
In the pure AOP-based approach Aspect, each invocation of an algorithm
variant, the advice looks up the best-fit algorithm in the the DTB and exe-
cutes it using the reflective invoke method. In both manual approaches in
contrast, all original calls to an algorithm variant are manually replaced by a
(monomorphic) call to a decider method that chooses the best-fit variant fol-
lowed by a polymorphic call to the instance of the best-fit algorithm variant
implementation class.

In the experiments, we compare performance with the fastest context-
unaware solutions: the sequential QuickSort and ProductInline, respectively.
The third column of Tables 8.5 and 8.6 shows the time for QuickSort and
ProductInlined, resp., for two platforms and three selected problem sizes.
The columns 4–6 show the speed-up of the CAC approaches relative to the
execution time of QuickSort and ProductInlines, resp., on the same platform
and architecture. For instance, in Table 8.5 Aspect gives a speed-up of about
1.46 on the PC with 2 cores and a problem size of 50.000 array elements
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as it requires only 34.5msec/1.46 = 23.6msec of the corresponding QuickSort
execution time. The speed-up can be higher then the number of processors,
due to the applied context-awareness, where the best-fit algorithm is selected
for the current set-up (problem size and number of processors available).

Altogether, for sorting, the pure AOP-based approach gives a speed-up
of 1.2 and 2.2 depending on the problem size and the platform. Manual
adaptation (Aspect) has a bit higher speed-up that is between 1.5 and 2.3.
Manual Adaptation (Manual) provides the highest speed-up, a factor of up to
2.8. Figure 8.2(a) shows the experimental results from the sorting problem
on the two platforms over a wider range of problem sizes. On the PC
with 2 cores, the AOP-based approach has an average speed-up of 2.05
over sequential QuickSort over all array sizes from 50.000 – 1.000.000 (step
50.000). The manual approaches have a speed-up of 2.17 and 2.5 for aspect
and manually constructed DTB, respectively. For 8 core Server, the difference
between AOP-based and manual adaptation is even smaller: an average
speed-ups of 1.6 versus 1.7 and 1.9, resp.

For Matrix-Multiplication, Table 8.6 shows that AOP-based adaptation
speeds up the baseline by factors of between 1.07 and 3.4 for the 2 cores PC
and the 8 cores Server, respectively. Similar to sorting, the manual approach
are slightly faster and speed-up the baseline by factors up to 3.5. Figure 8.2(b)
shows again the performance for a wider range of problem sizes. The average
speed-up of the AOP-based approach over matrix sizes of 1− 800 rows (step
50) is on average 1.74 and 2.5 for M1 and M2, respectively. However, unlike in
sorting, the difference between this AOP based and and manual approaches
is minimal: the Manual Adaptation (Aspect) has an average speed-up of 1.76
and 2.61, and Manual Adaptation (Manual) an speed-up of 1.9 and 2.6 for M1
and M2, resp.

8.2.2 Performance Overhead
The differences in the speed-ups of AOP and manual approaches can be
explained by the additional overhead due to AOP and reflection of the
AOP-based approach. In order to measure this overhead in a fair way, we
compared the execution time of CAC using the AOP-based approach with
the execution time of the manual approach where both use the same DTB.
Hence, both approaches select exactly the same variants all the time.

For sorting, the AOP-based approach introduces a average overhead
of 5% and 9% over the corresponding time of Manual adaptation (Aspect)
approach for the 2 core and 8 core machines, respectively, as it requires on
average 1.05 and 1.09, respectively, of the corresponding Manual adaptation
(Aspect) execution time. The overhead is considerably smaller for Matrix-
Multiplication; on average about 3% for M1 and 2% for M2.

The overhead of the AOP-based approach is the result of reflection calls
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and aspect call interceptions. For sorting problem, this happens frequently
in the recursive algorithms (QuickSort, MergeSort and their parallel im-
plementations). These algorithms are extreme in their ratio between deci-
sion points (recursive calls) and workload. This explains the difference in
the speed-up of the AOP-based and the manual approaches. In contrast,
Matrix-Multiplication shows a rather low overhead since. In the recursive
algorithms, the ratio between decision points and workload is rather low as
can be expected form many other applications.

In both example application the overhead of CAC is more than compen-
sated by the speed-up compared to the context-unaware variants.

8.2.3 Lines of Code
The slightly higher performance of the manual CAC approaches are paid
by a higher programming effort. In order to measure this programming
effort required to adapt a given legacy application to CAC, we used the
lines of code (LOC) metrics. It measures the number of lines a program’s
source code. Specifically, we measured LOC required to manually adapt
to CAC, referred to as LOCM, and the size of the code required for the
AOP-based adaptation, referred to as LOCA. The manual adaptation may
reuse some parts of the existing legacy application and change only some
lines of the code. LOCM counts only lines that require additional changes.
The AOP-based approach can reuse the code of the aspects implementing
general CAC concerns. LOCA counts only the code to be written for the
application-specific CAC concerns, cf. Table 7.1. Finally, the programming
effort improvement due to the AOP-based approach is simply assessed with
a metrics PI = LOCM/LOCA.

For the sorting problem, LOCM = 154 and LOCA = 115 leading to quite a
productivity improvement of PI = 1.4. For Matrix-Multiplication, LOCM =
383 and LOCA = 134 leading to PI = 2.8.

However, it is worth pointing out that the code reused in manual adap-
tation is actually a duplication of existing legacy code and the number of
lines of this code is rather high. It can even require some time and effort
to identify which lines have to be changed for CAC adaptation. Therefore,
the LOC metrics used above becomes unfair when it comes to measuring of
the locality of changes for further maintenance of the application code. If
to calculate all the lines of code to be added by manual adaptation it even
becomes up to four times more then for AOP-based adaptation.

8.2.4 Data representation Conversion
As was mentioned in Section 7.3, the variant components may also include
data representation. For instance, for the sorting problem possible data rep-
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resentations are Arrays, Lists, Collections, etc. This also influences the
overall performance of CAC application.

Another set of experiments, that includes data representation variants,
was conducted separately by a our master student. Therefore, implementa-
tion, design and configuration of profiling, learning and composition blocks
can be found in the master thesis [98]. Here we only present the experiment
results which confirm our observations made in the previous Section 8.2.1.

The experiment takes Matrix Multiplication problem (discussed above),
and is executed on two different multi-core machines: (M1) a 2 core Samsung
PC with Ubuntu 12.10, Intel Dual Core i5 M560, 2.67GHz, 4GB RAM; and
(M2) 4 core MacBook Pro, OS V 10.8.2, Intel Dual Core i7, 2.3 GHz, 8GB
RAM. Notice, that the experimental set-up differs from the one given above,
therefore, the experiment results cannot be simply compared.

For this problem, five previous algorithm variants were taken, and are
used with different data representations, called dense matrices and sparse
matrices. Dense matrix has the ratio of non-zero elements of O(N2) and
sparse matrix has ratio of O(N). This gives us four representation variants
of multiplication of two matrices: (R1) first and second are dense matri-
ces (dense-dense), (R2) sparse-sparse, (R3) sparse-dense, (R4) sense-sparse,
resp. The context parameters for this application are size of the matrix, and
processors available.

The performance of AOP-based approach with exchangeable data repre-
sentation (Aspect (representation)) was compared with previous AOP-
based approach with non-changeable representation (Aspect Adaptation),
with manual approaches that use the DTable generated by manual CAC and
with the fastest context-unaware solution ProductInline. Also, manual
adaptation is two-fold, the first Manual doesn’t take into account different
variants of data representations, and the second Manual(representation)
makes an adaptation with data representation variant. Both Manual and
Aspect Adaptation use dense-dense data representation variant.

Figure 8.2.4 shows that the performance of the matrix-multiplication ap-
plication increases on the larger problem size with AOP-based adaptation
Aspect (representation) in comparison with default ProductInlined,
with a maximum factor between 1.8 (M1) and 2.6 (M2). Furthermore, in
comparison with Manual, Aspect (representation) it speeds-up the ap-
plication up to the factor of 1.6 (M1, M2), and in comparison with Aspect
Adaptation up to the factor of 1.7 (M1, M2). But the highest speed-up (in
comparison withProductInlined) is still provided byManual(representation)
approach with factor of up to 3 (in M2).

Table 8.7 shows the speed-up of AOP-based adaptations in comparison
with ProductInlined algorithm.

In terms of lines of code for adaptation with data representation: LOCm =
589,LOCa = 175, thus PI = 3.3.
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Figure 8.3: Sequential ProductInlined and CAC approaches in Matrix-
Multiplication. The x-axis displays the problem size, the y-axis the time
in msec.

Altogether, the experiments showed that our approach can effectively
adapt existing legacy codes to CAC which makes them running efficiently
even on multi-core machines. Even though the speed-ups of applications
with CAC adapted manually than with the AOP-based approach, the per-
formance overhead quite small. Moreover, AOP-based adaptation requires
a samller programming effort and the resulting systems still significantly
outperform the fastest heterogeneous applications. Based on these observa-
tions, we claim that the AOP-based approach can be widely used by software
developers to adapt legacy applications to CAC.

8.3 Summary

In the first part of this chapter we evaluated our AOP-based approach for
introducing CAC to the legacy applications. It was evaluated on Sorting and
Matrix-Multiplication applications in terms of performance and program-
ming effort relative to the manual adaptation approach. The experiments
showed that applications derived by our AOP-based adaptation speeds up
the execution time by factors of up to 2.2 and 3.4 for Sorting and Matrix-
Multiplication, respectively, on multi-core machines with two and eight
cores. The application manually adapted and optimized to CAC achieved a
slightly higher speed-up (2-9% higher). However, development and main-
tenance effort for the manual adaptation is higher than for the AOP-based
approach. Manual adaptation requires almost three times the code of the
AOP-based approach and is additionally spread throughout the application
and not nicely encapsulated as in the AOP-based adaptation. These results
suggest that an AOP-based adaptation to CAC can effectively improve the
performance of existing applications with a moderate transition effort.

Finally, the second part of this chapter contributes with:
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• A platform for plugging classifiers into Context-Aware Composition.
It was instantiated with 5 classifier variants: DTBs (baseline), DTs,
DGs, NB and SVMs.

• A practical assessment on three different hardware platforms using
sorting as a running context-aware composition example.

DGs introduced the lowest overhead in almost all cases for our sorting prob-
lem (different problem sizes and hardware platforms). These overheads are
between 6% and 36% depending on problem size and platform. On the
other hand, SVM and NB slow down the execution by factors between 2.4
and almost 42 due to the high decision overhead. For the sorting problem
in context-aware composition, DGs reduced the memory consumption by a
factor of five and increased overall performance by a few percent. There-
fore, this experiment also suggests DGs to be a preferred implementation of
decision functions.
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Chapter 9

Related Work

This chapter expounds upon worked related to this thesis. Section 9.1 sum-
marizes the current research related to the generalization and efficient imple-
mentation of decision models. It gives an overview of the approaches used
that were similar to our decision graphs implementation in Section 9.1.1 and,
in Section 9.1.2, gives an overview of the various methods used to combine
different decision models.

Section 9.2 discusses related work for using Decision Algebra in context-
aware composition applications and for adapting legacy codes to context-
awareness.

9.1 Decision Algebra

To the best of our knowledge, no common unifying theory exists that spec-
ifies the common abstract decision model that allows for knowledge com-
bination and reuse between different application domains. Although there
exists a variety of systems that provide analysis engines used to capture and
process large volumes of decision information, they are usually available as
stand-alone applications for data analysis and as data mining or machine
learning engines that can be integrated into the third-party applications. Ex-
amples of such tools are Weka Toolbox [39] and Rapid Miner [46]. Weka
is a widespread collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining
analysis. Rapid Miner is a commercial system for data and text mining that
contains methods for web mining, opinion mining and sentiment analysis.
The main scientific benefit of such systems is the clean, object-oriented class
hierarchy that provides the common general interface from which different
decision models can be instantiated. Such an interface specifies the opera-
tions necessary for data processing, including the routines that generate a
decision model from decision information, and to test it on an unseen dataset.
The level of abstraction of such tools is quite low and, even though each tool
introduces a general implementation interface, the tools still vary in regard
to their sets of operations, which are usually limited to the construction
and evaluation of the decision model. The combination of decision models,
learning (approximating) them using different algorithms (e.g., learning of
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decision trees learns Naïve Bayesian classifier) are not supported by these
tools, which are required for introducing Composability (1.3).

In contrast, our Decision Algebra is a theoretical framework that pro-
vides a high level of abstraction, which allows for combining, learning and
manipulation of decision models regardless specific implementation details.
Therefore, tools, such as Weka or Rapid Miner, could instantiate our frame-
work with efficient implementations for different decision models.

At the same time, there exists a great variety of learning algorithms,
data structures and applications that capture classification information (see
Section 2.1). Generally, a modification of these data structures comes with a
modifications of a corresponding learning algorithm. In this related work we
will address the decision trees and decision tables and their modifications
(category (DM1)), since they come out as a natural representation of our
Decision Algebra (see chapter (Chapter 5).

Several approaches to the so-called fragmentation problem, a result of
replications as discussed in [81]. One suggested approach uses decision
tree nodes to switch on combinations of attributes. For instance, Lam and
Lee [65] presented a method for building classification models by using cor-
relation analysis of attributes (identifying so-called functionally dependent
attributes). Similar ideas are presented in [84, 51]. Vilalta et al. [109] inves-
tigated top-down decision tree construction and proved theoretically and
empirically the significance of the fragmentation problem in the learning
process. . In order to overcome this problem, they choose the best out of a
number of possible attribute orderings by assessing their results against all of
the training examples and, thereby, avoided a misclassification of examples,
for which little support is found.

Friedman et al. [35] presented lazy learning, an algorithm that tries to
construct the best decision tree for a given decision domain by basically
keeping the information of each training instance. However, this algorithm
requires a lot of memory when using the classical decision tree structure. A
solution that avoids storing redundant information might be more memory
efficient.

Oliver [82] presented decision graphs as modifications of decision trees.
However, Oliver had to invent a completely new learning algorithm. This
approach might benefit from the general decision model, which is indepen-
dent from the learning algorithm and, thus, can substitute decision trees as
used by any tree construction algorithm.

Stiglic et al. [99] ] presented an extension of the machine learning algo-
rithm J48 implemented by Weka and a study on the visual tuning of decision
tree classifiers. By constraining certain parameters used in the construction
process of decision trees (e.g., a minimal number of objects in a single leaf),
their final decision tree obtained good performance in terms of size and com-
plexity. However, the tuned tree constructed by Stiglic et al. can be effective
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only in cases where the number of classes is not high. Thus, it can benefit
from a more memory efficient decision model that can be substituted for
decision trees and, at the same time, keep its properties. In contrast, our ap-
proach performs the compression of decision graphs during its construction
process and shows its applicability for datasets with more than two classes.

Quinlan [87] merged different decision trees and extracted proposition
rules from an already generated decision model in order to eliminate unused
conditions replicated in different paths of the tree. Sets of decision rules for
the same data domain are merged in order to increase the accuracy of a
classifier. However, the rules have to be extracted from the decision trees
and their merger has to be implemented somehow (e.g., in a decision tree
again). It might be more efficient to apply a more general merge operator
directly to the decision trees or graphs. On the other hand, such an action is
not a guarantee of an improvement in accuracy.

Perner [85] addressed the issue of the comparison of decision trees that
represents the classification models of the same problem domain. It arises
when two different data sets for one problem are available or when the data
set is collected in temporal sequence. In order to compare different decision
trees, the author proposed an approach of decision rules extraction followed
by computing the similarity measure between several sets of rules. In fact,
this study requires a general representation of decision models with general
properties that can allow for identifying similarities in model implementa-
tions. In contrast to our work focusing on the unification of operations over
different decision models, Perner put more effort into identifying the specific
steps for classifiers having a concrete tree representation.

Bohatec et al. [5] addressed the problem of simplifying decision trees,
possibly at the expense of accuracy, so that the simplified decision tree still
represented the problem domain "sufficiently" well. The chosen simplifica-
tion method was tree pruning, where the approach was to find the smallest
pruned tree with some specified accuracy rate. This goal was achieved by
generating a dense sequence of the pruned trees, decreasing in size, where
each tree had the highest accuracy among the pruned trees with the same
size. Bohatec et al. traded accuracy for the simplicity of a decision model
(represented in their case as a decision tree). However, they developed a
new algorithm, which had to be an add-on to the current pruning algorithm,
and specified a certain accuracy threshold. In order to resolve this issue, one
needs an approach that does not require any adopted pruning algorithms
and is executed during the learning process with the parameter of the re-
quired depth of the resulting tree. This approach can be achieved by having
a generalization of decision models with certain properties, which reduces
memory consumption.

A theoretical framework used for system model checking of non-finite
aspects of a system was presented by Mokhtari et al. [76]. Similar to ours, it
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is based on higher order functions for defining Multiway Decision Graphs
(MDG). The goal was to overcome the OBDD binary representation limi-
tations for a certain class of many-sorted first-order logic formulae. Essen-
tially, it is a BDD generalization with signatures for MDG construction, evert,
merge and pruning operations; however, it was tailored to applications in
system model checking.

In addition, there are many approaches suggesting different modifica-
tions of to decision trees and tables data structures [53, 38, 101, 24, 80].

9.1.1 Decision Graphs
The idea of DGs is not new. Several studies have presented DGs as an alter-
native decision model that overcomes several issues of decision trees. For
instance, Oliver [82] presented DGs as being similar to χ-terms as a modi-
fication of decision trees. However, Oliver had to invent a completely new
learning algorithm that built a decision graph based on the so-called Mini-
mum Description Length Principle, which minimized the number of encoding
bits used for graph implementation.

Another type of DGs was presented by Jensen et al. [50]. These DGs
were built on the concept of the Bayesian Networks, which form the basis
for the so-called Influence Diagram Framework. This framework denotes a
number of properties for DGs, where the core conception for all properties is
based on the approach of collapsing identical sub-trees in decision trees [21].
The identity of sub-trees in Influence Diagrams is defined similarly to the
identity of decision functions: if both sub-trees give the same decision in the
end, then they are pronounced to be the same regardless of the order of the
attributes. However, the purpose of introducing DGs is to build normative
systems, namely Decision Support Systems. Hence, the Influence Diagram
Framework is concentrated on solving problems related to normative sys-
tems and is rather heavy in regard to applying it to different applications
dealing with simple classification tasks.

Finally, our decision graphs are a generalization of χ-terms [107], captur-
ing context-sensitive program analysis results, and Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams (OBDDs) [12, 11] representing propositional logics formulas in
a compact way. χ-terms define merge and approx but not evert, while OB-
DDs (and their generalizations to multi-valued and multi-target decision
diagrams) lack a natural definition of merge and approx.

9.1.2 Combining Decision Models
Various methods of combining classifiers, often referred to as base-level
classifiers, have been proposed [113, 27]. However, most of them combine
the actual results of the classification rather than producing a new, possibly
more accurate, classifier capturing the merged classification information.
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There is, for example, the commonly used approach to combining classi-
fiers called aggregation that weights several individual classifiers and then
combines their predictions to obtain a new classifier [96, 32, 49, 62]. The ag-
gregation can be complete by the majority voting, where each base classifier
has some vote weight and the final prediction is the result of the voting, or
by the aggregation of the class-probabilities of all of the base-level classi-
fiers [26, 64]. Sometimes, the ensemble of base classifiers can be chosen by a
special selection method [13].

However, most of this research is concerned with using a single classifi-
cation approach [27], such as a decision tree [106, 45] or neural network
training [17]. For instance, the combining method called Decision For-
est [44, 106, 45, 9] combines a set of decision trees learned over the distinct
samples of one data set with completely disjointed formal contexts. The
final classification is usually done using a similar merge operator over the
class-probability predictions of all of the classifiers (see Section 4.3). The
best accuracy for this method is archived when the data set involves many
redundant attributes. As the forest grows (in regard to the number of trees),
the classification efficiency decreases, which is not a problem in our case.

Similar to our combing approach, the aggregation approaches combine
the classifiers predictions and concern the disjointed set of formal contexts.
However, they are less general since they use only one classification approach
for base-level classifiers.

The major drawback of the aggregation approach is that it uses a fixed
combining rule and a complex multi-classifiers structure, which may pro-
duce inferior classification performance in terms of accuracy and classifica-
tion time compared to the best classifier in the ensemble [73]. Therefore, a
balance between the diversity and accuracy of the combining method has to
be found [64].

Another approach to combining classifiers is a form of meta-learning,
called stacking, which constructs a new classifier over the predictions of a
series of base-level classifiers [73, 115, 74, 103, 15]. The input to the meta-
model is the discrete decision tuples output from the given classifiers and
the meta-features of these classifier outputs (e.g., properties of the class
probability distributions, such as entropy or the maximum class probability).
A set of aggregated features is often computed for each instance in the data
set.

For instance, similar to our approach, Todorovski et al. [105] introduced
meta decision trees (MDT) for combining multiple classification models.
MDT specifies which classifier should be used for classification in an actual
context. The final decision is made based on the class probability distribu-
tion predicted by base-level models. MDT are understandable as ordinary
decision trees and are usually small so that they can easily be inspected.
Another work presented by Menahem et al. [73] provided a meta-learning
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algorithm for combining one-class classifiers, which, similar to the decision
function, processes them as black-box components. It extracts the meta-
attributes from the outputs of the base-level classifiers and assigns them to
each decision tuple of the given classification information. Similar to our
method, meta-learning takes into account properties of the classifiers they
combine. However, they are usually designed for combining classifiers with
the same formal context and rely on new (offline) learning of data sets.

Aggregation and meta-learning approaches, in principle, pursue a different
aim that we did as they aim for more accurate classifiers learned from data
sets, while we aimed for the re-use of classifiers when data sets are not avail-
able (with a result classifier that is more accurate that the input classifiers).
The majority of these approaches are designed for combing different classi-
fiers learned over samples of the same classification problem or constructing
a single classifier learned on different variations of the same classification
problem [94, 8], therefore, prohibiting that the contexts can differ.

To the best of our knowledge, the work on combining classifiers learned
from different data sets with partly or completely disjointed contexts mostly
focuses on the aggregation approach [106, 45, 17] only using one classifica-
tion approach for base-level classifiers. Meta-learning approaches, in such
scenarios, need to be rebuilt using newly collected classification informa-
tion that becomes expensive or impossible in many real world applications.
Moreover, these approaches may lead to drawbacks in accuracy and diver-
sity since most do not directly exploit the internal information captured in
the models (e.g., the exact distributions and probabilities).

9.2 Decision Algebra in Context-Aware Composi-
tion

Context-aware composition is gaining importance as a tool for performance
optimization, in particular since the stagnation of CPU clock rates puts an ur-
gent need to exploit new sources for performance improvements. In general,
context-aware computing allows applications to change depending upon the
location of the user, hosts and accessible devices [95]. Variants differ in the
applied problem domain and in the applied composition technology. Prob-
lem domains include mobile, Web, e-services and applications [69, 25, 3].
Context-awareness can be achieved with Context-Oriented Programming
(COP) [110, 43, 20]. CAC aims at dynamically optimizing applications
in changing call contexts and available resources in the system environ-
ment [1, 56, 58].

The optimization of domain-specific libraries for, for example, linear al-
gebra or signal processing is a natural target for optimized composition,
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which is also referred to as autotuning. As the domain and code base is
limited and statically known, computations can often be described in a re-
stricted domain-specific language from which variants can be generated and
tuned automatically. Well-known examples include the library generators
ATLAS for basic linear algebra computations and FFTW and SPIRAL [78, 79]
for transformations in signal processing. Even though these approaches are
similar to CAC, they do not have any separate concerns for introducing
autotuning to any other domains than the one they were defined for.

Optimized composition has been proposed as an optimization technique
in the more general context of component-based systems, where the pro-
grammer is responsible for annotating components so that their composition
can be optimized for performance. However, only a few approaches con-
sider recursive components with deep composition and only a few consider the
co-optimization of the selection of the implementation variants with other
variation possibilities, such as the layout and data structure of operands or
scheduling [68, 10, 104, 2, 83, 112]. For instance, Andersson et al. used CAC
to compose and optimize implementation variants of data structures and
recursive algorithms, considering Matrix-Multiplication as a case study [1].

Li et al. [68] non-recursively applied dynamic algorithm selection for
sorting and matrix computations. Three different learning algorithms were
used: a decision tree learner based on Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm with different
pruning strategies was found to perform best in the experimental evaluation,
a standard feed-forward neural network with back-propagation learning and
a Naïve Bayesian classifier found to be inferior in its classification accuracy.

STAPL [104] non-recursively applies dynamic algorithm selection for
sorting and matrix computations. Three different learning algorithms are
used: a Decision Tree learner based on Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm with different
pruning strategies, found to perform best in the experimental evaluation, a
standard feed-forward neural network with back-propagation learning, and
a Naïve Bayesian classifier found to be inferior in its classification accuracy.

Yu and Rauchwerger [117] took a similar approach for reductions. Us-
ing the measurements of the individual implementation variants, they con-
structed predictor functions using two steps. First, they selected a small
number of polynomial terms in the context and machine model parameters
from a term pool to build a generic prediction function. Second, they cali-
brated the coefficients from the training data using general linear regression
and Decision Tree learning. For each call, the calibrated run-time prediction
functions were then evaluated and the decision was memorized so it could
be reused if the same parameter configuration should occur again. This way,
the overhead of the dispatch at each call is reduced.

Kessler and Löwe [56, 57, 58] considered optimized composition at the
level of annotated user-defined components (i.e., not limited to closed li-
braries) together with scheduling, resource allocation and other optimiza-
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tions, which allowed for simultaneous optimization. For the off-line search
and optimization phase, the approach used an interleaved dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm to construct a component variant Dispatch Table (V-
table) for each component-provided functionality f and a resource allocation
and schedule dispatch table (S-table) for the independent calls. The tables
were constructed simultaneously bottom-up to increase the problem sizes
and resource assignments.

Olszewski and Voss [83] proposed a dynamic adaptive algorithm selec-
tion framework for divide-and-conquer sorting algorithms in a fork-join
parallel setup. Their approach was divided into two phases. First, they used
a dynamic programming algorithm to select the best sequential algorithm for
different problem sizes. Then, they determined the threshold problem sizes
for when to submit the sub-problems to a shared work queue and execute
in parallel rather than to execute them sequentially. For the construction of
a classifier, they used the C4.5 algorithm to generate a Decision Tree. While
apparently sufficient prediction accuracy was achieved in the considered
examples, the resulting sizes and overheads were not discussed.

PetaBricks [2] applied a similar approach where, in the offline search
phase, the variant choice functions for recursive components were not com-
puted using dynamic programming, but rather were computed using a ge-
netic algorithm, essentially applying heuristic cuts to the optimization space.
There appears to be no further compression of the variant selection function.
Schedules and resource allocation were not co-optimized with variant se-
lection, but delegated to a run-time system with a work-stealing dynamic
scheduler. Numerical accuracy was considered an additional algorithmic
property in composition. The paper by Wernsing and Stitt [112] presented
an approach that builds upon PetaBricks, but targets multicore CPU systems
with FPGA-based accelerators. Like PetaBricks, this approach relied on dy-
namic scheduling and the learning is done offline. Similar to the approach
by Kessler and Löwe [56, 57], the learned execution plan is stored in table
form.

However, regardless of all of the benefits of the CAC, it still requires
considerable effort to design and implement the applications, which becomes
even more complicated when adapting existing complex legacy applications
to CAC. Therefore, the current work presented in this chapter is orthogonal
to the previous work as is suggests a general way for introducing CAC to
legacy applications.

The notion of a context-aware aspect with behavior depending upon
the context was first presented by Tanter et al. in [102]. They analyzed the
appropriateness of the support of AOP languages for expressing aspects used
to access the information associated with the current application contexts.
Moreover, the authors proposed an open framework for the context-aware
aspects that supported the definition of the context-awareness constructs
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for aspect. It also included the ability to refer to past contexts and provide
domain- and applications-specific contexts. CAC applications additionally
required learning from past context experiences about the best-fit component
variants to be executed in an actual context.

There are other ongoing efforts supporting the development of context-
aware computing systems. For instance, David et al. [23] presented the
WildCAT system, which is a general context awareness toolkit. It provides a
way for Java developers to make their software context-aware, by providing
API’s (along with shared low level code) to maintain various events (con-
texts) occurring at program runtime. Using this system in our AOP-based
approach could avoid application-specific context implementation.

Delicato et al. [25] proposed a framework for the development of context-
aware applications for mobile computing. The framework is aspect-oriented
and it is implemented in AspectJ. It provides a set of default adaptive con-
cerns common to mobile applications along with concrete aspects imple-
menting these concerns. However, besides implementing a GUI interface,
the developer has to specify which concerns have to be used at which pro-
gram points, which is application-specific. Li et al. [67] presented an AOP-
based approach to address context-aware Web service composition. The
approach semantically composes with different Web services whenever the
context changes. This work shows that context weaving is suitable for the
implementation of CAC services when the context is dynamic and hard to
predict. Although, these approaches allow for the implementation of new
CAC systems, they still remain domain-specific and, in contrast to our work,
do not consider the adaptation of existing legacy applications to CAC for the
improvement of application performance.

9.2.1 Context-Aware Recommender Systems
Recent approaches to recommender systems in software development have
focused on the information overload problem that occurs due to the grow-
ing number of software artifacts that a programmer should consider when
working on a software project [7, 41]. Several approaches improve pro-
grammer productivity by mechanisms that filter and recommend relevant
software artifacts to a particular development task. For instance, Kesten
and Murphy [55] provided a task context model that shows the artifacts by
ranking and filtering the information presented in the development envi-
ronment. C̆ubanić et. al [108] developed a tool for recommending artifacts,
including electronic media, bug report and test plans, created as a part of the
development process.

Another possible recommendation context can be a particular source code
that the developer is working on. For instance, the works in [47] and [116]
present approaches and tools for providing relevant source code examples
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using the structure of the source code and for reusing the software com-
ponents by actively recommending methods that are suitable in a context,
respectively. Similarly, McCarey et. al [71] suggested a recommender system
that recommends reusable software components for agile reuse.

Fluri et. al [33] suggested a recommender system for software develop-
ers that provides context change recommendations by applying automated
code adaptation support leveraging changes applied in the past. Felfernig
et al. [30], in turn, related their work to requirement engineering that could
improve the overall quality of decision processes and requirement develop-
ment of individual stakeholders that deal with continuously changing and
quickly ageing requirements.

In contrast to these works, our approach concentrates only on non-
functional efficiency requirements. However, it also intends to improve
the quality of software processes and to reduce the overall costs of software
projects by improving developers’ productivity.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The aim of this chapter is to: 1) summarize the findings from this thesis,
2) argue the fulfilment of the research goals presented in Section 1.2, 3)
highlight the most important conclusions based on the research presented
in this thesis and 4) present possible directions for future work that might
utilize this thesis an an input.

The thesis consists of two parts. The first part presents a generalized the-
ory of Decision Algebra with supporting experiments (Chapters 2- 6), while
the second part discusses the application of Decision Algebra in context-
aware composition (Chapters 7, 8). The second part proves the applicability
and effectivity of Decision Algebra in a context-aware composition where
the choice in a favor of a concrete decision model for a particular problem
domain can give performance and memory consumption improvements.

This first part of this thesis explores the generalized theory (i.e., Deci-
sion Algebra) used to capture and manipulate decision information. This
information is usually captured via decision models using different learning
strategies. The decision models may have different values for non-functional
requirements (e.g., memory consumption, accuracy and decision time) and
different sets of operations that can be applied in order to manipulate the
decision information captured. Chapter 2 2 presents a literature study on
prior research papers that have used decision models in different appli-
cation domains of Computer Science. The main conclusion of this study
is that the selection of a decision model for a certain application domain is
mostly ad-hoc and only a few studies have examined the over functional and
non-functional properties of decision models before choosing the decision
model. Later on, based on this study, we introduced a set of basic notations
that characterized the decision information used in the different applica-
tion domains. This Chapter 2 justifies our research goals and motivates the
Decision Algebra concept.

In Chapter 3, we presented Decision Algebra based on higher-order deci-
sion functions. We formally defined the notion of a decision function along
with a basic core operation bind and a set of auxiliary operations: decide, evert,
apply. Short reminder: bind binds an attribute captured in a decision function
to a concrete attribute value, decide determines a concrete decision based on
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a given actual context, evert reorders the attributes captured in a decision
function, and apply applies a general function defined on the co-domain of a
decision function to a set of decision functions. We also showed an example
of how a decision function could be constructed by using known learning
strategies.

Chapter 4 discusses how decision functions can be compared, combined
and approximated. For these operations we defined a merge operation over
the decision functions, which combines the decision function by applying a
defined merge operator over the co-domain of the decision functions, and an
approx operation, which approximates a decision function by ignoring one
(or more) attributes. In this chapter, we also showed how these operations
influenced the accuracy of the decision functions (e.g., we showed that the
merger of probably accurate decision functions constantly gives us a more
accurate decision function).

In Chapter 5, we presented four existing decision models as instantia-
tions of Decision Algebra (i.e., decision trees, decision graphs, decision ta-
bles, Naïve Bayesian classifiers) using implementations of the core-operation
bind. We also showed how more efficient auxiliary operations could be im-
plemented on these decision models. Additionally, for each decision model,
we analyzed memory consumption and decision time non-functional prop-
erties. This chapter showed that the core operation of Decision Algebra can
be implemented in each decision model providing a default implementa-
tion of auxiliary operations. Since the auxiliary operations can be defined
regardless of the specific decision model implementation, comparing the
decision models becomes rather fair as it shows the advantages and dis-
advantages of the decision models instead of the different implementations
thereof. In Chapter 6, we conducted experiments of comparing decision
graphs (straight-forward Decision Algebra implementation) with decision
trees. In this experiment, we considered memory consumption, learning and
deciding time, and the accuracy of the decision models. The experiments
showed that decision graphs outperformed decision trees in all measure-
ments as decision graphs gained learning and classification speed-up ups
of up to 20% without accuracy loss, and reduced memory consumption by
44%. Additionally, we assessed the accuracy of merged decision functions
after merging decision graphs (the highest accuracy growth of the merged
decision graph was 16% and the lowest was 2.5%), and on merging decision
graphs and Naïve Bayesian classifiers (the highest accuracy growth of the
merged decision graph was 17% and the lowest was 2.7%).

The second part of the thesis begins in Chapter 7 where we generally
discuss the context-aware composition domain and how it can be integrated
into applications containing a Decision Algebra component. In this chapter,
we showed the manual and automated (based on Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming) integration of context-awareness using built-in Decision Algebra into
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legacy codes. In Chapter 8, we experimentally show that using a best-fit de-
cision model in a context-aware composition can improve the performance
of the application. In this chapter we compared decision and memory over-
heads of five decision models (i.e., decision trees, decision graphs, decision
tables, Naïve Bayesian classifiers and support vector machines) as instanti-
ations of Decision Algebra. The results showed that using decision graphs
leads to better speed and memory scalability of the context-aware composi-
tion (i.e., the decision graphs introduced the lowest decision overhead of 6%
to 34% over all other decision models) and reduced the memory consump-
tion by a factor of five.

Finally, this thesis shows that the Decision Algebra as a generalized the-
oretical framework for decision information can be applied to formalizing
classical classification approaches in Computer Science fields (cf. Chap-
ter 2) that address the problems of manipulating and capturing decision
information as well as the typical classification problems of fragmentation,
replication, and model overfitting. In fact, classical decision models, such
as decision trees, decision graphs, decision tables, Naïve Bayesian classifiers
(and eventually support vector machines) and variants thereof, can be repre-
sented as instances of Decision Algebra. Having the general representation
of decision information can lead to further insights in regard to selecting an
appropriate decision model, developing a new set of algorithms and improv-
ing the performance of decision models (i.e., increasing decision accuracy,
reducing memory and reducing decision overheads).

10.1 Review of the Goals and Goal Criteria

In Section 1.2, we presented the goal of the thesis, which was to define a
unified abstraction for decision models. This goal was motivated by the
many application domains in which different decision models were used
for classification purposes, and the right choice of a decision model actually
influenced the application’s performance. The goal was divided into two
sub-goals:

1 Provide a unified theoretical formalization for classification approaches
and

2 Create a context-aware component for the integration of this formal-
ization in applications in order to improve application’s performance.

In Section 1.3, we also presented the criteria to be used to fulfil our
research goals. We can say that all of the criteria were fulfilled with regard to
the defined scope of DA (the decision models of DM1 and DM2 categories).
We do not exclude that certain changes to the algebra can be required if to
further instantiate it to other categories of the decision models.
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10.1.1 Goal 1
The goal criteria for our first goal was:

1 Completeness: Decision Algebra shall be algebraically complete;

2 Soundness: Decision Algebra shall be sound; and

3 Composability: Decision Algebra shall be composable.

Criterion 1 was fulfilled: Chapters 3 and 4 defined the base sets of Deci-
sion Algebra as decision functions, constant properties and operations over
these decision functions. They also provided signatures and parapeterized
algebraic specification for Decision Algebra.

Criterion 2 was fulfilled: Chapter 5 discussed the existing decision mod-
els (i.e., decision trees, decision graphs, decision tables and Naïve Bayesian
classifiers) as possible instantiations of Decision Algebra. By defining a core
Decision Algebra operation over these models, we showed that the default
implementation of the auxiliary operations and properties of Decision Al-
gebra hold for these models. The instantiations of DA were also proven
experimentally in Chapter 6 .

Criterion 3 was fulfilled: Chapter 4 defined a general combining op-
eration merge that combined any instantiations of Decision Algebra if the
merge operator was implemented on the co-domain of the instantiated deci-
sion functions. It also provided a general approximating operation approx
that approximated the decision models regardless of their specific imple-
mentations. Additionally, in Chapter 5, we showed how other types of ap-
proximation algorithms (e.g., k-approx and pruning) could be applied using
the Decision Algebra auxiliary operations. Decision Algebra was evaluated
experimentally in Chapter 6.

10.1.2 Goal 2
The goal criteria for our second goal were:

1 Integrability: Decision Algebra shall be integrated into existing context-
aware legacy applications based on a well-defined integration steps;
and

2 Performance efficiency: the context-awareness component with inte-
grated Decision Algebra shall improve application performance by
allowing the application to switch between different decision models

Criterion 1 was fulfilled: Chapter 7 showed how Decision Algebra should
be integrated in context-aware composition and presented manual and au-
tomated integration of context-awareness into legacy applications. For the
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manual integration, the chapter presented a well-defined object-oriented de-
sign for the adaptation of legacy applications to context-awareness and, for
automated integration, the chapter presented an approach and its imple-
mentation based on Aspect-Oriented Programming.

Criterion 2 was fulfilled: Chapter 8 evaluated two context-aware appli-
cations using integrated Decision Algebra component that allowed for the
exchange of five different types of decision models (i.e., decision trees, deci-
sion graphs, decision tables, Naïve Bayesian classifiers and support vector
machines). The chapter showed that the performance of these applications
was improved in terms of speed and memory consumption due to the usage
of a best-fit decision model.

In conclusion, we see that the goals we set for this thesis were achieved.

10.2 Future Work

In this section, we will present future work that should be completed toward
the goal of the further improvement of our Decision Algebra formalization
and its implementation. Basically, this section should be seen as a summary
of possible research directions if one were to take this thesis as a first step.
We believe that the following ways could be used to further broaden the
scope of Decision Algebra:

1 Instantiate and, if necessary, generalize, Decision Algebra over other
types of decision models mentioned in Section 2.1.3, such as maximum-
margin (e.g., support vector machines and artificial neural networks)
and regression models (e.g., linear and logic regressions);

2 Study and analyze common problems and their solutions in different
application domains where decision models are used and check how
these solutions can be transferred from one domain to another using
Decision Algebra;

3 Apply and evaluate the general combining decision models’ operation
merge in incremental classifications, which become a central concern
in applications whose main goal is to deal with information that varies
over time; and

4 In a conjunction with [3], apply and evaluate context-aware composi-
tion approaches in dynamically changing applications where the con-
ditions can evolve over time and, thus, an online learning approach
has to be used. Additionally, due to the evolved changes in the applica-
tion environment (software as well as hardware), the best-fit decision
model can also change.
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Appendix A

Generalized Weak Law of Large
Numbers

For our main result, the convergence of mergers of decision functions to-
wards the accurate one, we need to establish the following

Lemma A.1. Let X1, . . . ,Xn be a series of independent, identically distributed
random variables with E(X1) = µ and finite variance Var(X1) ≤ σ2. Define the
weighted average of the Xi:

An =

∑n
i=1 Xi ×Ni∑n

i=1 Ni
,Ni > 0.

It holds for the expected value and the variance, resp., of these weighted averages:

E(An)=µ (A.1)
Var(An)≤σ2 (A.2)

lim
n→∞

Var(An)=0. (A.3)

Proof.

E(An)=E
(∑n

i=1 Xi ×Ni∑n
i=1 Ni

)
=

1∑n
i=1 Ni

E

 n∑
i=1

Xi ×Ni


=

1∑n
i=1 Ni

n∑
i=1

E(Xi) ×Ni

=
1∑n

i=1 Ni

n∑
i=1

µ ×Ni

=
µ∑n

i=1 Ni

n∑
i=1

Ni

=µ
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which proves [Equation A.1]. Further

Var(An)=Var
(∑n

i=1 Xi ×Ni∑n
i=1 Ni

)
=

1(∑n
i=1 Ni

)2 Var

 n∑
i=1

Xi ×Ni


=

1(∑n
i=1 Ni

)2

n∑
i=1

Var(Xi) ×N2
i

≤
1(∑n

i=1 Ni
)2

n∑
i=1

σ2
×N2

i

≤

∑n
i=1 N2

i(∑n
i=1 Ni

)2 σ
2

To see that this term is less or equal σ2 [see Equation A.2], and approaches
zero for large n, [see Equation A.3], we rewrite its first factor:∑n

i=1 N2
i(∑n

i=1 Ni
)2 =

n∑
k=1

N2
k(

Nk +
∑n

i=1,i,k Ni

)2 =

n∑
k=1

N2
k

N2
k + 2Nk

∑n
i=1,i,k Ni +

(∑n
i=1,i,k Ni

)2

and note that for each k, it holds
∑n

i=1,i,k Ni > 0 for Ni > 0, proving [Equa-
tion A.2], and

∑n
i=1,i,k Ni approaches infinity for large n, proving [Equa-

tion A.3]. � �

From Lemma A.1, it immediately follows that the weighted averages An
converge in probability to their expected values µ:

Lemma A.2. Let An be weighted average of a series X1, . . . ,Xn of independent, iden-
tically distributed random variables with E(X1) = µ and finite variance Var(X1) ≤
σ2. Then for any ε > 0

lim
n→∞

P(|An − µ| ≥ ε) = 0.

Proof. Due to Chebyshev’s inequality, P(|X − µ| ≥ kσ) ≤ 1/k2, or P(|X − µ| ≥
ε) ≤ 1/ε2σ2 (when choosing ε = kσ), we have:

lim
n→∞

P(|An,c − µ| ≥ ε) ≤ lim
n→∞

1
ε2 Var(An),

when choosing X = An, σ2 = Var(An). This converges to zero for large n as
Var(An) does according to Lemma A.1. � �
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Lemmata A.1, A.2 and their proofs are similar to the weak law of large
numbers stating that under the same conditions the unweighted sample
average of real valued random variables converges in probability towards
the expected value. In fact, it is a special case with weights Ni = 1, which we
use in the following (obvious, hence unproved) corollary.

Corollary A.1. Let D1, . . . ,Dn be a series of independent decisions, identically
distributed from a classification distribution d : C → R with expected values
E[D1 = c] = pc and variances Var[D1 = c] = pc(1 − pc) for any decision c ∈ C.1

Let An,c be the (un-)weighted average of D1, . . . ,Dn of these decisions with equal
weights N1 = 1. Then it holds:

E(An,c)=pc

Var(An)≤pc(1 − pc)
lim
n→∞

Var(An,c)=0

lim
n→∞

P(|An,c − pc| ≥ ε)=0 for any ε > 0.

Overall, this Generalized Week Law of Large Numbers can be used as
a supplementary material to the text presented in Chapter 4 in Section 4.3
regarding the accuracy of learning by merging decision functions.

1Expectation and variance of standard classification distributions; [·] the Iverson bracket

with [cond] =

{
1 if cond
0 otherwise
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